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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to improve battlefield communications capability
through improved management of existing platform and fleet level resources.
Communication is a critical capability for any platform node deployed on a modern
battlefield and enables vital Network Enabled Capabilities (NEC). However, the
dynamicity and unpredictability of wireless battlefield networks, as well as the
constant threat of equipment damage make wireless battlefield networks inherently
unreliable and as such the provision of a stable communication represents a
significant technology management challenge.
Fulfilling increasingly complex communications requirements of diverse platform
types in a chaotic and changing battlefield environment requires the use of novel
Resource and Capability Management Algorithms (RCMA) informed by application
level context data to manage limited heterogeneous resources at the platform and the
fleet level while fulfilling current mission goals.
To address platform level communications resource management, this thesis presents
High Availability Wireless Communications (HAWC), a novel platform architecture
which enables RCMA to take maximum advantage of current platform resources.
Compared to existing approaches, which are often hard wired, inflexible and lack
context awareness, HAWC’s modular and highly integrated approach facilitates
platform repair, upgrade and reroll with minimum integration cost by performing
equipment management to detect damaged, replaced and upgraded communications
hardware and making it available to platform RCMA seamlessly. HAWC also
provides access to fleet wide application layer contextual information such as
mission, situational and platform data using a Shared Data Model (SDM) approach
and thus better enables RCMAs to fulfil current mission goals.
To significantly improve fleet level communications resource and capability
management, this thesis presents three novel fleet level RCMA that optimise and
protect communications capability across diverse vehicle platforms using topology
management techniques: I) Mission Aware Topology Healing (MATH) is a context
aware topology management algorithm which reintegrates disjointed network
segments whilst avoiding geographic danger zones, thereby significantly reducing
node loss and network reconnection time compared to similar existing approaches;
II) Group Capability Integrity Management (GCIM) performs context aware node
selection to preserve mission critical group capabilities during network topology
repair; III) Coordinated Node Selection (CNS) coordinates network repair efforts
between disjointed network segments by predicting node selection decisions, thereby
preserving group capabilities and reducing network downtime compared to existing
approaches.
To enable the development, testing and performance assessment of the proposed
algorithms as well as future algorithms in a realistic battlefield network context, this
thesis presents a novel Battlefield Network Simulation Tool. The tool is validated by
accurately reproducing experiments with publically available stimulus and result
sets.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Reliable communications is an essential capability of mobile assets in the battlefield
[1]. Seamless information exchange between vehicle platforms enables mission
critical capabilities, such as improved situational awareness and survivability by
being able to disseminate information gathered through advanced Command,
Control, Communications, Computers and Intelligence (C4I) [2] technologies by
vehicle platforms in the fleet. The importance of communications capability
throughout a fleet of manned and autonomous unmanned assets has also been
highlighted as an outcome of a recent think tank sponsored by the Defence Science
and Technology Laboratory (DSTL) [3] and the Vetronics Research Centre (VRC)
[4] which concluded that a fleet’s communications capability is of critical
importance for mission success and mission survivability as it underpins an
increasing amount of other capability in the increasingly network centric operational
paradigm, and as such should have considerable resources devoted to optimising its
performance.
However, battlefield wireless networks are inherently unreliable due to a number of
factors, including equipment damage, fading channels, intentional and unintentional
interference such as environmental attenuation and intentional disruption such as
jamming. Harsh environments with a hostile topology and saturated radio bands
create a highly dynamic pattern of network availability, making wireless
communications challenging, especially in emergency and military applications [58]. In this context, existing battlefield communications systems are insufficient to
fulfil the communications requirements of modern vehicle fleets, for example
Bowman [9], the communications system used predominantly by the UK MOD in
the battlefield today, which is integrated in state-of-the-art battlefield vehicles, such
as Foxhound [10], Scout [11]and Warrior [12] has earned the label “Better Off With
Map And Nokia” by some of its users [13, 14].
Battlefield technology is constantly improving. Battlefield networks are now
comprised of

increasingly heterogeneous vehicle platforms including different

classes of manned and unmanned ground and aerial vehicles, dismounted soldiers
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and base stations, each equipped with increasingly diverse communications
equipment, such as novel Mobile Ad-hoc Network (MANET) technologies and
advanced C4I

equipment generating communications traffic with an increasing

amount of diverse QoS requirements [15, 16]. Novel NECs, such as the use of
Shared Data Models (SDM) achieve the fleet wide sharing of this data by improving
fleet interoperability through data centric communications. The increased use of
Commercial off-the-Shelf (COTS) components in the battlefield results in faster
upgrade cycles, greater modularity and a need for management of an increasing
range of diverse communications infrastructure [17].
To mitigate the challenges of the battlefield environment given the increased
resource diversity, advanced platform Resource and Capability Management
Algorithms (RCMA) are required to manage resources at the platform level and the
fleet level to create capabilities and improve network reliability [18, 19].
At the platform level, RCMA must manage the existing set of heterogeneous
communications hardware in an effort to be always best connected. To mitigate
equipment damage and to facilitate rapid upgradability and vehicle re-roll, replaced
and upgraded equipment must be detected seamlessly and made available to these
RCMA with minimum configuration. At the fleet level, RCMA must manage
physically dispersed network capability actively by exploiting platform mobility and
relocating specific nodes in the network in an effort maximise QoS, mitigate
damage, and reconnect disjointed clusters.
However, due to the aforementioned diversity of fleet resources and capabilities, it is
not always appropriate to manage the whole network homogeneously. In a battlefield
context, the ability to fulfil current mission goals depends critically on sufficient and
appropriate resources being available in the right location, to the right vehicle
platforms and at the right time.
Therefore modern vehicle fleets must take advantage of novel NECs such as fleet
wide Shared Data Models (SDMs) to manage resources and capabilities in a data
centric fashion. Modern RCMA must be application and context aware, i.e. must
account for mission goals, situational awareness data and platform diversity to
mitigate damage and allocate resources appropriately within current mission
2

parameters. These RCMA must be highly integrated, modular and flexible and be
able to adapt to the context of a dynamic environment.

1.1 Thesis Objectives
The main objective of this thesis is to improve battlefield communications capability
through improved management of existing platform and fleet level resources. In
order to achieve this objective, the thesis has two main goals:
1. To develop a platform level communication management framework that
improves battlefield communications capability by enabling application layer
Resource and Capability Management (RCM) within current mission goals.
The Communications Management Framework needs to satisfy the following
top level requirements:


Manage equipment to mitigate failures.



Enable current and future application level resource management
algorithms by providing access to a Shared Data Model (SDM).



Enable flexible and reconfigurable resource management behaviour to
react to current context and goals.



Be flexible and reconfigurable to allow for future modifications.



Comply with current technology integration guidelines.

2. To develop a set of fleet level topology management algorithms to regain
communications capability in case of damage and degradation while
accounting for hostile agents and mission goals.
Due to the unique problem space of battlefield networks, to develop and to assess the
behaviour and performance of the developed management framework and proposed
algorithms in a realistic battlefield environment, a new modelling and simulation
tool must also be developed.

3

1.2 Thesis Structure
The remainder of the thesis is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 is the first background chapter.
It provides an introduction to Battlefield Communication Networks and an overview
of the range of platforms and equipment deployed in the battlefield. Chapter 2 also
examines related emerging technology management approaches in military and
related fields. The approaches aim to manage an increasing range of diverse
communications equipment through integration and interoperation of resources.
Chapter 3 is the second background and related work chapter.
It discusses platform level and fleet level Resource and Capability Management
(RCM) approaches and explores ways in which they can be used to leverage existing
battlefield equipment to more effectively to fulfil mission goals through provision of
increased capability such as increased situational awareness. The theme developed in
this chapter is the Platform vs. Fleet dichotomy of RCM approaches. This theme
provides a platform level vs. fleet level communications management approach that
prevails throughout the thesis.
Chapter 4 is the methodology and tools chapter and the first contribution chapter.
It presents a novel Battlefield Network Simulation Tool, developed to provide the
facilities to investigate the behaviour and measure the performance of the proposed
algorithms at the platform and fleet level. The simulation tool is built in a modular
and flexible manner in order to make it easily expandable and allow the modelling of
heterogeneous networks in a realistic battlefield context. It allows for the modelling
of a wide range of platforms equipped with heterogeneous communications
technologies within a dynamic and hostile environment. The tool is validated by
replicating experiments using publically available input stimuli and results.
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Chapter 5 is the second contribution chapter.
It presents High Availability Wireless Communications (HAWC), a flexible and
integrated framework to improve platform level communications resource
management. The chapter details how HAWC enables state-of-the-art RCMAs with
fleet level context information to act as a broker between communications data and a
heterogeneous suite of wireless communications resources while recognising overall
mission goals. Experiments that demonstrate the functionality of HAWC are
presented and a discussion of the results and their implications for battlefield
communications is provided.
Chapter 6 is the third contribution chapter.
It describes novel context aware methods of managing communications resources at
the fleet level, that is the technology and communications capability that exists
across groups of military platforms. It presents the Mission Aware Topology Healing
(MATH) algorithm which protects battlefield assets in the event of an attack by
enabling them to avoid Danger Zones (DZ). Chapter 6 also presents the Group
Capability Integrity Management (GCIM) algorithm which preserves mission critical
group capabilities and the Coordinated Node Selection (CNS) algorithm which
coordinates node movements to minimise wasted resources during node relocation
events.
Chapter 7 discusses and concludes the thesis and recommends future work which
would build on the achievements of the thesis.
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Chapter 2

Battlefield Networks

2.1 Introduction
Battlefield communications are an essential requirement in modern armed forces.
“The need for seamless information exchange is apparent, shared situational
awareness among military units is essential for NEC operations.” [20]. Military and
disaster relief assets benefit greatly from the capacity to communicate wirelessly,
enabling myriad capabilities critical to operations in otherwise infrastructure-less
environments.
Network Enabled Capabilities (NEC) such as intelligence gathering for the purposes
of gaining greater Local Situational Awareness (LSA) are now a critical part of any
mission and are therefore a highly researched topic [21]. Since the ability to
communicate between different vehicles and equipment is a fundamental
requirement to achieving LSA, communications suites are often considered mission
critical systems.
However, Battlefield networks face significant challenges and are typically
characterised by unreliable connectivity due to damage, interference and a saturated
wireless spectrum [22]. Although the military is increasingly utilising wireless
communications, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) sites mobile
tactical communications as “increasingly the weakest link when conducting effective
NATO and coalition operations“ [1].
Increasing mission complexity is met with a growing range of platforms and
capabilities and accordingly an increasing range of vehicle platform equipment that
generates more data with diverse and dynamic priorities and security levels. The
network itself can range from a few nodes with point to point communications up to
vast mesh networks consisting of numerous passive sensor nodes dispersed over a
wide area [23].
For these reasons Battlefield networks are subject to stringent requirements. They are
required to be highly reliable, resilient, scalable, secure and rugged communications
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networks with inherent anti-jamming properties while simultaneously delivering
high throughput to mobile nodes at long range even in the face of a constant threat of
attack. To fulfil these stringent requirements in a cost effective manner, inspiration is
taken from the commercial sector. An increasing number of military systems are
designed using Commercial off-the-Shelf (COTS) equipment in order to facilitate
upgradeability and to take advantage of economies of scale [22]. Continuous
advances in commercial sector technologies result in improved wireless
communications with enhanced Quality of Service (QoS) and faster upgrade cycles.
These improvements have the potential to directly translate into enhanced battlefield
capabilities, increased situational awareness and improved survivability.

2.2 Battlefield Environment
Battlefield equipment is required to operate in a large variety of environments,
ranging from open landscape with low interference, line-of-sight communication to
environments which significantly impede the use of wireless communications, such
as mountainous terrain, dense vegetation, and weather conditions ranging from mild
to extreme. Some of the most challenging environments for land forces using tactical
wireless networks are urban areas. Scenarios involving tall buildings and
subterranean tunnels produce three dimensional network topologies which result in
non-line-of-sight communications and therefore suffer from signal attenuation,
making the wireless network particularly unreliable [24]. Further challenge is
presented by increasingly diverse mission types involving an increasing range of
heterogeneous battlefield equipment including many different types of mobile node
ranging from manned and unmanned aerial and ground vehicles to handheld devices
and man packs. The resulting diversity in wireless capability makes interoperability a
challenge [1].
In recent years, with the commercialisation of mobile broadband, tremendous
advances have been made in terms of transmission speed and power efficiency that
allows handheld mobile devices to communicate with each other at high speed.
Although continuous improvement of modern high performance communications
equipment results in improved performance under ideal conditions, the medium over
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which they communicate remains unreliable and hence the reliability and availability
of wireless communications in battlefield applications remains a challenge.
For this reason wireless networks, especially ad-hoc networks are said to be
inherently unreliable. Obstacles to reliable networks include fading channels, noise
and an implicitly unpredictable and time varying nature of the transmission medium
[5, 25, 26] as well as jamming and attenuation due to physical obstructions [27],
changes in the environment such as weather [8], node compromisation, hardware
failure and resource depletion, such as battery drain [6]. In some cases traditional
wireless networks can be made highly reliable, but at the cost of high latency and
low throughput [28]; but in general, network reliability is a quality which is not
directly proportional to either throughput or latency [26] and hence must be
addressed independently.

2.2.1

Internal Interference

Internal interference is a threat to reliability of any radio transmission. It occurs
when a communication signal is itself the source of distortion or interference. There
are several causes of internal interference. Particularly wireless networks in urban
and indoor environments are susceptible to internal interference due to signal
reflections which can cause significant packet loss [5]. In some cases simply the
resulting added distance the signal has to travel due to several reflections off of
surfaces can weaken the transmission enough to result in a lower signal to noise
ratio. Signal reflections can also create several distinct waveforms; when the original
and the reflections reach the receiver they can cause multipath fading [25]. Another
source for interference is signal collision, which can occur when two or more nodes
attempt to transmit simultaneously. Various techniques exist to avoid signal
collisions; examples include Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) which
determines if the physical medium is available before transmitting, or Time Division
Multiple Access (TDMA) [26] which assigns predefined transmission slots to each
transceiver.
The increasing need for higher bandwidth communications has prompted much
research to better utilise the wireless spectrum. While multiple radio transceivers of
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the same type operating on different channels have been shown to deliver
significantly higher throughput than single transceiver communications by enabling
nodes to transmit and receive simultaneously and utilize more of the frequency
spectrum [29], internal interference between the radios can be a problem [30]. This
effect can be reduced with the use of spatial multiplexing [26], or the use of
heterogeneous transceivers which solve this problem by operating on completely
separate frequency bands, thus improving robustness, reliability, connectivity and
performance.

2.2.2

External Interference

External interference is another common threat to reliability; it is the interference
caused by signal sources that are not part of the network [31]. There are two types of
external interference, unintentional and intentional. Unintentional external
interference can be caused by any type of radio emitter, such as wireless phones and
microwave ovens as well as terrain, foliage and weather. Intentional external
interference is caused by deliberate and hostile attempts to block, distort or
overpower a radio signal, e.g. with electronic countermeasures. External interference
can be overcome in a number of technical and physical ways. Frequency diversity
such as orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing [32] and frequency hopping can
be used in an effort to occupy a part of the spectrum with less interference [33].
Diverse transceivers can be used to occupy multiple bands, transmitting redundant
data can be used to recover information from a distorted signal [34] and time
diversity can be used in an effort to transmit during times when external interference
is not present [35].

2.2.3

Equipment Damage and Degradation

Damage to communications equipment can degrade or defeat a vehicle’s
communications capabilities, possibly jeopardising mission success and vehicle
survivability. Equipment degradation can occur for several reasons, such as damage
to the vehicle platform and failure of components critical to the communications
capability of the vehicle, such as antennas. Harsh environments with great
temperature differentials, moisture and dust in addition to the constant risk of node
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damage resulting from an attack, make node failure a common scenario in the
battlefield.

2.3 Range of Platforms
A vehicle platform describes any type of asset deployed in the battlefield. In a
battlefield networks context, a vehicle platform may represent nodes in multiple
overlapping heterogeneous networks, depending on the radio equipment it is
carrying (see section 2.4 for more information about different platform equipment).
The increased variety of missions combined with the continuous development of
new technology has resulted in an increased number of vehicle platform types in use
by modern armed forces, each with different capabilities and applications [36]. The
availability of COTS technology has enabled the use of a wide range of specialised
unmanned vehicles, some controlled by a dismounted soldier from a few metres
away, and some from communications base stations on a different continent. Modern
vehicle fleets are highly integrated; to manage their resources and capabilities
effectively, it is important to recognise their diverse requirements. As nodes in a
common network, each platform’s mission goals include facilitating an effective
communications capability for the fleet.

2.3.1

Dismounted Soldiers

Dismounted Soldiers (DS) play a significant role in modern military operations and
often cannot be replaced by manned or unmanned vehicles. Technology in the
battlefield is often built around the requirements and capabilities of DS in the
battlefield. In addition to the large number of vehicle platforms developed solely to
deliver dismounted soldiers into theatre, many unmanned vehicles are designed for
the sole purpose of aiding DS; logistics, such as carrying soldier equipment over
long distances, or provide improved LSA.
DS are being equipped and interfaced with more and more information generating
equipment which requires each DS deployed in a modern battlefield to represent a
node in a wireless network. Head mounted, gun mounted and handheld sensors and
devices generate an increasing amount of data that must be shared over this network
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[16]. DS need to control and share data with many types of unmanned vehicles.
While this often occurs with dedicated hardware, future dismounted soldiers will be
more integrated with all types of wireless platform.

2.3.2
2.3.2.1

Unmanned Vehicles
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

There exist a wide variety of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) in the battlefield,
with wingspans ranging from several centimetres to over ten metres, fulfilling a
range of activities involving critical support missions such as reconnaissance and
gathering enhanced targeting data to aid land forces, as well as engaging targets
actively using a variety of weaponry.
Advances in microelectronics, battery, motor and communications technology and
the resulting higher availability of compact UAV means that small UAV are
becoming more widespread in the battlefield especially for reconnaissance missions.
These small UAV can be carried by a dismounted soldier and can be used to
significantly enhance LSA by giving land forces a bird’s eye view of a large area
very quickly. Several types of these small UAV exist; most currently in use, are
either in the form of a miniature fixed wing electric aircraft, or a quadcopter design
while significantly smaller designs the size of a bee [37] or a hummingbird [38] are
in development, but still in their infancy.
Advances in computer algorithms and swarm behaviour are being developed to
enable fully autonomous activities, such as the fully autonomous mapping of urban
scenarios [39] as well as agile [40] and formation flight [41] where small UAV are
able to carry out tasks as a group, such as lift heavy objects using multiple
quadcopters cooperatively. To enable communications between these swarms of
UAV, Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETS) are being developed which account for
the specific requirements of Flying Ad-Hoc Networks (FANET) [42].
While the power constraints of smaller UAV significantly limit communications
capabilities, larger UAV are typically equipped with multiple wireless links, for
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command and control from the base station and to feed information to DS and
Manned Vehicles on the ground.
2.3.2.2

Unmanned Ground Vehicles

Unmanned Ground Vehicles (UGVs) are widely used in the military. Their use has
gained popularity because they allow personnel to remotely carry out otherwise
dangerous tasks, such as Improvised Explosive Device (IED) detection and disposal,
while remaining at a safe distance. Continuous technological advances enable UGVs
to perform increasingly complex tasks making UGVs a more and more indispensable
tool thin the arsenal of moderns land forces.
UGVs are being used in a wide range of sizes and weight classes. UGVs, such as the
“Throwbot” [43] are small enough to be carried by a dismounted soldier, while large
UGV, such as the Abrams Panther mine clearing vehicle can have a mass of over
forty tons. Different UGVs are equipped with several types of propulsion. While
most UGVs mirror manned vehicle design and use wheels or tracks, some types of
UGV are developed to use two [44] or four legs [45] to be able to traverse difficult
terrain.
UGVs can be used to carry out a wide range of critical support missions. Enhanced
local situational awareness through reconnaissance by UGVs, particularly in urban
scenarios can significantly improve survivability for dismounted soldiers. UGVs can
also be used for the detection and disposal Nuclear, Biological and Chemical threats.
While most UGVs in use today fulfil a supporting role, such as detailed above, some
varieties, such as the SWORDS can be equipped with weapons, including grenade
launchers and automatic rifles and can be used to actively engage threats from a
distance. In addition to remotely controlled UGVs, advances in computer algorithms
give rise to UGVs capable of performing a growing number of tasks autonomously,
such as patrolling a perimeter or take part in a supply convoy.
Due to these diverse capabilities and safety requirements, a UGV may be equipped
with a variety of Radio Access Technologies (RATs). Typically, communication
between a UGV and the operator occurs via a point to point connection to a
specialised terminal; however, more widespread use and the necessary reduction of
12

efficiency bottlenecks will result in UGV communications becoming increasingly
integrated with other battlefield systems. Due to battery power limitations of smaller
UGVs, transmission power may be limited and advanced resource management may
be necessary.
The highly versatile nature of UGVs combined with the reduced risk for the operator
are clear advantages which will only result in an increased number of UGVs being
employed in the battlefield. The resulting increased variety and number of nodes in a
wireless network brings stringent QoS requirements in an increasingly larger
network which must be fulfilled in order to support the inevitable growth of UGV
missions.

2.3.3

Manned Vehicles

Manned vehicles can include ground vehicles, air and water craft. Modern manned
ground vehicles such as the Foxhound [10] play an integral role in military
operations. Similar to unmanned vehicles, manned vehicles are being equipped with
an increasing range of sensors, enabling capabilities such as the streaming of high
definition video; however, in addition to the ability to generate an increased amount
of data, manned vehicles often represent the command and control station for
unmanned vehicles. Future manned vehicles may be equipped to deploy several
UAV and UGV to perform a variety of support tasks, such as LSA, mine clearing
and reconnaissance.
Manned vehicles tend to be larger in size than unmanned vehicles and have much
less stringent power limitations; therefore they are typically capable of more
resource intensive tasks. Direct human control of a vehicle still outperforms both
autonomous and remotely controlled unmanned vehicles; hence manned vehicles can
also carry out more complex tasks.

2.3.4

Command Bases

As the centre for logistics and planning in the battlefield, command bases represent
the backbone of the command structure [46]. They interface with all previously
discussed node types, acting as the central point of control in the battlefield.
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Command bases are typically fortified and hence, represent a more secure node in
the network. Because of the stationary nature of a base, power limitations are much
less stringent and communications capability is typically the largest of any node in
the network.

2.4 Range of Platform Equipment
Assets in the battlefield are becoming increasingly heterogeneous. This results in a
wide range of communications equipment deployed in the field.
The range of equipment used in modern vehicle platforms is constantly increasing.
Wireless communications equipment has become extremely diverse due to the large
range of capabilities and QoS requirements needed to satisfy increasingly diverse
mission types. Different types of RATs have different strengths and weaknesses.
Modern battlefield vehicle fleets exploit this fact; therefore vehicles with varying
communication requirements

are equipped

with

different

communications

technologies to suit their mission goals. These technologies may be developed
entirely for military purposes; however, it is increasingly common for battlefield
vehicles to be equipped with technology developed for the commercial sector.

2.4.1

Commercial off-the-shelf Technology

Commercial off-the-Shelf (COTS) equipment includes any generic commercial
hardware or software available in the commercial marketplace that can be purchased
via government contract. This includes a wide range of products and services
including materials and technology used for military vehicle platforms.
Driven by large financial incentives of consumer demand, commercial hardware is
being constantly developed resulting in a faster rate of technology evolution
compared to government development of custom battlefield technology. COTS
devices are typically manufactured in high volumes resulting in a significantly
reduced cost and abundance in spare parts. COTS technology requires significantly
less training than custom battlefield technology because oftentimes the user is
already familiar with a civilian equivalent [47]. Therefore designing a system
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utilising mass produced COTS components can result in a more state-of-the-art
system, as well as a significant reduction in cost.
The rapid evolution and lower costs mean that it is often inefficient to develop
entirely new solutions solely for military application and not to take advantage of the
steady evolution COTS technologies. In addition to COTS hardware, when clear
advantages can be demonstrated, even COTS applications permeate into the
battlefield. An example is the increasing importance of text messaging in the
battlefield due to its advantages of silence, simplicity and the ability to perform real
time translation [1]. For these reasons the military is increasingly adopting a COTS
philosophy in regard to their equipment.
Despite these advantages, some inefficiency exists as competing standards and
design philosophies of different COTS suppliers struggle to yield the technical
coherence necessary to provide the required level of interoperability between
different vendors’ COTS hardware. Future military vehicles need to have the
capability of having any system upgraded or replaced quickly in order to aid mission
adaption or in case of damage, any vehicle subsystem needs to be rapidly repaired, or
replaced. In order to take advantage of these properties, systems must be designed to
seamlessly accommodate and integrate a range of COTS hardware, both by
designing the systems in a hardware independent fashion and by defining a clear set
of interfaces between the equipment and the rest of the system.

2.4.2

Through-Life Platform Upgrade

Due to a higher required return on investment, battlefield vehicle platforms have
longer life cycles [48], thus vehicle platform communications resources may be
modified or upgraded during the platform lifetime in order to address changing
operational requirements or to take advantage of new technology. To facilitate these
modifications, any implementation of communications resources on modern vehicle
platforms must facilitate rapid replacement of radio resources, enabling
reconfigurability and upgradability at minimum integration cost.
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2.4.3

Radio Access Technologies

In order to fulfil more stringent performance requirements, Radio Access
Technologies have become increasingly complex. As discussed previously, a clear
trend towards the integration of COTS equipment within battlefield equipment
means that future battlefield networks will likely use an increasing variety of COTS
Radio Access Technologies (RAT) with highly diverse properties, strengths and
weaknesses. Used appropriately considering their individual properties and
requirements, they have the potential of significantly improving battlefield
communications capability. Because they share the same wireless spectrum, their
performance always depends on the environment they are being used in.
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Figure 2-1 A Comparison of Wireless Access Technologies

Although RATs vary widely in their performance characteristics, they share many
properties such as data rate, range, reliability, latency, object penetration, cost of
transmission, channel capacity, service quality and military safety level. Figure 2-1
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provides an approximate overview of different RAT performance in terms of the key
properties: range and throughput.
2.4.3.1

Currently Prevailing: Point to Point Radio

FM Radio is the most widely used RAT in traditional armed forces around the world.
In the UK military, the primary technology to communicate over HF, VHF and UHF
radio is the Bowman [9] communications system.
Performance
Bowman provides the capability to transmit secure voice and data at a maximum
data rate of 750 kbps. The system’s transmission range is in the order of several
kilometres, but is highly dependent on the exact configuration, antenna type and
location of the radio. Different configurations of the Bowman communications
system can be carried as a man pack, as well as mounted on a wide range of land
vehicles, ships and aircraft. Bowman provides frequency hopping capabilities
enabling it to avoid interference and interception.
Drawbacks
Although the simplicity and ubiquity of systems such as Bowman in the modern
military and the existing knowledge and training in how to operate them are clear
advantages for FM Radio Communications systems, due to increasing bandwidth
demands, modern network enabled vehicle fleets require a next generation fleet
communications system. Bowman will not be able to fulfil the needs of modern
vehicle fleets alone.
Applicability to Battlefield Communications
While FM Radio will likely play a role in future military operations, it will be used
as one of many radio access technologies in a data centric communications
architecture where it can be deployed in situations that play to its strengths rather
than its weaknesses.
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2.4.3.2

Satellite Communications

Satellite communications is enabled by constellations of satellites orbiting the earth
which relay information around the globe. Communications satellites are typically
deployed in a variety of orbits that provide near-world-wide and world-wide
coverage as well as geo-stationary satellite positions depending on the application.
Performance
Some examples of word-wide communications satellite constellations include the US
Air Force Milstar [49], the UK Skynet [50] and the Iridium Satellite Constellation
[51]. Due to the high cost of satellite communications, they are mainly used for low
bandwidth applications where low latency communications is not a significant
requirement. The Iridium constellation, for example, is capable of a typical data rate
of 2.4 kbps [52] and a latency of approximately 1.8 s [53]. However, Military
Satellite systems may be cable of much higher data rates, such as the Skynet
constellation with a data rate of 155 Mbps [54].
Drawbacks
Due to the high costs associated with launching satellites into orbit, the use of these
systems also carries a higher cost. Satellite usage is highly prioritised for this reason
so that it is reserved only for the most critical communications data. The high latency
caused by the travel time of the signal to orbit and back also presents a QoS
challenge prohibitively high for real time applications.
Applicability to Battlefield Communications
Satellite communications are of great utility for applications in remote areas. In
addition to search and rescue tasks and emergency beacons, they are used for
communications with remote sites and assets such as ships and aircraft deployed in
remote areas where FM communication is infeasible. Satellite communications may
also be used as an emergency fall-back when other radio equipment fails. This way
they can also provide the ability to communicate with disjointed vehicle clusters over
great distances when other means of communications are unavailable.
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2.4.3.3

Cellular Networks

Cellular networks are organised on the principle that a geographic area is divided up
into cells which are each served by at least one stationary backbone transceiver, or
cell base station. Clients can move freely between cells because they are handed over
from base station to base station seamlessly. The use of directional antennas and the
reuse of frequencies in non-adjacent cells make cellular networks very efficient in
their use of the wireless spectrum. There has been a steady evolution of wireless
network standards 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G [55] and due to consumer demand of high
availability mobile phone communications networks, cellular networks now cover
large areas of the globe.
Performance
There has been a progression in cellular technology since the first generation of
mobile phones from the early days of analogue 1G with a maximum bandwidth of
2.4 kbps until 4G which is in widespread use today in certain cases capable of
delivering data rates of more than 100 Mbps.
The development of 5G by the Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance as the
fifth generation of mobile network standards is planned to be completed by 2020 and
aims to support data rates of at least 50 Mbps for tens of thousands of simultaneous
users up to 1 Gbps for tens of users in some specific environments. 5G is also
planned to enable lower latency connections than previous generations as well as
network based positioning with a typical accuracy of less than 10 m [56].
Drawbacks
In contrast to Ad-Hoc networks, cellular network require a significant amount of
infrastructure to be built before it can operate. Cellular networks cannot typically be
mobile, they need to be set up at specific geographic locations, and therefore their
setup time is costly both in terms of time and resources, reserving them for semipermanent and permanent forward operating bases.
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Applicability to Battlefield Communications
Although cellular networks require an existing infrastructure they are of interest to
modern vehicle fleets because they can be built semi-permanently or in some cases it
may be possible for armed forces to take command of existing cellular networks to
supplement their communications capability. Due to the consumer demand, these are
some of the most advanced communications technologies available today. Cellular
standards can provide very high data rates across vast areas.
2.4.3.4

Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks - IEEE 802.16

802.16 describes a set of Wireless Metropolitan Area Network (WMAN) standards
intended to operate on the scale of the size of a city. It was developed by the IEEE
and specifies the PHY and MAC layers of RATs.
Performance
Utilising Multi-Input-Multi-Output (MIMO) technology, emerging technologies,
such as IEEE 802.16 WiMAX are capable of providing data rates of up to 1 Gbps.
WiMAX operates from 2 - 66 GHz, allowing for both high speed line of sight
backhaul type links as well as object penetration using lower frequency bands [57].
Drawbacks
WMAN are not widely deployed and availability of COTS equipment is limited. Due
to its lack of popularity, compared to its commercial competitor - cellular networks,
802.16 standard development is evolving at a significantly slower rate.
Applicability to Battlefield Communications
Its wide frequency range and subsequent inherent resistance to interference and high
speed make 802.16 a useful RAT for battlefield communications; However, similar
to cellular networks, 802.16 requires an existing infrastructure to be utilised
effectively, therefore their use is reserved for semi-permanent to permanent bases.
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2.4.3.5

Wireless Local Area Network - IEEE 802.11

Intended for the use within limited areas, such as within one or several buildings,
similarly to 802.16, the 802.11 standard represents a set of interoperable
implementations of wireless standards originally developed by the IEEE. The 802.11
standards specify the PHY and MAC layers and include several different types of
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) with varying frequencies and data rates.
Performance
Like in other wireless networks, effective transmission range varies significantly
depending on the environment, transmission speed [58] and antenna used [59], but a
typical effective range of an 802.11 RAT can be characterised approximately with
250 m in a line of sight scenario and less than 50 m indoors.
802.11b transceivers operate on the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medial (ISM)
band and provide a maximum data rate of 11 Mbps, however, depending on
congestion of the channel they can adapt to a lower throughput of 5.5 Mbps, 2 Mbps,
or 1 Mbps. 802.11g transceivers are capable of a maximum throughput of 54 Mbps,
however, effective throughput can be estimated to approximately 22 Mbps [60].
802.11a transceivers operate on the 5.8 GHz ISM band to avoid interference
commonly encountered in the 2.4 GHz band and similarly to 802.11g, are capable of
a maximum data rate of 54 Mbps with an effective throughput of approximately 22
Mbps [60]. 802.11n is a MIMO technology capable of transmitting and receiving
using up to four spatial channels on both, the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz band to achieve
increased data rates. With a channel width of 40 MHz, 802.11n is also capable of
utilising twice the channel width of 802.11b, g and a. 802.11n is capable of a
maximum data rate of 54 Mbps to 600 Mbps depending on the number of MIMO
antennas used and the amount of interference encountered.
802.11ac is an emerging technology operating on the 5.8 GHz band. 802.11ac
significantly improves upon the performance of previous 802.11 standards. Using a
channel width of up to 160 MHz and up to eight spatial channels 802.11ac is capable
of a maximum data rate of 3.47 Gbps [61].
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Another 802.11 standard is the MANET standard 802.11s [62], unlike other 802.11
standards, specifies a MAC layer intended for multi-hop mesh networking, it
requires the use of one of the 802.11a/b/g/n family of technologies at the physical
layer.
Drawbacks
Operating on the 2.4 GHz ISM band, 802.11b and g transceivers are subject to much
unintentional external interference. One of the reasons why the 2.4 GHz band is
unlicensed in the majority of the world is the fact that the resonant frequency of
water resides at 2.45 GHz, which microwave ovens take advantage of and hence
operate at this frequency [63]. Interaction with water in the 2.4 GHz Band also
means that weather and foliage can have a significant effect on the characteristics of
this type of transceiver, resulting in a highly variable performance, depending on the
application. Typical COTS implementations of 802.11 also lack security and error
correction, therefore battlefield implementations of 802.11 have to ensure that these
QoS requirements are fulfilled by the implementation of the technology.
Applicability to Battlefield Communications
Under the brand name WiFi, 802.11 standards have become some of the most widely
used wireless communication standards world-wide. The majority of mobile COTS
technology in the consumer market today is equipped with an 802.11 RAT.
Although 802.11 standards come in many varieties, the most common 802.11
standards today are 802.11a, 802.11b, 802.11g and 802.11n. The worldwide ubiquity
of 802.11, its ever improving performance characteristics, scalability and backward
compatibility make it a prime candidate for all scales of battlefield vehicle platform
including manned and unmanned vehicles of all types and sizes.
2.4.3.6

Wireless Personal Area Network - IEEE 802.15

A Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) is a short range wireless network with a
range on the order of centimetres to metres. Traditionally used for low power and
low data rate applications, many mobile COTS devices were equipped with a WPAN
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capability. The most widely used implementations of 802.15 in mobile devices today
are Bluetooth IEEE 802.15.1 and ZigBee IEEE 802.15.4.
Performance
802.15.1 is commonly used to provide wireless connectivity between Human
Interface Devices (HID) and Personal Computers (PC) as well as mobile phones and
wireless speakers. 802.15.4 implementations typically have significantly lower
power requirements than 802.15.1 and are therefore commonly used for low power
mesh network applications. An 802.15.4 link provides data rates of 250 kbps at a
distance of 10-100 m.
Ultra Wide Band (UWB) IEEE 802.15.3a is an emerging technology with
significantly higher data rates than traditional WPAN. UWB floods the spectrum
with wide band pulses rather than occupying a single band continuously. Like other
WPANs, it operates at short range; however, it has been shown to deliver data rates
up to 675 Mbit/s. UWB can also be used to provide accurate distance measurements
between nodes by measuring the time the signal takes to travel between nodes. UWB
occupies large bandwidth, making it more resistant to multipath interference as well
as harder to locate than other RAT.
Drawbacks
802.15 shares the same 2.4 GHz band as many of the 802.11 standards and will
therefore not only suffer from the same interference problems as 802.11, but also
directly interfere with other 802.11 RAT. Its viable areas of use are therefore
reduced to niche applications.
Applicability to Battlefield Communications
Like 802.11, 802.15 is used in a wide variety of COTS equipment worldwide,
however, the WPAN’s low power, short range and susceptibility to interference
makes 802.15 suitable only for applications without safety requirements and a very
short range, such as body sensors and personal device communications [16].
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2.4.3.7

Software Defined Radio

Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a wireless RAT where the physical radio
frequency front-end hardware of the radio transceiver has been reduced to a bare
minimum and its functions are instead implemented in software.
Performance
In a modern network enabled vehicle fleet context, the SDR approach has several
advantages. SDR is significantly more flexible in terms of frequency bands, because
a single RF frontend is physically capable of transmitting a wide range of
frequencies. This way the modulation frequency can be changed rapidly in order to
adapt to changing environments and interference or to fill a gap in a vehicle’s
communication capability. Software Defined Radio is extremely reconfigurable;
because most of the functionality is programmed in software, one set of hardware
can be compatible with a wide range of legacy communications hardware by
switching between frequencies and frequency bands [64].
Drawbacks
Software defined radios also have disadvantages. Because the amount of passive
analogue hardware is reduced and the amount of processing is increased, SDR power
consumption tends to be higher than that of conventional radios. SDRs also tend to
have lower dynamic range, i.e. conventional radios are better able at receiving both
very weak and very powerful signals than SDRs. The inability to handle large signal
powers introduces the problem of “blockers” which saturate a band to the extent that
it is no more receivable for SDRs [64].
Applicability to Battlefield Communications
Integrating most radio functionality into software instead of hardware can reduce the
cost of radio transceivers drastically, enabling the deployment of large numbers of
inexpensive radio nodes to build more redundant and therefore reliable wireless
networks. Additionally, SDR systems can be updated and upgraded with very little
cost and novel communication techniques enabling increased resistance to
interference and reduced detectability can be prototyped and deployed quickly [1].
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SDR technology is now mature enough to be implemented by the French military in
form of the CONTACT program [65].
The backwards compatibility of SDR with legacy communications systems on the
market and with an ever increasing number of RAT types being used for wireless
communication, software defined radios are currently an intensely researched topic.
The NATO IST conference recommends increased effort in the fields of SDR in
order to mitigate a saturated EM spectrum [1].

2.4.4

Preliminary Conclusion

The rapid pace of development of the range of platform equipment is fundamentally
driven by civilian demand; however, the advances in communications technology
cannot be ignored for battlefield applications. Technology transfer from the civilian
sector to the battlefield has the potential to yield significant benefits in battlefield
communications effectiveness.
Although diverse, these communications technologies are fundamentally similar and
share many of their basic performance characteristics, such as throughput, latency,
etc. By characterising these technologies using key performance characteristics and
link types it should be possible to abstract them by considering them as ‘black
boxes’ with specific stated interfaces and behaviour.
The diversity resulting from the use of these advanced technologies may provide
significant improvements in the future; however, to use them effectively in a
battlefield context where the correct delivery of a message may require specific and
stringent QoS requirements to be satisfied, it is crucial to recognise the strengths and
weaknesses of each of these technologies. A management system is one viable
approach which allows the use these technologies in appropriate situations and
configurations recognising which RAT are best used in which combination to fulfil
prevailing network QoS requirements
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2.4.5

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) are an emerging technology. They are a type
of Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) that is dynamically self-organising and selfconfiguring ad-hoc communications network, arranged in a mesh topology with no
existing infrastructure or centralised control [26, 66, 67].
MANETs differ from other WMNs in a number of ways. WMNs are typically
comprised of static nodes, seldom stand alone and integrate with other networks.
Their purpose is to enhance ad-hoc capabilities or act as a last mile solution to those
networks [66, 68].
MANET nodes are designed to be completely self-sufficient, have no centralised
control and function without external intervention. They are optimised for vehicular
networks, comprised of highly mobile nodes and feature stand-alone capabilities in
the event that a group of vehicles becomes separated. In the battlefield MANET
technologies are superior to traditional static radio technologies because of their
inherent support for a highly dynamic topology [67]. Manufacturers of commercial
MANET implementations include Mesh Networks [69], Mesh dynamics [70],
Radiant Network Services [71] and Persistent Systems [72].
2.4.5.1

Routing

Wireless routing in ad-hoc networks as opposed to wired routing is characterised by
a lack of prior knowledge about the network topology which has to be discovered
through probing [27]. In contrast to point-to-point networks, MANETs are not
limited by a single transceiver’s range [73]. To transmit information over large
distances a technology called multi-hopping [62] is used in which messages can be
forwarded from node to node. Multi-hopping routing protocols include IEEE
802.11s [62], TORA [74], AODV [75], DSDV [76], DSR [77], BABEL [78], etc.
Routing tables are used to store established routing paths; however, since in a highly
dynamic environment, successful routing paths cannot be trusted to work more than
once, routing tables quickly become obsolete. The result is large packet loss,
frequent message retransmits and a large overhead consumed by route discovery
packets which make the transmission of time critical data extremely difficult.
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2.4.5.2

Scalability

Multi-hopping allows MANET to become very large in size, however, since every
additional hop a packet has to take increases latency, the network experiences a rapid
drop in throughput as the number of hops increases, subsequently inhibiting the
networks scalability [66]. To solve these emerging scalability problems, some
MANETs employ clustering protocols which enable nodes of a MANET to form
groups in order to split the network into multiple smaller parts. These clusters are
easier to manage and reduce latency by locally sharing information which does not
need to be transmitted throughout the whole network frequently, increasing
bandwidth efficiency as well as scalability [79]. In cases when a MANET becomes
fragmented, clustering enables fragments to reconfigure into an independent subnet
and coordinate locally until the fragment is able to reintegrate with the main
network.
2.4.5.3

Applicability to Battlefield Communications

Despite all of these challenges, MANETs have many advantages. Their rapid
deployability makes them ideal for modern vehicle fleet operations in military as
well as disaster relief applications. Even when existing infrastructure is damaged or
unusable, MANETs can be constructed rapidly with few resources. Their dynamic
self-configuration means that nodes automatically form a network and no set up or
external management is necessary, even when individual nodes fail or the
environment changes [1].

2.4.6

Quality of Service

Quality of Service (QoS) is the measure of the performance of a communications
network as observed between two network endpoints i.e. the useful communications
capability of a network between two nodes [80]. QoS can be assessed on multiple
layers of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model [81], e.g. throughput on the
Physical Layer or Video Quality on the Application Layer.
Although there exists no universally accepted list of common QoS parameters for
either a network QoS provision or traffic QoS requirements myriad lists of QoS
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parameters have been proposed to describe a wide variety of diverse networks [82].
The burden of a QoS parameter classification of a network is to adequately represent
the performance of the network using a limited set of QoS metrics. To this end the
Data Link Provider Interface (DLPI) Standard is one approach that measures
common basic network performance by a list of six performance parameters:
Throughput, Delay, Priority, Protection, Error Rate and Resilience [83].
2.4.6.1

Throughput

Throughput measures the amount of useful information in bits which can be
transmitted over the network end-to-end in a given time. Battlefield networks are
required to transport data with diverse throughput requirements. Throughput
requirements can range from a node transmitting a heartbeat at a predefined
frequency to a group of vehicles platforms transmitting multiple high definition
video streams.
2.4.6.2

Transit Delay (Latency)

The latency of a network is the measure of the end-to-end delay of a message; it is
the time it takes for the information to be transmitted from one point of the network
to another [84]. In a battlefield network, there are several traffic types with diverse
latency requirements. For example, daily map updates are not time critical, whereas
UGV control data has a stringent latency requirement to guarantee that the UGV
responds to a control input within a given time.
2.4.6.3

Priority

Because a limited QoS can be delivered based on prevailing constraints, traffic is
prioritised according to its importance. High priority traffic is generally prioritised
ahead of best-effort data in order to avoid lower priority traffic hindering high
priority traffic. Battlefield networks transport traffic with diverse priorities from
weather information to armament discharge commands.
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2.4.6.4

Protection

Protection indicates the extent to which the traffic is guarded against unauthorised
monitoring or manipulation [80]. This QoS parameter is especially relevant within
battlefield networks to protect against unauthorised interception or tampering with
traffic. Protection requirements in battlefield networks are enforced by strong
encryption, authentication and authorisation.
2.4.6.5

Residual Error Rate

Residual Error Rate is the ratio of lost, incorrect and duplicated packets to the total
amount of packets transmitted end-to-end over a network [85]. It is the proportion of
useful data received. As discussed previously, battlefield networks, especially
MANETs are subject to harsh and dynamic environment and thus typically
experience a high error rate.
2.4.6.6

Resilience

Resilience measures the network’s ability to provide a certain QoS level despite
unwanted outside influences, i.e. the network’s resistance to jamming and other
Electronic Counter Measures (ECM). Battlefield networks are required to possess a
particularly high level of resilience which is provided by a variety of Electronic
Protection Measures (EPM) including multi-hopping and other anti-jamming
measures.
For the purposes of assessing a network according to these parameters, in a stable
network, QoS can be modelled as a function of a limited number of factors, such as
the number of transceivers available, their transmission rate and power, the distance
between nodes and interference between nodes [25], however, a stable topology is
seldom achieved in battlefield networks. The QoS which can be provided in a
diverse and dynamic battlefield network is also a function of several external factors
including node mobility, hostile forces, vehicle stealth, etc.,
Communications traffic transmitted over a battlefield network has diverse and
dynamic QoS requirement which have to be fulfilled by the network. This traffic
needs to be transmitted using existing resources therefore modern vehicle platforms
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commonly transmit mixed QoS data on the same link [86]. To enable the use of the
same link for multiple concurrent types of traffic, care must be taken to deliver
appropriate QoS for each type of traffic.

2.5 Technology Integration Approaches
Traditionally, civilian and battlefield vehicle platform technology consisted of
independent analogue systems, which were hard wired to perform a single function.
Actuators and effectors were typically controlled by a single dedicated control
interface, i.e. a switch; operator feedback functioned similarly.
The increasing complexity of battlefield vehicle platforms described in the previous
chapters presents a new management challenge for military vehicle designers and
operators. Changing mission goals, increasing performance requirements and data
demands mean that network efficiency and capacity must be improved by increasing
the amount of interoperability and cooperation between nodes on the fleet level [1].
To cope with the added complexity of multiple RATs and other battlefield vehicle
equipment and the resulting added cost, it is necessary to use existing resources more
efficiently.
One approach that aims to address these needs is a drive towards modularity and
standardisation from a fleet level management perspective. Seamless use of
heterogeneous technologies can yield higher efficiencies; more standardisation and
integration of components can significantly reduce costs by enabling the use of mass
produces COTS hardware and prolong the service time of vehicles by extending their
future utility. Common standards result in more flexible battlefield equipment which
can be upgraded to perform its function more effectively, or be repurposed when
necessary.

2.5.1

Generic Vehicle Architecture

The Generic Vehicle Architecture (GVA), UK MOD Defence Standard 23-09 [87] is
an MOD owned and maintained, mandatory vehicle architecture for all new MOD
vehicle projects. It is aimed at standardising military vehicles in order to benefit from
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a common approach to vehicle design. The nine basic principles of the GVA are as
follows:


“Be MOD owned and maintained.



Take account of previous MOD investment.



Specify the minimum necessary to achieve MOD's desired benefits and avoid
unnecessary constraint in implementation.



Be applicable to current and future systems.



Be open, modular and scalable.



Facilitate technology insertion (upgrade, update, replace, repair, remove and
add).



Not to implement in hardware any functionality that can be implemented in
software.



Take a ‘whole platform’ systems view.



Be done in conjunction with industry.”

The GVA provides guidelines on vehicle design in areas such as electronic
architecture and technologies, physical architecture, power supplies, human factors,
integration and others. It is an ongoing effort to standardise military vehicle design.
It provides a platform level data model that offers abstraction from individual pieces
of equipment and standardises the set of interfaces for connecting equipment to the
modular architecture.
The GVA aims to facilitate a reduction in cost of components through the economies
of scale and a reduction in cost of vehicle design and ownership. It eases the process
of replacing faulty or out-of-date vehicle components, as well as increasing the
compatibility of systems across a fleet of vehicles. Due to its open and modular
nature it enables vehicle design to incorporate tried and tested legacy systems, as
well as possible future systems. Vehicle functionality can be updated more
frequently by the use of software defined systems and a modular design of vehicle
components.
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2.5.2

Future Integrated Soldier Technology

Future Integrated Soldier Technology (FIST) is a UK MOD program designed to
enhance the British Military’s effectiveness by providing improved situational
awareness, lethality and survivability through the use of highly modular and
interoperable infantry soldier equipment. FIST uses COTS equipment, such as
radios, GPS receivers, computers, optics and cameras and aims to integrate all
technology worn by dismounted soldiers in order to enhance their overall combat
effectiveness.
FIST takes advantage of a number of capabilities generated by interoperability
between standardised systems. FIST allows soldiers to communicate within their
group as well as with a forward operating base. Using a multihop protocol, the FIST
system can integrate with unmanned platforms to transmit information over larger
distances.
By integrating these technologies, FIST enables group capabilities beyond those of
any individual unit, such as the ability to share location data and video from helmet
and weapon mounted cameras, as well as route planning and tactical planning
capabilities. Bowman is used as the main underlying communications technology;
for PAN applications FIST uses Bluetooth, i.e. to interconnect different FIST
components.

2.5.3

The Vehicle Integration for C4ISR/EW Interoperability

The Vehicle Integration for C4ISR/EW Interoperability (VICTORY) is a program
developed by the US Army in order to solve the problems caused by the current
additive approach to vehicle design in which new vehicle systems are simply added
to military vehicles, causing space, power and efficiency issues [88].
VICTORY aims to solve these problems by reducing the number of discrete systems
which are unable to communicate with each other by combining systems and instead
using standard interfaces between modular components. This increases systems
integration and efficiency while reducing cost and redundancy [89]. In order to
improve combat effectiveness, VICTORY uses an architecture of open standards of
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physical and logical components which are shareable and interchangeable between
vehicle systems and communicate in a data bus centric fashion, enabling automation
and reducing lag introduced by the need for crew to manually perform operations,
such as target acquisition [89].

2.5.4

Vehicle Systems Integration

Vehicle Systems Integration (VSI) is a research programme by the UK MOD [90]. It
aims to identify and develop open standards for vehicle architectures and form and
maintain close links to domestic and international vehicle research communities to
enable effective and state-of-the-art vehicle research.
2.5.4.1

VSI Metrics for Electronic Architecture Assessment

To ensure future battlefield vehicle design integration and interoperability, the VSI
program has developed the VSI Standards and Guidelines Metrics for Electronic
Architecture Assessment [91]; a list of standards and metrics which can be used to
test the level of integration and VSI compliance of a system. The metrics are derived
by and are used to design vehicle systems by prominent Vetronics systems
manufacturers, such as QinetiQ, BAE Systems, General Dynamics, Selex SAS, Ultra
Electronics, Thales Air Defence and Thales Land & Joint; they define common
standard by which any future vehicle system can be assessed in an objective manner
[90]. Many of these metrics have also been incorporated into the current GVA 23-09
Standard.
The standards and metrics compliance study uses qualitative analysis of vehicle
system’s characteristics with the assessments being used to synthesise a quantitative
assessment result. It focuses on the six key metrics: Reconfigurability,
Enhanceability, Integration, Logistics Support, Scalability and Openness that are
assessed on a scale of 0 to 5 in order to assess a system’s compliance to VSI
standards. The six metrics required for the compliance rating are calculated by
assessing 15 distinct characteristics. The score for each characteristic is obtained by
matching the performance of the system with a specific set of statements associated
with each characteristic detailed in the VSI Standards and Guidelines document.
Each of these statements has a score associated with it and the system scores
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according to the statement that most closely resembles the actual performance of the
system.
The Reconfigurability metric assesses the extent to which the system allows
modifications on the fly. It is broken down into two characteristics, Adaptability,
which is the ability to change like for like components in the field to meet short term
needs and Interchangeability, which is the ability to interchange components from
different platforms to meet short term needs.
The Enhanceability subsection assesses the extent to which major modifications to
the system are enabled, such as the addition of new hardware and software, in this
case RATs and RCMA. The subsection is broken down into three characteristics:
Capacity, which measures the spare capacity available for additions to the system;
Modularity is the measure of the extent to which the system can be upgraded and
Enablers, which assesses the ease and availability of skills with which the system
can be modified and upgraded.
Integration is the measure of how well the system is integrated with the rest of the
vehicle platform and how well it communicates with other parts of the platform and
the fleet. It is divided into three characteristics: Internal Platform Data Provision
is the ability to transmit to and receive data from other architectures on the platform
via the vehicle platform backbone. External Platform Data Provision is a measure
of the system’s ability to communicate with other platforms in the fleet. System
Control is the level to which human or automated uses can access and controlled
relevant resources of the system.
Integrated Logistics Support (ILS) is the measure of the extent to which the
system supports vehicle platform logistics such as Health and Usage Monitoring,
self-testing, etc. It is broken down into two characteristics, Built-In-Test, which
measures how comprehensive the system can assess its own health and performance
and ILS data transfer, which measures if the system is able to transport ILS data
off the vehicle platform, i.e. via USB stick. Etc.
Scalability measures how the scalable the system is in response to increased
performance demands. The metric is divided into two characteristics: Vertical
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Scalability measures the extent to which additional resources can be added to the
system; Horizontal Scalability measures the extent to which elements can be added
or removed in response to changing requirements.
Openness is a measure of the interfaces of the system in a systems integration
context. It is divided into three characteristics: Standards & Technology Selection
measures how closely the systems design follows the VSI metrics and guidelines,
Documentation measures the quality of end user documentation of the system and
Interface Control Documents (ICDs) measures the quality of the interface control
document for the system.

2.5.5

Shared Data Models

Shared Data Models (SDM) are an emerging technology developed in an effort to
integrate vehicle subsystems by creating a distributed shared contract which
indicates to subsystems on a vehicle platform where all available information about
these subsystems is stored. “A data model is a wayfinding tool […], which uses a set
of symbols and text to precisely explain a subset of real information to improve
communication and thereby lead to a more flexible and stable allocation
environment” [92]. The purpose of this common agreement is to share information
between subsystems and thus improve interoperability on the platform level as well
as the fleet level. SDMs are an efficient way to share information between vehicle
subsystems as well as vehicles in the network and thus significantly reduce the
amount of redundancy in the vehicle system. Being able to access an SDM also
reduces the amount of traffic overhead, since information can be accessed from the
SDM directly. By increasing the use of modular systems, modules can be easily
replaced and upgraded without a negative impact to the rest of the system.
2.5.5.1

GVA Data Model

The Generic Vehicle Architecture (GVA) [87] data model approach is a platform
level data model implementation currently under development by the UK MOD. It
provides intra-vehicle communication between the increasing number of discrete and
modular systems in modern vehicles. Modular systems provide the ability to easily
upgrade or replace components in the case of damage, but also introduce increasing
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complexity in military vehicles. Specifically the Object Management Group (OMG)
Data Distribution Service (DDS) [93] middleware is an implementation that enables
sharing of information between subsystems with the use of publish and subscribe
relationships. For example a communications controller on a vehicle equipped with a
number of wireless transceivers and access to the rest of its vehicle platform will
subscribe to topics, such as radio.throughput, radio.range, as well as nav.location or
nav.velocity. Upon reception of the subscribe request, each radio is required to
publish up-to-date information about itself depending on the mode of subscription
agreed upon.
The UK MOD specifies that in modern vehicle architectures that the GVA Data
Model “shall be used to define all functionality and messaging across the
infrastructure” [87]. Therefore the GVA data model is to be used as the primary
communications infrastructure on all near future battlefield vehicle platforms. The
Foxhound [10] is the first GVA Data Model compliant protected patrol vehicle and
has been tried and tested in recent UK operations in Afghanistan [94].
2.5.5.2

Land Open Systems Architectures

Through Land Open Systems Architectures (LOSA) [95, 96], the data model concept
is being expanded to the fleet (system of systems) level (see Figure 2-2), enabling
platforms to publish and subscribe to topics published by other vehicles and even
their subsystems. Thus if one vehicle’s communications controller needs to know its
neighbour

vehicle’s

location,

it

simply

subscribes

to

a

topic

like

vehicle(i).nav.location. This way a whole fleet can be more interconnected,
information sharing vital for situational awareness is facilitated and interoperability
is enhanced.
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Figure 2-2 Data Model, Node Level vs. Fleet Level

2.6 Conclusions
The ability to relay information is now considered one of the most mission critical
capabilities of battlefield assets. An increasing focus on data gathering and
information sharing results in modern military forces which are increasingly reliant
on wireless communications. This communication is fundamentally enabled by a
variety of wireless technologies and the topologies they build. Preserving the
integrity of these networks is therefore crucial, however, the wireless spectrum is
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inherently dynamic and unpredictable, unintentional and intentional interference as
well as the risk of equipment failure and damage makes wireless networks inherently
unreliable.
Battlefield networks are required to operate in a wide variety of environments with a
wide range of dynamically changing requirements. Mountainous terrain, dense
foliage, adverse weather conditions and other factors significantly influence the
performance of wireless networks. The Urban battlespace presents the most
challenges to wireless communications, since in a 3-dimensional battlefield the
wireless system has to penetrate walls of buildings and tunnels. Battlefield networks
have to be resilient against intentional interference from jamming devices. Their
implementation must be lightweight enough to enable personal area network
applications as well as scalable enough to stretch over many kilometres. Battlefield
networks must simultaneously provide high throughput for video applications, low
latency for real time tele-operation and a high safety and security level for mission
critical data. Battlefield networks have to operate on different types of nodes and
remain highly scalable. They can be comprised of as little as two stationary sensor
nodes or vast swarms of autonomous platforms. To enable the inevitable growth of
unmanned nodes in the battlefield, wireless networks need to accommodate a
growing number of increasingly complex nodes while remaining reliable and
dependable.
The armed forces are increasingly adopting a Commercial off-the-Shelf (COTS)
philosophy. Faster innovation cycles driven by highly innovative industries provide
hardware closer to the state-of-the-art. The commercial sector is not only supplying a
large amount of the electronic devices on the battlefield, but is also ever accelerating
the development of military grade equipment. Mass production of equipment fit for
both civilian and military applications and the resulting economies of scale result in
significant cost savings. Competing COTS standards promote diversity and as a
result, a large number of different Radio Access Technologies (RATs) are available
today, each with different strengths and weaknesses.
Future technologies such as 5G, 802.11ac and Software Defined Radio (SDR) show
great promise to match future capacity needs. Although still in its infancy, SDR is an
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emerging technology which has great advantages. It is very flexible, it can be
reconfigured or upgraded instantly by reprogramming and it is not physically limited
to a specific operating frequency. This makes SDR a powerful enabler for multiband
communication systems.
Although diverse in their properties, fundamentally all RATs share common key
performance characteristics. They are a means to exchange data with certain other
nodes in the network with a certain performance characteristic, they can thus be
characterised accurately through a set of performance metrics such as Type,
Throughput, Latency, Protection, Error Rate, Resilience, Range and Power
Consumption, etc. This way a wide range of RAT can be represented by black boxes
with predefined interfaces, which can be used to increase compatibility and enable
the effective management of current and future RATs.
Novel fleet level distributed systems such as Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs)
have many advantages, such as increased range through multi-hopping and selfconfiguration in an infrastructure-less environment. MANETs have been specifically
designed for highly dynamic topologies and their distributed and redundant nature
improves reliability and provides increased resilience to attacks.
Emerging technology management approaches dictate a strong drive toward
standardisation, modularity and interoperability of battlefield platform systems.
Modular and interoperable systems reduce costs, enable rapid upgradability and
repair capability using standard components and assure a degree of future proof
vehicle design. Data centric approaches such as Shared Data Models (SDM) are now
mandated across all near future battlefield vehicle platforms to provide fleet-wide
information

sharing

and

increased

interoperability

through

data

centric

communications, opening up a wealth of application layer contextual information to
be exploited to improve wireless reliability. Integration assessments such as the VSI
Standards and Guidelines can be used to ensure that novel vehicle systems are able
to integrate with other systems and reap the benefits from this integration. It is
therefore advisable to subject any new vehicle system to the VSI metrics and
guidelines assessment.
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In order to satisfy diverse and conflicting performance requirements it is necessary to
exploit the strengths of a wide range of RATs. Traditional communications
technologies, such as Bowman are unable to fulfil the increasing QoS demands
alone. A platform level management system is required which can use many
concurrent heterogeneous RATs more effectively by utilising different technologies
in different situations depending on their properties.
Recognising that modern vehicle fleets are systems of systems, in addition to
achieving better QoS on the platform level, increasing complexity must also be
addressed on the fleet level. A two layer management approach is therefore
necessary; managing the nodes in the network, in this case equipment on the
battlefield and managing the communications equipment inside these nodes. These
two layers are interrelated and any solution to providing appropriate QoS to
communications traffic across the network must be harmonious across the layers.
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Chapter 3

Resource & Capability Management

3.1 Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapter, battlefield networks are comprised of an
increasing variety of vehicle platforms with diverse mission goals. These platforms
are required to operate in a number of different environments and are equipped with
a diverse set of Radio Access Technologies (RATs) with limited capacity to
transport an increasing amount of more diverse data throughout the network.
In this context it is necessary to manage limited platform resources through
understanding the equipment available and how this equipment is currently
performing in order to operate it at its maximum effectiveness within the context of
current platform and fleet mission goals.
Increasingly stringent requirements imposed by complex environments and mission
goals require an application aware Resource and Capability Management (RCM)
approach. In a modern battlefield context, mission success often critically depends
on the right information being available in the right location and at the right time.
Additionally, resources are not homogeneously dispersed amongst vehicles and
capabilities are not required to be available equally throughout the fleet, therefore it
is not enough for each vehicle to attempt to be individually best connected. As nodes
in a network, heterogeneous vehicle platforms in a fleet must ensure that the right
QoS is delivered to the right nodes in order to enable mission relevant capabilities of
the appropriate platforms in the correct locations.
Modern vehicle fleets are systems of systems, consisting of numerous individual
platforms, each equipped with its own communications equipment.

A reliable

battlefield communications infrastructure depends both on individual vehicle
platforms receiving, transmitting and retransmitting wireless data as well as an intact
network topology at the fleet level to carry the data to its destination reliably. It is
therefore necessary that resources are managed both on the platform level as well as
the fleet level. At the platform level it is necessary to manage resources in the form
of interoperating subsystems; at the fleet level it is necessary to manage resources in
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the form of co-operating platforms (see Figure 3-1). This chapter presents RCM
approaches which aim to use these existing resources to create platform and fleet
capabilities.
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Figure 3-1 Platform Level vs. Fleet Level RCM

3.2 Platform Level Resource and Capability Management
Platform level RCM in a wireless communications context involves managing
resources within a single node and its interconnected subsystems (see Figure 3-1)
such as wireless communications resources, i.e. the array of RATs available within a
vehicle platform, in order to satisfy prevailing traffic Quality of Service (QoS)
requirements. This includes both the detection and performance monitoring of the
communications equipment as well as the effective leveraging of this equipment by
RCM Algorithms to achieve QoS goals.
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3.2.1

Equipment Management

Platform level equipment management involves assessing, monitoring and managing
resources in the form of equipment attached to the vehicle platform.
3.2.1.1

Equipment Management Events

Equipment management is vital for maintaining communications capability because
the performance of any Resource and Capability Management Algorithms (RCMA)
is dependent on the relevance and accuracy of the performance metrics it uses to
base RCM decisions on, especially in heterogeneous networks [97]. Therefore in
order for communications equipment to be managed effectively as a resource on a
vehicle platform, the vehicle system must be aware of the type of equipment it has
available and the equipment’s performance.
As discussed previously, varying mission goals may demand that platform
equipment be reconfigured. RAT equipment may be added to or removed from the
vehicle. To support reconfigurability, a modern RCM system should allow RATs to
be attached and detached seamlessly. Several events can occur which prompt the
need for equipment management.
Equipment Installation and Upgrade Events
When new equipment is attached to the platform, other subsystems should be made
aware of its presence. In vehicle platforms which are not highly integrated adding
new technology may require designing custom hardware to ensure compatibility with
the existing systems and specialised training of the crew.
Similarly when equipment is upgraded, for example by installing a more efficient
antenna, or when a RAT’s routing algorithm is changed for a more efficient
algorithm, other subsystems must be made aware of this performance change.
Equipment Removal and Degradation Events
In the battlefield it is critical that RCM on the platform level reacts to equipment
performance change by adapting its communications resource management
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automatically in order to preserve communications capability. Therefore when
equipment is removed by the crew, is damaged, or is degraded by environmental
factors, other vehicle subsystems which depend on these resources must be made
aware of the change.
3.2.1.2

Assessing Equipment

Automatic equipment management can be performed in several ways. The available
equipment types and their performance data can be manually coded into the RCM
system. Subsystems can be manually reconfigured to reflect added, upgraded,
removed and degraded equipment; however, this approach is infeasible in a
battlefield context. Not only does this consume valuable time and crew resources,
manual coding of performance parameters is static and inflexible as it does not
address changing RAT performance caused by environmental and mobility factors
and therefore cannot provide current performance data to the RCM system.
Ideally equipment status change should be recognised automatically so that
equipment can be added in a modular and plug and play fashion requiring little
training of the crew. This enables seamless altering of a vehicle to provide mission
critical capabilities when they are needed. In addition to the fact that algorithms are
better suited to this task due to the wealth of performance data they can access,
particularly in unmanned platforms, autonomous communications resource
management is the only option.
Performance Assessment
On a practical level attaining current and relevant performance data requires
measurement

of

the

communications

link’s

performance

and

automatic

dissemination of the performance results.
The dissemination of this performance data can be performed over the data model, or
by using dedicated hardware at each node. For example Ratliff et al. propose the
Dynamic Link Exchange Protocol (DLEP) [98] which operates between router and
modem and gathers link performance data by interrogating the modem and thereby
monitoring the communication channel over time. DLEP units in each node of the
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network then use a heartbeat to discover each other and communicate performance
metrics of their respective communication links.
To facilitate compatibility with a wide range of current and future RAT, a
performance data interface must be generic enough to allow for differences between
technologies and be well defined in order to capture essential performance
characteristics of these technologies.

3.2.2

Quality of Service Management

Given any range of available communications equipment, Quality of Service (QoS)
management in a platform level RCM context involves leveraging this equipment to
deliver appropriate quality of service to fulfil current traffic requirements at all
times.
QoS management is vital for maintaining communications capability because in a
dynamic network environment the communications resources, i.e. RAT performance
changes constantly. Diverse and dynamic traffic requirements can only be
sufficiently fulfilled by dynamically assigning resources. Therefore in order to use
diverse communications technologies most effectively, a management system is
needed which aggregates available resources based on their diverse properties and
assigns them to fulfil current communications requirements appropriately. For
example, on smaller, battery powered platforms the use of power efficient QoS
management techniques becomes mission critical, whereas for a base station acting
as a communications hub, overall throughput and resilience might be crucial QoS.
3.2.2.1

Multi RAT Management

Multi RAT management is performed by assigning diverse communications
resources to transmit and receive diverse traffic types. When performing RCM on a
multi RAT platform, two distinctions must be made:
Switched vs. Simultaneous use of radio resource describes the difference between
selecting one transceiver at a time to transmit data and transmitting data on multiple
transceivers at the same time.
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Homogeneous diversity vs. Heterogeneous diversity describes the difference between
using identical RAT types on diverse channels and using different RAT types on
diverse frequency bands.
Switching Between Transceivers – Handover
To use multiple RATs effectively, traffic can be switched from one RAT to another
based on prevailing conditions. This is called traffic handover and can occur from
one channel to another on the same transceiver, between homogeneous transceivers
on different channels or between heterogeneous transceivers on entirely separate
bands. The goal of handover is to seamlessly roam between different networks [55,
99] while staying always best connected [100-103].
Handover can be performed both traffic independent and traffic aware [104],
however, in order to achieve appropriate QoS for dynamic traffic it is necessary to
take into account the properties of the traffic when making a handover decision.
Handover can be an effective tool in managing communications resources, especially
between heterogeneous RAT; however, handover is a major challenge for mobile
and heterogeneous networks due to many diverse requirements and a very dynamic
wireless environment [102].
A handover can be initiated for several reasons, such as changes in the environment
or when the current access technology is no longer sufficient to fulfil all the
necessary QoS requirements. Frequent neighbour changes may also result in a traffic
handover; when one node replaces another in a given route, it may not be capable of
using the same RAT and thus to continue using the same route, a different
transceiver must be used to transmit the same traffic.
Managing conflicting traffic QoS is a major challenge for handover decision making.
For example if certain time critical traffic needs to be transmitted with a high safety
level, but no RAT with an appropriate safety level is available, the RCMA must
make the decision whether to transmit the data with a lower safety level, satisfying
the priority requirement, or whether to wait for resources to become available. For
this reason the type of algorithm used to interpret and weigh these metrics has a
significant effect on the handover decision. Different algorithms will produce
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different results given the same problem, hence appropriate algorithms must be
chosen depending on the desired behaviour of the communications system [105].
Simultaneous Use of Transceivers
The use of multiple concurrent transceivers can have significant performance
improvements over switched RAT use, such as the ability counteract multipath
fading and interference [28]. Diverse channels may be subject to different amounts
of interference, improving the probability of correct data delivery on at least one of
the channels. Simultaneous transmission can be used to improve throughput by
adding the bandwidth of multiple transceivers together, an example includes
802.11ac [61]. In order to improve energy efficiency, fewer transceivers can be used
during standard operation, only waking up multiple transceivers when it becomes
necessary. For these reasons, although redundant multiband transmission effectively
multiplies the cost of transmitting data by the amount of redundancy, it is still a
highly valuable multi RAT management method.
Multichannel Transmission Using Homogeneous RAT
Multichannel transmission refers to the use of multiple homogeneous transceivers
tuned to different channels in order to transmit data across the network (see Figure
3-2). Multichannel transmission is seldom switched, to exploit the benefits of
multiple identical RAT, they are typically used simultaneously and thus are subject
to all the performance improvements detailed above.

RAT A

Subsystem

Subsystem

Subsystem

RAT B

Figure 3-2 Simultaneous Use of Homogeneous RAT
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As discussed, simultaneous multichannel transmission can improve reliability,
however, since intentional external interference such as jamming and burst noise
often occurs across a whole band and as opposed to a few select channels,
multichannel transmissions still suffer from significant interference problems [26].
Internal interference is also a problem for multichannel communications, since even
non-overlapping channels can interfere with each other [30], therefore care must be
taken when managing homogeneous transceivers to avoid internal interference.
Multiband Transmission Using Heterogeneous RAT
Hardware redundancy is difficult to achieve in a radio system without the use of
other physical transmission media which do not share a single wireless spectrum,
however, a close approximation can be made with the use of multiple redundant
heterogeneous RAT (see Figure 3-3). Similarly to homogeneous transceivers,
heterogeneous transceivers can be used to improve resilience to interference and to
transmit data redundantly. Additionally due to significant differences in RAT
properties and performance, with appropriate RCM, other capabilities can be created;
appropriate RCM of heterogeneous RAT can have significant performance benefits
by choosing an appropriate RAT in the right situation.

RAT A

Subsystem

Subsystem

Subsystem

RAT B

Figure 3-3 Simultaneous Use of Heterogeneous RAT

A vehicle platform equipped with multiple heterogeneous transceivers is able to
provide appropriate QoS levels to various traffic types by transmitting each traffic
type via a different RAT. E.g. traffic with high throughput requirements can be
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transmitted with a high bandwidth RAT, traffic with a low delay requirement can be
transmitted with a low latency RAT.

3.2.3

Related Platform Level RCMA - Existing Approaches

Resource management to achieve the behaviour described above, whether it is on the
platform or the fleet level, is performed by algorithms functioning on the platform
level. Fundamentally, all RCMAs use information they can gather in order to make
decisions about how to best employ available resources in a given situation in order
to create maximum capability.
Resource and capability management at the platform level is an intensely researched
field. Many wireless transceiver management techniques, each with different
advantages and disadvantages exist and the research is ongoing. Particularly the use
of multiple heterogeneous wireless interfaces has been exploited to yield significant
performance and reliability benefits. Due to the sheer wealth of different RCM
approaches in existence, this related work section shall not serve as an exhaustive
collection of the existing work, but rather a collection of management approaches
relevant to this thesis.
3.2.3.1

Equipment Management

The Personal Computer (PC) system (including the operating system) is a common
example of resource and capability management with future proofing through
integration and modularity. Driven by consumer demand, PC hardware has a long
history of standard interfaces, such as PCIe, SATA, USB, [106] etc. When new
hardware is attached to a PC, a system of detection and negotiation determines the
type of device attached, the speed it can operate at and the use of device drivers
allow the interaction between the computer’s operating system and the attached
hardware. Different interfaces have different performance characteristics, depending
on the type of hardware attached, some interface, such as PCIe and USB are
backwards compatible and are able to utilise older versions of the standards, albeit at
a slower speed. Computer operating systems such as UNIX and Windows have
access to driver repositories which provide device drivers when necessary. Using
such an operating system, equipment can be added and subtracted, upgraded and
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replaced seamlessly due to automatic equipment recognition and driver installation.
This way the useful lifespan of a PC can be significantly extended.
While modem smartphones are typically an example of a hard-wired static
implementation of a multi RAT platform, with Project ARA [107], google is
developing a modular mobile phone prototype consisting of a Base Module which
subcomponents attach to. Mimicking the app-store business model, project Ara
allows third party manufacturers to produce subcomponents which integrate
seamlessly into the base module. This approach allows the user to combine a variety
of components with various performances in cost effective manner depending on the
intended use of the device. Like any modern mobile phone, the device will be a multi
RAT platform allowing access to heterogeneous communications technologies.
Since the device is modular, the amount and type of RAT attached to the device is
limited only by the operating system and the expansion capacity of the Base Module.
3.2.3.2

Decision Making

Policy Based Decision Making
Policy Based Decision Making (PBDM) is a decision making process to inform
Multi RAT switching. The decision making is performed according to static policies
informed by performance metrics, e.g. [at a specific time of day, use RAT A,
otherwise use RAT B], or [if load exceeds 50 % use RAT A and B, otherwise use
RAT B] etc. Any policy design relies on predictions and estimations of networking
metrics. Generally it can be said that more accurate metrics will enable more
accurate policy behaviour.
In networks with highly predictable loads, requirements and congestion patterns, this
is an effective method, however, for diverse and dynamic battlefield environments,
such static policies are insufficient, since they only function within predefined
parameters and are unable to adapt to unpredicted circumstances.
Multiple Attribute Decision Making
Similarly to PBDM, Multiple Attribute Decision Making (MADM) is a decision
making process to inform Multi RAT switching. In an effort to select the most
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appropriate RAT for any given data transmission MADM algorithms adapt their
behaviour dynamically by comparing several RATs and making a decision about
which RAT best suits current needs. MADM algorithms are therefore well suited to
environments with unpredictable and dynamic requirements where handover
decisions need to be made automatically and on the fly without previous knowledge
of interference patterns.
Many different kinds of MADM algorithms are available. These algorithms often
involve simple mathematical operations on attributes in order to compute a
numerical result. For example simple additive weighting (SAW) adds multiple
networking metrics together in order to compute a score for each network [108, 109]
and Multiplicative Exponent Weighting (MEW) [109] performs multiplication of
weighted performance metrics.
In some cases, abstract problem solving techniques are being used to arrive at a
solution. Examples of this include: Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to
Ideal Solution (TOPSIS) [110], which selects a handover target by choosing a RAT
which is both closest to the ideal solution as well as farthest from the least ideal
solution, Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [111] breaks down a task into
objectives, decision factors and solutions, Grey Relational Analysis (GRA) [112]
compares networks to a virtual ideal network by breaking them down into
subsections and relating it to the corresponding subsection of the ideal network. Like
PBNM, MADM algorithms rely on accurate and relevant performance metrics to
base their decision making on.
3.2.3.3

Switched RAT Selection

Multi Radio Failover
In order to improve reliability, Yoon et al. [113] propose a scheme which uses
multiple heterogeneous radios in a redundant failover fashion. They show a
significant improvement in reliability and overall throughput when using a secondary
higher range, lower throughput wireless interface to fall back on when the primary
high throughput, low range interface fails.
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Context Based RAT Selection
Porjazoski et al. [97] propose an algorithm which performs a RAT selection of either
a WWAN or a WLAN interface based on QoS requirements and node mobility. If
the node is mobile and communications traffic is not required to be transmitted in a
time dependent manner, then the WLAN interface is chosen, otherwise the system
choses the WWAN interface. The algorithm achieves better performance compared
to single metric algorithms.
Ansari et al. [114] propose an algorithm which uses dual radios on different
frequency bands to significantly improve the communications system’s power
efficiency by dividing idle listening and burst transmission tasks between the radios.
This way the algorithm, determines the amount of interference in a frequency band
in order to be able to decide which channel to use.
Yang et al. [115] propose a MAC agnostic MAC overlay protocol called “Jello” that
senses and occupies an unused spectrum without central coordination. This way Jello
maximises spectrum use and achieves reduced interference by using isolated
channels for multiple simultaneous radio transmissions.
Internetworking Standards
Internetworking standards such as ambient networks [116], Generic Access
Networks (GAN) [117] and 802.21 [118] are designed to enable wireless devices
equipped with multiple RATs to seamlessly roam between heterogeneous networks.
They are mainly focused on roaming between cellular and WiFi networks and thus
much emphasis is placed on the ability to transfer user data and account information.
This is achieved with an authorisation, authentication and accounting service within
the cellular network infrastructure [119].
Ambient networks aim to facilitate interoperation between heterogeneous networks
by using a common control plane across these networks. To support legacy
networks, the control plane also functions as a wrapper to abstract legacy network
control parameters into the common control plane language. Ambient networks use a
generic link layer to hide the complexity of the heterogeneous RATs, only exposing
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certain management capabilities and context data to applications. Ambient networks
perform spectrum and load management based on triggers, such as mobility.
Generic access networks enable seamless handover between cellular and other
heterogeneous networks, commonly 802.11. This is achieved by using a GAN
Controller within the infrastructure of the cellular network which manages the
heterogeneous network handover.
802.21 “Media-Independent Handover Services” is an emerging IEEE standard
aimed at enabling handover between heterogeneous technologies while providing a
continuous session to the user. Although designed to facilitate completely
heterogeneous handover, 802.21 also mainly focuses on handover between cellular
and 802.11 networks. 802.21 provides generic interfaces between the RATs and
higher layers, namely the media independent information, command and event
services which allows higher layers to access limited information about the RATs,
such as neighbouring networks, or to initiate a handover [120].
3.2.3.4

Simultaneous Multichannel - Homogeneous Transmission

Yonghoon et al. [121] investigate multi-radio access networks where a node is
permitted to transmit data over multiple wireless interfaces simultaneously and
concludes that parallel multi-radio access is superior to switched multi-radio access.
As discussed previously, homogeneous multichannel transmission is widely studied
and employed. An example of homogenous multichannel transmission includes
802.11ac which is capable of transmitting data on up to 8 channels to increase its
maximum data rate.
3.2.3.5

Simultaneous Multiband - Heterogeneous Transmission

Dawson-Haggerty et al. [27] confirm that the simultaneous use of multiple
heterogeneous RAT has significant performance and reliability benefits. It enables
higher data rates, resistance to scattering environments, such as urban battlefields
and improves temporal variation and reliability; however, they also find that the
increase of reliability is not a linear function of the amount of redundancy. Kodialam
et al. [18] also show that reliability and performance improvement is limited this
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way, for example there is little difference in performance between a 3-radio and a 4radio device.
As discussed previously, an example of commercial implementation of
heterogeneous multiband transmission to serve multiple users includes 802.11n
which uses both the 2.4GHz and 5GHz band.
Multi RAT Load Balancing
In order to provide higher throughput, De et al. propose the iCAR system [122], a
load balancing scheme between heterogeneous RAT which uses two separate radio
interfaces to ease congestion in cellular systems. By employing a secondary ad-hoc
interface to offload traffic from the primary cellular interface onto another cell in the
network, the iCAR system has been shown to significantly reduce cell congestion.
To a similar effect, Luo et al. propose UCAN [123], an architecture that uses an adhoc network in addition to a cellular network interface to reroute traffic and hence
increase maximum throughput of a node.
QoS Based RAT Selection
Yiyue et al. [124] use multiple heterogeneous RATs simultaneously to optimise the
capacity of a platform by taking into account traffic QoS requirements and link
capacity. By allocating different types of traffic with diverse QoS Requirements,
such as audio and video data to different RAT with appropriate performance, the
approach achieved significantly higher performance than allocating traffic at
random.
Shu-Ping et al. [125] use multiple heterogeneous RATs cooperatively in an effort to
maximise throughput and fulfil prevailing QoS requirements. By scheduling traffic
across RAT on the mac layer, allowing concurrent transmissions to share RAT, the
approach achieved a significant performance increase compared to assigning a RAT
for each traffic stream.
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Simultaneous Multi RAT Synergy
Danzeisen et al. propose Cellular Assisted Heterogeneous Networking (CAHN)
[126]. CAHN uses a low data rate cellular network such as UMTS to bootstrap a
connection and exchange configuration and timing data between nodes before
transmitting high bandwidth data. CAHN achieves this by separating the signalling
plane and a data plane into two distinct radio access technologies and exchanging
configuration data and security credentials before connecting with higher bandwidth
radios, such as WLAN. This way a significant amount of energy can be conserved by
switching off high energy usage radios while remaining reachable by other nodes via
the low energy consumption cellular radio.
This is an excellent example of capability trade-off and the fact that in the right
combination, multiple heterogeneous radio transceivers can be used in concert in
order to create a system that makes use of the attached RAT strengths, in this case
throughput, while mitigating the weaknesses, in this case power use. However, it is
sacrificing reliability by making the high power transceiver’s connection contingent
upon the cellular system’s successful configuration parameter negotiation. If the
cellular system fails, the high bandwidth capabilities remain unused because they
can’t be configured and the node effectively loses all of its communication capability
through the loss of a single radio unit. Additionally, the dependency on a specific
technology and the lack of hardware independence prohibits CAHN from being
applicable to a largely infrastructure-less battlefield scenario.
Generic Link Layers
A number of Generic Link Layer concepts have been proposed in order to manage
several physical interfaces in a single node [103, 127-129]. These approaches
combine several homogeneous and heterogeneous RATs at the link layer and present
higher layers with a single unified communications resource. Using several multi
radio techniques, such as simultaneous multiband transmissions based on their
performance properties, generic link layer can harness the benefits of multiple
heterogeneous radios effectively.
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Although Generic data link layers are an effective and elegant solution to the multi
RAT problem, they obscure and hide communications resources from the application
layer, thus limiting application level decision making to influence the use of radio
resources based on current mission parameters.
Draves et al. propose a new routing metric to take into account channel diversity in a
multi radio environment and virtualise multiple radios per node into a single virtual
radio concluding that diverse channel selection is beneficial [30].

3.2.4
3.2.4.1

Limitations of Existing Approaches
Implementation in the Battlefield

The research suggests that RCM can leverage existing resources to achieve
significant performance benefits; however, much of this research is not currently
being implemented in battlefield applications. While many of the prerequisites
already exist in vehicle platforms, they are not being exploited to achieve increased
performance as per the examples considered here. Multiple radio technologies are
already in use in the battlefield, but are not managed to operate in a simultaneous or
redundant fashion [130]. Significant unused potential exists with RCM to use these
resources much more effectively.
The custom and propriety nature of battlefield equipment has the effect that
implementation cannot keep up with the development in novel technologies. The
dependency on a specific technology and the lack of hardware independence
prohibits many of the existing approaches from being applicable in modern
battlefield vehicle platforms.
In the context of consumer technology, RATs are optimised for performance;
equipment failure is acceptable. In the battlefield context however, equipment must
be managed to degrade gracefully, therefore it is seldom possible to use any COTS
hardware or software by itself without major modifications.
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3.2.4.2

RCMA Flexibility

Resource And Capability Management as it is implemented currently is inflexible.
RCM approaches are often designed in an independent and hard wired fashion on a
low level without regard for more than one use case or application. This has an
efficiency advantage; however, since the algorithms are not modular, they are not
transferrable easily into the modern battlefield context where the environments,
threats and technology are diverse and dynamic.
Whenever a new RCM approach is implemented it is necessary to redesign the
whole communications subsystem. There exists a lack of an easy and convenient
way to integrate novel RCMA into existing military technology in order to take
advantage of state-of-the-art research in battlefield technology.
In many cases RCM techniques have mutually exclusive goals and behaviours which
each apply to different situations. Applying them dogmatically, statically and
individually is not appropriate for vehicle platforms which are expected to be useful
over a long lifecycle where the facilitation of upgradability is mission critical.
3.2.4.3

Equipment Management

From an equipment management perspective existing approaches are widely
managed manually and statically. Few systems are integrated; equipment and RCM
are hard wired so that they can perform only a singular task.
Existing approaches are very brittle, as little regard is taken for hardware damage
and systems often have a single point of failure. Many of the existing systems rely
on specific hardware to function and few intrinsically support a variety of different
RAT. When hardware failure occurs, the failed communications equipment cannot
be swapped for a different type, since there is no hardware discovery and
management system in place. If the system can be replaced at all, unless performing
major reconfiguration of most systems, it is necessary to replace like for like.
As highlighted briefly before, an example of this is CAHN, which assumes the
presence of a specific, omnipresent, low data rate cellular network such as Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) to bootstrap the connection and
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exchange configuration and timing data between nodes before transmitting high
bandwidth data. While achieving gains in throughput-energy efficiency and
availability the system is sacrificing reliability by making the high power
transceiver’s connection contingent upon the cellular system’s successful
configuration parameter negotiation. If the cellular system fails, the high bandwidth
capabilities remain unused because they can’t be configured and the node effectively
loses all of its communication capability through the loss of a single radio unit.
Existing approaches do not account for hardware upgrades, vehicles are assumed to
be steady state. When a vehicle platform cannot perform its tasks sufficiently, due to
hardware limitations, few facilities exist to upgrade the vehicle’s equipment. In most
cases additional RAT cannot be added to improve performance. If an additional
communications resource is added to a vehicle platform it must be equally
standalone or if it is integrated with other systems this prompts a major redesign of
the vehicle architecture.
Currently no approach exists which is capable of managing the necessary range of
present and future vehicle platform equipment dynamically and in a modular fashion
while considering the stringent requirements of the battlefield environment.
3.2.4.4

Application Awareness

Although some algorithms such as [97] takes into account application data such as
node mobility, few existing platform level RCM approaches are sufficiently
application and context aware for a battlefield context.
Internetworking approaches such as 802.21 [118] are promising candidates to enable
roaming among heterogeneous networks, but their lack of sufficient context
awareness and their reliance on an infrastructure makes them unsuitable for
battlefield operations.
The use of application level context and performance data is useful to modern
battlefield vehicle platforms since many RCM are influenced by application layer
factors, such as mission awareness, vehicle awareness, situational awareness as well
as specific characteristics of the RAT, e.g. detectability, object penetration, etc.
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Vehicle platforms equipped with RCMA that have mission awareness and situational
awareness, could be capable of planning resources based on mission duration,
adjusting transmission power based on the geographic location of neighbours, etc.
Future battlefield vehicle platforms will need to use context and application data in
order to fulfil their mission goals.
Existing approaches largely ignore the fact that vehicle platforms have other tasks
besides communicating with other platforms and assume total control over all
vehicle resources without considering mission goals, power states or other resource
constraints. Many existing approaches only utilise a very limited and specific set of
low level metrics, such as latency, power consumption and link quality because they
do not reside on the application layer.

3.3 Fleet Level Resource and Capability Management
In addition to platform level equipment management, resource management on the
fleet level is a powerful tool to improve the effectiveness of battlefield networks.
Fleet level awareness can enable RCMA to redistribute resources to where they are
needed, not only within a single vehicle, but for a whole group of heterogeneous
vehicle platforms in a battlefield to create the maximum amount of capability from
the resources that are available at any given time.
To enable resource management on the fleet level, services must be provided on the
node level. For example if the goal of a fleet level resource management algorithm
was to redistribute resources geographically in some fashion, cooperating platforms
in the fleet need to provide services to detect these resources, assess their
performance, provide information to the algorithm about the current distribution of
resources and provide an interface for the algorithm to affect the cooperating
platform’s behaviours, i.e. to move platforms to new, more optimal locations.
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Figure 3-4 Fleet Level Resource and Capability Management

Any resource and capability management system contained within mobile platforms
in a battlefield would ideally have an application level of awareness with access to
application level data to achieve this goal. Data models are an example of a
technology capable of dispersing such data seamlessly throughout multiple vehicle
platform types that enables application level awareness (see Figure 3-4).

3.3.1

Topology Management

Topology management involves actively modifying a network’s topology to achieve
certain mission goals.
The ability to communicate is one of the most crucial capabilities within modern
vehicle fleets, as it subsequently enables myriad other capabilities. Therefore
maintaining reliable communications in a battlefield context is a mission goal in
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itself. It is therefore logical that the full range of capabilities, such as mobility,
weapons, etc. are deployed in order to achieve this goal. As such, any platform that
is performing a task towards a goal that is of lower priority than the maintenance of
the network should be re-tasked to topology maintenance duty if required. Using
state-of-the-art Topology Management Algorithms (TMA) it is possible to modify
the network topology to achieve these goals in a logical manner.
In a fleet comprised of mobile nodes, providing appropriate QoS to the appropriate
parts of the network is a challenging task. Mobile nodes frequently move in and out
of range of each other and depending on relative velocity between nodes, links can
rapidly degrade from full signal strength to disconnection. Without actively
influencing the topology with the use of TMAs, routing tables quickly become
outdated and previously viable routes become broken. Awareness of node location
and velocity is central to RCM in this context.
Furthermore, to manage QoS in modern vehicle fleets comprised of heterogeneous
nodes, it is necessary to take into account application layer information such as
whether a node is manned or unmanned, current power constraints and installed and
available RAT diversity. In a fleet comprised of vehicles with diverse mission goals
and capabilities it is not always beneficial to optimise overall QoS in the fleet.
Depending on the importance of individual vehicles in the fleet to complete these
mission goals, it is critically important to create a topology which provides a higher
QoS to these nodes, even at the cost of providing lower QoS to other nodes.

3.3.2

Topology Optimisation

Topology optimisation consists of using TMA to provide improved QoS by adjusting
the network’s topology. By analysing performance data of the network and
identifying bottlenecks, such as areas of low connectivity, a TMA can compute an
improved network topology and relocate certain nodes to achieve significant
performance improvements where they are necessary. TMAs can be used take
advantage of node mobility to create self-healing and self-configuring networks by
instructing certain nodes in the network to relocate to more advantageous location in
an effort to improve network QoS or replace failed nodes in key positions.
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3.3.2.1

Reliable Nodes

In order to mitigate unintentional and intentional node failure, some networks use a
number of “reliable nodes” as a dependable network backbone. This involves the
introduction of a number of nodes held by persons or mounted on vehicles which are
subject to stringent requirements and therefore assumed to be reliable. Thus when
the network consists of a certain density of these reliable nodes, it can be assumed to
be reliable [6]. Although diverse vehicle platforms in the battlefield can be treated as
more or less reliable, absolute reliability cannot be guaranteed for any node in a
battlefield context.

3.3.3

Topology Repair

Topology Repair consists of the restoration of a network topology in case of a node
failure event. Battlefield networks operate in very challenging environments;
therefore, damage to nodes is common. Dust, moisture, weather events etc. are all
sources of random and unpredictable node failure. Such random failure has a limited
effect on the network; it typically does not raise the probability of subsequent node
failures.
However, in some circumstances, damage to a node may be the result of an attack.
Detecting these cases is crucial in order to avoid subsequent damage to more nodes
and prevent further weakening of the network infrastructure.
To the rest of the network, a failed node typically only appears as a node which no
longer responds to communication attempts, there is often very little data to decide
whether a node has failed or is only temporarily unavailable, or whether the failure is
random or due to an attack. However, if multiple nodes in an area experience low
QoS or fail in close succession, it can be assumed, that there is agency behind the
failure, especially if other nodes which are sent to replace the node also fail.
3.3.3.1

Types of Failure

Failure of vehicle platforms in a battlefield network can significantly reduce a
network’s node density, making fewer paths available and thus weaken the overall
topology and communications capability. Mesh networks with a low density can
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only suffer a limited number of node failures before the network becomes
segmented, therefore the reliability of a mesh network is proportional to its node
density and the number of available network paths. For these reasons, equipment
failure must be detected as part of RCM on the platform level, so repairs to the
relevant components of the platform can be performed quickly and the platform’s
communications capabilities can be restored.
In some cases when a node failure occurs, the topology need not be modified due to
other available redundant routes in the network. Similarly to using local redundancy
on a platform level, fleet level redundancy can also be exploited for the purposes of
increasing the probability of successful packet delivery. Particularly in mesh
networks such as MANETs, it is possible to increase reliability in wireless ad hoc
networking using techniques, such as multipath routing [6, 131] where a message is
transmitted and forwarded on multiple redundant routing paths throughout the
network (See Figure 3-5).
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Figure 3-5 Redundant Routing

In extreme cases the destruction of several key nodes in the network leads to a
complete division of the network into multiple disjointed subnets. This is one of the
least favourable outcomes, since it means not only a reduction in QoS which could
be mitigated on the platform level using prioritisation of critical messages, etc., but a
complete lack of communication between subnets (See: Figure 3-6). As described
previously, clustering algorithms are able to network these subnets locally so
communication is still possible within the partitions, but communication between the
subnets is disabled.
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Figure 3-6 Network Segmented by Node Damage

In the event of a network being separated into multiple subnets, using TMA, the
disjointed parts can be reconnected in two ways, either by using a dedicated relay or
by swarm healing, thus changing the entire topology. In order to reconnect the two
subnets efficiently, knowledge of the last known locations of the nodes in the other
subnet and their status is required.
3.3.3.2

Swarm Topology Healing

A Swarm Topology Healing TMA analyses the network and computes a more
optimal network topology of all nodes in the network (see Figure 3-7). It then
relocates nodes to different coordinates in order to reconnect the disjointed network
and improve overall connectivity. Depending on mobility and resource constraints a
swarm TMA may relocate all nodes, or only some of them to preserve resources.
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Figure 3-7 Swarm Topology Healing
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3.3.3.3

Dedicated Relay Placement

In some cases networks are designed to employ surplus nodes solely for the purposes
of network repair. In a situation where wireless nodes are unable to move or when a
change in position would be disadvantageous, under certain circumstances, a TMA
can assign a dedicated relay to reconnect the network. In this case, additional nodes
not previously present in the network are dispatched in order to supplement the
topology in an event of node failure. Relay node placement TMA may either
dispatch nodes to simply replace the failed node, or compute a new, optimal location
for the new node (see Figure 3-8). Relay node placement may be the only option in
networks with a low node density, i.e. when there are not enough functioning nodes
to take over the tasks of failed nodes, or when the nodes in a network are not mobile.
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Figure 3-8 Node Replacement vs. Optimised Node Replacement

3.3.3.4

Proactive vs. Reactive Topology Repair

Topology repair can be performed in either a reactive or proactive fashion. Reactive
TMAs only attempt to change the network topology in the event that QoS delivery
becomes insufficient. Proactive protocols will adapt the network topology and
provision additional nodes in the network in anticipation of insufficient QoS or a
fault. Although proactive TMAs have great potential to pre-emptively redistribute
resources to where they are needed, they have several drawbacks. Since battlefield
network QoS is typically unpredictable, proactive TMA can be very wasteful. If
node damage is non-random and affects an area equally, proactive TMAs cannot
prevent damage to the network, because the nodes which have been proactively
placed in strategic locations to serve as redundant nodes will likely also have been
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destroyed due to being in the same area. Reactive topology management will still be
necessary to adapt the network to reconnect nodes in damaged areas.

3.3.4

Capability Management

In addition to managing resources, it is also necessary to manage capabilities on the
fleet level. Similarly to the emerging of platform capabilities from the cooperative
use of platform resources, NECs can be the result of cooperation between vehicles in
the fleet.
The close integration of information gathering capabilities through sensors with
decision makes and weapon systems are crucial in creating support capabilities
necessary for modern battlefield fleet operations [132]. Examples of this include:


Increased survivability in urban reconnaissance by dismounted soldiers
through the use of lightweight UGV providing Local Situational Awareness
(LSA).



Highly targeted long range strikes through accurate UAV targeting data.



Long range dismounted soldier travelling enabled by an autonomous pack
mule.



Increased safety in convoy operations through early danger discovery by a
scout UAV ahead of the convoy.



Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR)
requires a communications relay to transmit any gathered intelligence to
where it is required.

Many of these beneficial group relationships emerge when pairing manned and
unmanned nodes, since they have fundamentally different properties, strengths and
weaknesses [36].
In order for NECs to be created, participating platforms need to be present at their
required location in order to collaborate with other nodes in the location. When an
NEC is created by grouping several nodes together, each node in the group
contributes towards a shared group capability and the loss of certain platforms in the
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group impairs this (see Figure 3-9). RCM on the fleet level must be aware of these
synergetic relationships between platforms in a group.
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Figure 3-9 Topology Repair Affects Group Capability

3.3.5

Related Fleet Level RCMA - Existing Approaches

The fleet level RCM related work can be divided into two broad topology
management techniques: topology optimisation and dedicated relay. While topology
optimisation seeks to improve overall network integrity by utilising existing nodes in
the network, dedicated relay algorithms generally assume that nodes in the network
are stationary and new relay nodes are introduced into the network with the sole
purpose of restoring a partitioned topology [133, 134].
The introduction of new relay nodes into the network is not always feasible from a
resource perspective, however, in some cases when the network’s node density is
low or when it is comprised of mostly non-mobile or non-available nodes it may be
the only option. Relay node placement is either performed based purely on the
geographical locations of nodes, or by also taking route QoS into account. Topology
management, which aims to repair segmented networks and improve overall
performance is subject to ongoing research [133-140].
3.3.5.1

Topology Prediction

When attempting to predict geographic node movement, any map of a network has to
be constantly revised and rebuilt through node discovery, which makes node
mobility prediction very challenging. Baburam [141] addresses this problem by
predicting the future geographic location of any given node in the network based on
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its velocity vector, so that messages can be routed to a predicted node location,
instead of the last know node location. Although geographic routing can in this case
increase a MANET’s packet reception ratio significantly the network still exhibits a
large packet loss.
3.3.5.2

Overall Topology Optimisation

When a network becomes partitioned, a common approach for topology
optimisation, as seen in RIM [142] and DARA [143], is the use of cascaded
relocation where a node travels towards the position of a lost node or a gap in the
network in order to replace the failed node and re-establish communications between
network partitions. Gaps created by the repair nodes are subsequently filled by other
repair nodes and so the network ripples, or cascades to an equilibrium.
3.3.5.3

Targeted Topology Optimisation

In order to deliver improved QoS to high priority nodes, Senel et al. [144] classify
nodes depending on the function they serve. Nodes which serve a routing function
are classified as dominators and nodes which are not relied upon by other nodes are
designated as dominatees. In the event that the network becomes partitioned, the subnetwork’s dominators share an equal load of populating the gap between the
partitions.
Grandi et al. [145] use consensus between multiple nodes equipped with laser range
finders to manoeuver a group of mobile nodes through terrain obstacles while
optimising the topology in order to maintain a compact group. The algorithm
maintains a line of sight between nodes and ensures an optimal topology for wireless
communication within the group.
3.3.5.4

Topology Repair

Lee et al. [146] and Akkaya et al. [147] recognise that node failure in inhospitable
environments is not always random and localised to a single node, but may cause
node failure in an area.
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Lee et al. [146] propose an algorithm which introduces relay nodes in order to
recover from such a large scale node failure, which partitions a network topology.
Additionally, their algorithm creates a fault tolerant topology by producing a ring
network which ensures that connection is redundant in an effort to make the network
resilient against future failures.
3.3.5.5

Repair Node Selection

In a scenario where a node in the network needs to be replaced due to failure, instead
of repairing the network by changing the topology in a cascading fashion, a single
node may be chosen to replace the failed node. In this scenario it becomes necessary
for a node selection algorithm to decide which node in a pool is chosen as the
replacement node. This node selection can be based on a variety of metrics; repair
nodes can be chosen at random, based on their proximity to the failed node or other
factors.
While most TMA assume absolute control of all nodes in the network with little
regard for the role the node is playing in the network beyond its communication
function, algorithms such as C2AM [135], PCR [136], PADRA [137] and NORAS
[138] take into account application layer data and seek to only exert control
appropriate to the situation.
In order to decide which node is selected for network repair, PCR and PADRA base
their node relocation on the importance of the node in the network. NORAS
considers node criticality to connectivity as well as the importance of the geographic
coverage it provides to its current location. C2AM considers the importance of the
node’s current task and favours nodes with less important tasks for relocation. To
perform this node selection the least important node is chosen within a certain radius.
NORAS and C2AM consider node criticality in a 2-hop distance, PADRA in a 1-hop
distance around the failed node.
3.3.5.6

Resource Preservation

In fleets comprised of nodes with stringent resource limits, any topology
management benefit must be weighed against the resources expended in the process.
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Several algorithms attempt to improve resource efficiency by minimising the
distance travelled or resources used [133, 134, 139, 140, 147].
For a comprehensive review and a discussion of current Fleet level RCMA, see
Younis et al.’s survey paper [148].

3.3.6

Limitations of Existing Approaches

RCM on the fleet level, such as repair node selection, resource preservation and
topology optimisation is well researched but many limitations still exist.
3.3.6.1

Hostile Environments

Battlefield networks must be equipped to function within hostile environments,
however, existing fleet level TMA typically disregard the danger posed by hostile
agents. Much research exists to combat intentional interference and a crowded
spectrum; however, hostile environments also pose other threats to network
topologies, such as damage or capture. As found by Younis et al. in a recent survey
paper [148], existing TMA assume any node failure to be random and without
agency. No existing TMA take into account localised threat or damage to nodes in
the network, or agency behind this threat.
While individual platform survivability is improved through situational awareness
improved by a functioning communications network, the network topologies’
integrity is preserved by having a sufficient number of mobile nodes in locations
appropriate to the terrain. One critical method to prevent bottlenecks and network
separation is to protect the network’s nodes from damage and destruction. To
achieve this goal, shared intelligence between mobile nodes on a systems-of-systems
level, such as mission information, must be harnessed and any node mobility must be
informed based on this information.
In a battlefield context involving autonomous platforms, hostile forces creating
localised danger to network assets pose a significant threat to mission success. While
techniques and approaches in existing algorithms vary greatly, the majority share one
behaviour in common; in a repair situation where a TMA attempts to recover a
fragmented network due to a node failure, existing approaches cause nodes to
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converge on the failed node either in an effort to replace it, or bridge the gap with an
overall topology adjustment. In a Battlefield situation, however, converging on the
failed node is a potentially fatal behaviour. Node damage cannot always be assumed
to be random; hence, there is a clear need for a TMA that accounts for areas of
threat.
3.3.6.2

Assumption of Homogeneity

Similarly to the platform level, fleet level RCM also requires management of
heterogeneity. Diverse platform types in the battlefield generate various traffic types,
have a wide range of capabilities and subsequently require different QoS. However,
while resource heterogeneity is a well-researched topic on the platform level, [18,
27, 97, 114, 115, 121-126], existing fleet level RCMA typically assume that nodes in
the network are physically identical and interchangeable [142, 143, 145-147], at
most differentiated by their current task or importance to the network topology [135138]. As discussed in Chapter 2, real world collections of vehicle platforms and
therefore the nodes they represent in a battlefield network are highly heterogeneous
[36] and thus require widely different RCM approaches.
3.3.6.3

Mission Goals

Fleet level RCMA often lack graduation in the amount of control they have over the
network resources, a recent survey on the matter by Younis et al. [148] finds that
existing TMA do not consider the implications of relocating a node beyond the
immediate importance of its current task. TMAs typically assume complete control
of either a set of relay nodes [133, 134, 139, 140] or the network as a whole.
It is true that communications management and the preservation of effective
networks is a high priority, which deserves to have significant resources devoted to
it, however, each vehicle platform deployed in a battlefield has a purpose beyond the
repair and management of communications networks. Each platform in a fleet may
have different mission goals and priorities and it cannot be assumed that network
topology management supersedes these mission goals in the sense that any node in
the network is immediately, or at all available for relocation in the aid of network
topology management.
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Few algorithms recognise the need for application awareness in the sense that nodes
usually have a task besides network topology management, one of the best examples
of such application aware fleet level topology management algorithm is C2AM
[135], which repairs fragmented network topologies while attempting to cause the
least impact on the node’s application level tasks, but C2AM only considers mobility
readiness.
3.3.6.4

Context Awareness

RCMA must also be capable of using context application layer information to
influence topology management decisions. Since any fleet level RCM is
fundamentally provided by the platforms that make up the fleet, a level of
cooperation is required between these platforms, however, a distinct gradient exists
not only in the importance of nodes but also in the type of QoS they require
depending on current platform tasks and their context.
In many circumstances overall network QoS can be improved by greedy
communications management algorithms where each node attempts to maximise
their communications capability and expects others to do the same. A more complex,
but often beneficial approach in terms of QoS delivery to the appropriate nodes, is to
focus on the goals of the whole network. However, in a modern vehicle fleet context,
it is not sufficient for platform communications management systems to optimise
overall connectivity in the network. In certain circumstances preserving the
communications link from one platform to a single neighbour may be significantly
more valuable that preserving communications to the rest of the fleet; for example,
the connection of a UGV to the single dismounted soldier tele-operating the UGV
may be more valuable than the UGVs connection to the rest of the fleet. Similar
scenarios can occur when it is important to optimise QoS within specific regions of
the network or within a certain group of platforms to enable mission critical
synergetic relationships such as shared group capabilities within the group.
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3.3.6.5

Platforms with Diverse Capabilities

Fleets comprised of diverse battlefield vehicle platforms have specific capabilities
deployed in specific areas for a reason, i.e. a pack mule in close proximity to a group
of dismounted soldiers. Any topology management must be aware of these
capabilities and the role they play in the vehicle fleet. TMAs which reassign nodes
based on limited data, such as movement cost and the node’s current routing function
are insufficient for modern battlefield topology management. Disregarding mission
and capability data when tasking a node for relocation may have highly undesirable
effects, such as removing critical capabilities from an area or unit, resulting in a
capability defeating topology, potentially jeopardising mission survivability.
Mission critical capability may not be solely provided by a single node, but groups
of nodes. Group Capabilities emerging out of the cooperation of a group of nodes
must not be broken in an effort to “optimise” the network topology.
In a real world scenario, relocation of battlefield resources without awareness of
their capability may break mission critical capabilities. For example, an autonomous
pack mule only provides a shared group capability of carrying heavy loads over long
distances to a group for Dismounted Soldiers (DS) as long as it remains within close
proximity to its group (see Figure 3-10). In this case depending on mission data,
although the pack mule may be the closest node to the disconnected network
segment of Armoured Fighting Vehicles (AFV) and may have the highest mobility
readiness based on movement cost and its unmanned status, if it is autonomously retasked to repair the network topology, it may have an unacceptable impact on its
group’s mission.
AFV
AFV
DS

AFV

Pack
Mule
DS

DS

Figure 3-10 Topology Repair May Break Mission Critical Group Capabilities
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Existing algorithms do not take into account application layer information, such as
group capability and synergy between nodes. In an effort to improve overall QoS,
these traditional TMA may inadvertently re-task nodes which are engaged in a
cooperation that provides a critical capability to its local group.

3.4 Conclusions
Resource and Capability Management (RCM) is the management of available
resources in an effort to create capabilities to fulfil the network’s Quality of Service
(QoS) requirements. For battlefield networks that are subjected to increasingly
stringent requirements in a highly dynamic environment, autonomous RCM is
suggested as a solution to aggregate available communications equipment and
suitable RCM algorithms have to be chosen to manage this equipment to deliver
appropriate QoS to communications traffic in the network.
From an equipment management perspective, RCM on the platform level must be
capable of managing a wide range of present and future vehicle platform equipment
dynamically and in a modular fashion. Highly flexible RCM capable of
automatically recognising upgraded and replaced equipment can make use of
currently available resources to best fulfil its requirements. Enabling seamless
upgrade and reroll of battlefield platforms can also prolong the life cycle of a
battlefield vehicle platform significantly, improving efficiency and saving costs. By
providing standard interfaces where functionality can be added on demand, the use
of fewer resources in strategic applications can yield a more effective fleet overall.
Automated QoS management is required for modern and future vehicle RCM. Using
sophisticated RCM approaches it is possible to leverage existing resources to
enhance communications effectiveness and create additional capabilities enabling
reliable battlefield networks. Since different Radio Access Technologies (RATs)
have different strengths and weaknesses, they can be used to best suit the current
situation in order to mitigate different types of interference, improve QoS for high
priority traffic, or preserve resources.
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This way Existing approaches have used multiple homogeneous and heterogeneous
radios to improve all aspects of network QoS. Algorithms like Cellular Assisted
Heterogeneous Networking (CAHN) achieve the creation of synergy of
heterogeneous RATs by acknowledging their strengths and weaknesses and using
them to the platform’s advantage to create a communications capability which is
more powerful than the simple load balancing of the two RATs. RCM can benefit
greatly by enabling algorithms which exploit such synergetic relationships.
Resource And Capability Management as it is implemented currently is inflexible.
Resource And Capability Management Algorithms (RCMAs) are hard wired and any
change to the RCMA often prompts a redesign of the whole communications
subsystem. To take advantages of state-of-the-art RCMAs, technology transfer from
the commercial and research sector should be facilitated by providing a framework
which can easily integrate novel RCMAs into battlefield vehicle platforms. Within
this framework, RCMAs should be interchangeable by providing predefined
interfaces to performance data through black boxing any attached RAT as a standard
communications interface.
As found by Younis et al. in a recent survey paper [148], existing Topology
Management Algorithms (TMAs) assume any node failure to be random and without
agency. No existing TMA takes into account localised threat or damage to nodes in
the network, or agency behind this threat. In a battlefield context it is detrimental to
assume that node failures, damage and degradation are always due to non-malicious
causes. Disregarding the possibility of agency behind node failure events has the
potential to cause significantly more node loss through subsequent node failures
caused by the same agency. The fact that equipment is damaged or degraded should
be used as information to inform the behaviour of the rest of the fleet and preserve
other equipment. In this area of RCM there exists a significant amount of unused
potential.
The assumption made by many of the existing approaches that all nodes in the
network are homogeneous may be detrimental in a battlefield context. For RCM to
be effective in delivering enhanced QoS where it is needed, it is crucial for modern
RCM to account for heterogeneous battlefield resources which are not evenly
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distributed throughout the network. Instead of optimising overall network
performance homogeneously, modern battlefield networks require an RCM approach
which is capable of delivering the right service to the right location and the right
vehicle platform.
RCMAs may not in all circumstances assume complete control over all resources in
the network for the purposes of network repair. In this sense RCMA performance is
severely limited by the quality and relevance of the data it can access. The use of
application level information, such as capability information, situational context and
mission goals in RCM decision making is crucial. Performing topology optimisation
without it may result in the creation of mission defeating network topologies.
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Chapter 4

Battlefield Network Simulation Tool

4.1 Introduction
As discussed in the previous chapters, battlefield networks are required to operate in
a wide variety of environments with a wide range of dynamically changing
requirements. They are comprised of heterogeneous platforms equipped with
heterogeneous Radio Access Technologies (RATs), which must be managed from
the perspective of fleet level capabilities leveraged against mission level aims and
goals.
Fulfilling the objective of this thesis to improve battlefield communications
capability through improved management of existing platform and fleet level
resources requires the development and testing of novel platform and fleet resource
and capability management approaches.
The problem of designing and testing these novel approaches in a cost and time
effective manner lends itself to a modelling and simulation toolset and methodology.
A recent think tank sponsored by the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory
(DSTL) [3] and the Vetronics Research Centre (VRC) [4] has concluded that no
adequate high level simulation tool is available which readily allows the modelling
of the required functionalities within the problem space of a realistic battlefield
environment.
Therefore this chapter presents the novel Battlefield Network Simulation Tool as the
first contribution of this thesis. It forms the basis of the methodology used to develop
and assess the proposed algorithms as well as future work in this problem space.
The simulation tool allows the user to develop algorithms under study both at the
fleet and the node level, in this case allowing the novel Resource and Capability
Management Algorithms (RCMA) presented in the following chapters to be
developed and compared to existing approaches. The toolset provides a number of
unique functionalities to simulate a realistic battlefield environment subject to
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equipment damage, danger, hostile interference sources, etc. and allows the
gathering of performance data of the algorithms under test.

4.2 Problem Definition
The problem to be solved by this contribution is the assessment of the performance
of the proposed algorithms in a realistic battlefield environment. This involves the
simulation of a fleet of vehicle platforms running the proposed algorithms and
comparing them to existing solutions.

4.2.1

Advantages of Simulation

Assessing the performance of the proposed algorithms can be achieved with various
methods on a spectrum of fidelity, complexity and cost. These methods can range
from simple thought experiments and manual pen and paper calculations through
software simulation to the actual prototyping and implementation of a fleet of
vehicles in a real battlefield (see Figure 4-1). Since pen and paper calculations are
insufficient to represent the level of detail and interaction required, and the building
of a physical fleet of battlefield vehicle platforms far exceeds the scope and cost of
this application, simulation was chosen as a trade-off between these two extremes.
Simulation is the virtual representation of physical systems in software. Using
simulation, a complex systems-of-systems scenario, such as a heterogeneous vehicle
fleet can be modelled quickly while allowing performance measurement on a deep
level, since it is possible to examine a simulated system at an arbitrary level of
abstraction using a multitude of tools.
Although empirical results involving physical hardware are naturally higher fidelity
simulation often provides sufficiently accurate results to negate the requirement for
costly and time consuming prototypes.
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Figure 4-1 Spectrum of Complexity and Cost

In addition to drastically reduced cost and timeframes for analysis of battlefield
vehicle fleets, a simulation is also much more flexible as it can be changed quickly
and thus long lead times for physical implementation can be avoided. Using
appropriate simulation techniques, the effectiveness of a novel system, as well as
multiple alternative permutations can be assessed rapidly by changing parameters in
the simulation environment. In this way a simulation also provides valuable early derisking of vehicle platform systems.
As well as changes to the vehicle platform behaviour itself, a simulated environment
can be changed in order to reflect challenges to the simulated environment.
Examples include changes in prevailing weather conditions, the presence of
obstacles and radio spectrum interference.
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4.2.2

Aim

The aim of this contribution is to provide a method and develop tools for
development, testing and performance metrics gathering of communications
Resource and Capability Management algorithms in a realistic battlefield context.

4.2.3

Goals

The goal of this contribution is to create a toolset that allows the user to achieve the
above aim by creating a simulation environment which enables the development,
modification and iterative improvements of RCMAs in a battlefield context in order
to achieve performance improvements over existing solutions. This toolset should
fulfil a number of requirements:


The tool should be able to model mobile vehicle platforms traversing a
simulated battlefield and to simulate communication networks between these
platforms using a variety of RATs.



In order to capture the behaviour of the developed approaches within the
realistic context of a dynamic environment with interference and unreliable
hardware, the tool should account for these features and allow the user to
model a hostile battlefield environment that causes a danger to vehicle
platforms and damage to equipment.



The tool should provide the user with the ability to model realistic and
scalable battlefield vehicle fleets quickly and easily with provided
functionalities to change the behaviour of these vehicle fleets in a
straightforward manner.



The tool should provide a high degree of flexibility during early assessment
of the developed approaches so that changes and adjustments can be made
during the development phase to better ensure that the proposed solutions are
suitable in the context of the requirements of a complex battlefield
environment.



The tool should also allow the user to collect the measured results and
provide storage and export facilities for further analysis of these results.
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As a further goal, the tool should be validated using a known stimulus with a known
set of results to ensure the correct operation and the reliability of the simulation tool.

4.2.4

Scope

The focus of the simulation is the modelling of vehicle platforms in a fleet from an
application level perspective in order to enable the modelling and assessment of
platform level and fleet level RCMA. Accurate modelling of layers below the
application layer which are not necessary to produce a representative performance
result in this context will not be considered. For this reason, routing algorithms are
also outside the scope of this thesis. However, since the tool is designed to assess
RCMAs in a Mobile Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) context, the functionality of the
tool allows the simulation of MANET multihop communications using an
implementation of the BABEL routing algorithm [78].

4.3 Modelling and Simulation Platform
4.3.1.1

Agent Based Simulation

Using an agent based simulation, each vehicle platform in the battlefield can be
represented as an agent within an environment; the algorithms governing the
behaviour of the agents can be contained within each agent allowing for realistic
behaviour of individual vehicle platforms.
Agent based simulation is well suited to this application in particular, because once
an agent has been created and given the appropriate behaviour, it can be replicated a
desired number of times and positioned throughout the environment according to the
chosen mobility model to simulate an realistic scenario with multiple vehicles
traversing a battlefield communicating with each other based on the algorithms to be
simulated.
4.3.1.2

Choice of Simulation Platform: AnyLogic

Many types of simulation platforms exist which can be used to build the tools
required to achieve the above aims such as: OPNET [149], OMNeT++ [150], Ns2
[151], QualNet [152], NetSim [153], etc. From these simulation platforms it is
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possible to create tools which are proficient at simulating mobile ad hoc networks
and are therefore widely utilised for this task. However, the focus of this work is not
the evaluation of low level networking metrics which these tools are specialised for.
The need to model heterogeneous mobile vehicle platforms equipped with
heterogeneous resources and capabilities, both at the platform level and the fleet
level in an expandable and flexible manner requires a broad approach using an
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) with a high degree of flexibility.
Given the high level problem space and the anticipated need for high degree of
flexibility, the simulation tools were developed using XJ technologies’ AnyLogic
[117], a Java based IDE, which allows for System Dynamics, Process-Centric and
Agent Based simulation to be used in the same simulation. Java is an object oriented
programming language which is powerful enough to describe a wide variety of
systems. Java is ubiquitous; plentiful learning resources and examples are readily
available which provide help in learning the language, ensuring that the developed
simulation tool can be used effectively by future users.
With such a flexible tool, however, the dangers of Garbage-In-Garbage-Out are
inherent. Care must be taken to model the system in question at an appropriate level
of detail and to validate the performance of the tool to ensure the avoidance of errors.
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4.4 Simulation tools
This section presents the range of functionalities which the tool provides to the user;
these include a number of unique functionalities necessary to achieve the above aims
which are not available in other simulation platforms, such as the ability to simulate
damage, danger zones, enemy nodes and jammers.

Figure 4-2 Statecharts Powered by Java Code

The behaviour of the simulation tool is defined by using statecharts containing java
code within each element of the simulation (see Figure 4-2). The tool has been
developed in a modular fashion to support the design paradigms of emerging
technology management approaches and to enable more effective development by
facilitating modifications later in the design process. The functionality of the tools
has been realised from an application level perspective to achieve the modelling and
simulation of the complex battlefield context and to gather results which are
representative of real world systems.

4.4.1

Graphical User Interface

The main Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the simulation tool gives the user access
to all of the functionality discussed in this chapter. It presents the user with a bird’s
eye view of the scenario and it is comprised of variables, functions and control
devices (see Figure 4-3) which allow the user to modify the simulation at design
time and at runtime.
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Figure 4-3 Design Time View: Fleet Level Interface

Connections between nodes and their RAT ranges are visualised using lines
connecting agents with different colours representing heterogeneous RATs and
vehicles are represented using a variety of graphical representations (see Figure 4-4).

Figure 4-4 Runtime View: Vehicle Platforms

The use of GUI controls enables the user to influence many of the simulation
parameters (see Figure 4-5), enabling rapid development of novel algorithms. This
way the user can simulate an algorithm under test and introduce various stimuli at
runtime without the need to redesign the simulation scenario, allowing quick and
intuitive assessment of the behaviour of the algorithms. The control inputs available
from the runtime GUI include mobility model selection, node velocity, RAT and
jammer range, traffic throughput, danger zones and the ability to damage and destroy
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select nodes. Detailed information about these functionalities is presented in the
remainder of this chapter.

Figure 4-5 Runtime View: Mobility Model Controls

To further accelerate the assessment of RCMA under test, using different graphs and
time plots, the user can monitor the real time performance directly within the
simulation without the need to output the experiment data into another type of
software (see Figure 4-6).

Figure 4-6 Runtime View: Graphs

4.4.2

Mobility

In order to fulfil the stated goal of simulating mobile nodes, the tool allows the user
to implement node mobility by specifying a variety of mobility models. Many types
of mobility models exist to simulate a fleet of vehicles on a virtual battlefield [155].
These mobility models vary in their degree of randomness from the most random
examples where nodes freely roam the simulation area (see: Figure 4-7) to mobility
models where node mobility depends on specific scheduled behaviour to emulate
real scenarios.
Much research has been done on mobility models and since the mobility model can
influence the results of a simulation involving mobile nodes, it is important to
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choose and appropriate model for the type of scenario simulated [155]. The
developed simulation tool is not limited by the mobility models listed here; it also
allows the user to script new mobility models quickly by using the provided
functions to assign nodes their mobility behaviour. For all mobility models the user
can vary the velocity of individual nodes by simply modifying a velocity value in
m/s within each node.
4.4.2.1

Random Waypoint

The Random Waypoint Mobility Model was realised by placing each node in a
random location within the environment. The nodes then travel towards a random
location determined by a uniform distribution with limits within the environment
dimensions (see: Figure 4-7). When a node reaches its target location, it pauses for a
selectable amount of time and is then set in motion towards another destination
which is calculated in the same fashion. This cycle continues indefinitely (see Figure
4-8 for an example topology, using this mobility model).

t5

t1

t4

t2

t3

Figure 4-7 Random Waypoint Mobility Model

While the Random Waypoint Mobility Model is arguably one of the most
straightforward, there are several known problems associated with it, making it an
unsuitable model for some simulation scenarios. These shortcomings include the
sudden changes in direction and velocity, unnatural to most mobile agents as well as
an unwanted apparent decay in average velocity as the simulation progresses [156].
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Therefore the user must take care to account for the limitations of this mobility
model when using it in an experiment.

Figure 4-8 Runtime View: Random Waypoint Mobility Model

4.4.2.2

Reference Point Group Mobility Model

The Reference Point Mobility Model is similar to the random waypoint mobility
model, however, instead of individual nodes picking a random location and
travelling towards it, when using the reference point mobility model, nodes will
chose a destination as a group, simulating a more realistic vehicle fleet behaviour
(see Figure 4-9).
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Figure 4-9 Reference Point Group Mobility Model

The reference point mobility model was implemented by positioning a selectable
number of nodes in random locations and declaring them reference points. A
selectable number of nodes are then assigned to each reference point. The reference
point nodes behave according to the random waypoint mobility model within the
environment dimensions and other nodes behave according to the random waypoint
mobility model within selectable dimensions centred on each of the reference point
nodes. See Figure 4-10 for a simulation runtime example.

Figure 4-10 Runtime View: Reference Point Mobility Model
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4.4.2.3

Perimeter

When using the Perimeter Scenario, all nodes in the network will form a chain and
patrol the perimeter of the environment with a selectable velocity (see Figure 4-11).
Mobility
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Figure 4-11 Perimeter Scenario

The perimeter mobility model was implemented by placing nodes a selectable
distance away from the edge of the environment. The nodes are then set in a
clockwise motion and as soon as an individual node is within the set distance to the
edge of the environment, it turns 90 degrees Clockwise. This way the nodes travel
around the perimeter of the environment indefinitely. See Figure 4-12 for a
simulation runtime example.
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Figure 4-12 Runtime View: Perimeter Mobility Model

4.4.2.4

Convoy

To simulate a convoy of vehicles, the user can select the convoy scenario. The user
has the ability to select the number of nodes which participate in the convoy as well
as the distance between vehicles and the amount of random variation in distance
modelled by a uniform distribution (see Figure 4-13).
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Figure 4-13 Convoy Scenario
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The Convoy mobility model was implemented by placing nodes on a straight line in
the centre of the environment along the W-S axis. This is to model realistic convoys
with semi-random variation in distance between vehicles. See Figure 4-14 for a
simulation runtime example.

Figure 4-14 Runtime View: Convoy Mobility Model

4.4.2.5

Custom Mobility Model

Although the previously discussed mobility models provide the user with the ability
to simulate a variety of realistic scenarios, in many cases it is necessary to design
custom mobility models suitable for assessing specific characteristics of the
algorithm under test. Therefore tools are provided to allow the user to program
specific mobility models by providing times and coordinates for individual nodes in
order to represent actual battlefield scenarios, such as the convoy-scout scenario
described in 6.2.3.1. Custom mobility models can easily be created by entering a list
of node coordinates and mobility vectors into a mobility file; e.g. by entering:
SetNodeLocation(0, 100, 200);
SetNodeTarget(0 , 100, 300);
Node 0 will move from (x=100, y=200) to (x=100, y=300). These commands can be
listed and a script can be created in conjunction with timed events to simulate any
type of mobility scenario.
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4.4.3

Vehicle Platforms

As noted previously, individual vehicle platforms are implemented as agents in an
environment. For the purposes of simulating a battlefield fleet, these agents can
represent any manned and unmanned platform type and they are capable of carrying
a variety of communications equipment (RATs). Beyond their mobility model, their
behaviour is flexible and expandable and can be modified depending on the RCMA
under test. The user can specify environment dimensions and modify them to
simulate different scales of physical environment and the agents in the simulation
will remain within the environment.
Although the agents can theoretically represent any type of platform, for the
purposes of this thesis, two main vehicle platform types have been implemented; a
generic manned platform and a generic unmanned platform. Both types of vehicle
platform are represented by a small circle and indicate their direction of travel, but
manned nodes have an additional graphic of an Armoured Fighting Vehicle (AFV) to
differentiate them more easily from unmanned nodes (see Figure 4-15).

Manned Platform

Unmanned Platform

Figure 4-15 Runtime View: Unmanned and Manned Nodes

4.4.4

Communications

All nodes are equipped with the capability of transmitting and receiving data using
multiple wireless communication links simultaneously. To simulate several
independent nodes communicating on heterogeneous bands, each RAT type uses a
unique agent environment to communicate. Thus each radio only has access to its
corresponding band and is therefore only capable of transmitting and receiving
traffic on that band.
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By enabling or disabling an array of pre-made RAT for each individual node the user
can easily chose which types of RAT are available to the vehicle platforms in the
fleet. Fundamentally all RATs are treated as generic RATs, able to transmit and
receive data with a set of selectable characteristics, such as Type, Throughput,
Latency, Protection, Error Rate, Resilience, Range and Power Consumption (see
Figure 4-16). As noted previously, RAT types are colour coded for easy assessment
of the network topology from the main GUI.

Figure 4-16 Design Time View: Generic RAT Characteristics

4.4.4.1

RAT Range

The range of each RAT is modelled by a circular area centred on the vehicle with a
radius proportional to the range of the specific communication technology, i.e. a
smaller radius for short range communications and a large radius for long range
communications.
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Figure 4-17 Runtime View: Adjusting RAT Range

When two agents have the same type of RAT available to them and they move
within the range of each other, it is assumed that the two agents are connected and
that they can communicate. The RAT range sliders, which can be found in the Main
GUI, adjust the range of each RAT type for all nodes in the network (see Figure
4-17). This way the user can adjust the range of different RAT types at runtime and
quickly simulate heterogeneous MANETs (see Figure 4-18).

Figure 4-18 Runtime View: Heterogeneous MANET
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4.4.4.2

Traffic

Data transmitted over the network is end-to-end, simplified packet based. Each
packet of data represents 1Mbit and is comprised of a java object containing a string
of text representing the packet header and payload. For the purposes of the
simulation, any traffic transmitted through the system takes a specific format and
includes all relevant traffic requirement information in the header, such as traffic
type, required throughput, latency, priority, security level and safety level as well as
the source and destination of the packet and it’s time to live. By changing the
contents of the java object the user can modify all of these parameters. Multiple
different traffic types with selectable characteristics can be created easily by
replicating the Java object.
4.4.4.3

Routing

Since routing behaviour of a RAT is integral to its performance, it is assumed that
any RAT installed on a vehicle platform contains its own routing behaviour as part
of the equipment. This simulation treats any attached radio equipment as a black box
with interfaces to transmit and receive data therefore RAT routing algorithms are
outside the scope of this thesis.
Nonetheless the implementation of a routing algorithm is still necessary to simulate
packet based communications in a fleet of vehicles using message forwarding and
multi hopping. For this reason the routing algorithm implemented for the purposes of
the simulations is the loop free distance vector BABEL routing algorithm [78]. Node
discovery is implemented using “Hello” packets transmitted at 4s intervals which are
responded to with “I Heard You” packets as per BABEL specifications.
4.4.4.4

Sending Data

To send data at runtime the user can simply select a desired throughput and push a
“send Traffic” Button (see Figure 4-19). The traffic data rate can be changed with
the use of sliders in the main GUI and is modelled with an event that prompts a
selected node to transmit traffic at the set rate.
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Figure 4-19 Runtime View: Sending Traffic

When the user generates traffic this way it is placed directly in the source RAT’s
transmit functions queue. To transmit data, the RAT’s transmit function first pulls
the oldest entry from its queue and then saves the contents of the packet in its history
together with the current time for later performance analysis.
The transmit function then checks its neighbour table for an appropriate next hop and
transmits the traffic to that neighbour. If no route can be found, it publishes the fault
to the data model so that other platform systems, such as the platform’s mission
computer can trigger a Topology Management Algorithm (see Figure 4-20).

Figure 4-20 Design Time View: Transmit Traffic
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4.4.4.5

Receiving Data

When a RAT receives a packet from another node’s RAT, it first separates traffic
used purely for routing functionality (in this case “Hello” and “I Heard You” packets
used by the BABEL Routing Protocol). Relevant communications traffic is passed
on and saved in the receiving functions history for later performance analysis (see
Figure 4-21).

Figure 4-21 Design Time View: Receive Traffic

The packet is then passed on from the individual RAT to the node receive function
which analyses all received packets from the attached RATs. If the received packet is
unique, the function logs receive time, hop count and RAT type. The function then
checks if its node is the intended destination of the packet and either logs it as
successfully received, or proceeds to pass it on for retransmitting based on the RAT
management of the RCMAs under test (see Figure 4-22).
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Figure 4-22 Design Time View: Node Traffic Analysis

4.4.4.6

RAT Health

The simulation tool gives the user the ability to model health of individual RATs on
vehicle platforms to simulate damage and degradation of the radio hardware. RAT
health affects both the transmit and receive function of the affected RAT, i.e. when a
RAT’s health is set to 0.1, only 10 % of packets are received by the receive function
and only 10 % are sent by the transmit function.
4.4.4.7

RAT Latency

To model heterogeneous RAT with diverse latency characteristics, each node in the
network is modelled to add a selectable amount of latency when it retransmits the
packet; therefore, the end to end latency is determined by the number of nodes in the
route of the packet.
When a packet is transmitted through the network, since each node automatically
records its time of delivery and transmission in the node’s log, by accessing these
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logs the user can calculate the end to end latency times and display them in the main
GUI, or record them for further analysis.
4.4.4.8

RAT Throughput

To model heterogeneous RATs with diverse throughput characteristics, each RAT on
a vehicle platform is modelled with a selectable throughput. Throughput is modelled
with a delay timer which blocks the receive function for a certain time before
releasing it to receive another packet. Since each packet represents a data volume of
1mbit, for a throughput of (t) Mbps, the delay timer blocks the receive function for
1/t seconds.
Each node automatically calculates the throughput of the traffic it receives so the
user can access the received throughput of any traffic simply by accessing the
corresponding RAT throughput metric.
4.4.4.9

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)

The number of correctly received packets is counted by the receive function of each
RAT and the delivery time of each received packet is stored. From this information it
is possible to calculate PDR and the times of connection loss and reconnection. The
tool provides easy access to these values by storing them in variables in the receive
function of each RAT.
4.4.4.10

Power Consumption

The user can access the consumed power of each individual RAT on each node
simply by accessing a variable within the RAT in question. Power Consumption is
measured in Watt seconds (Ws) and is modelled by three counters which are
triggered by the state of the RAT. When the RAT is not active, none of the counters
are active, however, for every second the RAT is idle, receiving or transmitting, the
respective power consumption counter adds a selectable amount of Ws to the RAT’s
cumulative power consumption.
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4.4.4.11

Interference

To fulfil the goal to enable the modelling and simulation of RCMA in a battlefield
context, the tool provides functionalities to model external interference. It is assumed
that the effects of any internal interference are reflected in the performance
characteristics of the attached RAT.
Unintentional external interference is modelled by a delivery probability value
representing the amount of spectrum noise. The delivery probability value has a
range of 0 to 1 where 0 represents a noisy environment with a 0 % chance of
successful packet delivery and 1 represents a 100 % chance of successful delivery.
To model intentional external interference, the simulation tool provides the ability to
generate localised jamming signals on specific bands. These jammers are themselves
agents in the environment and modify the delivery probability value of the RAT
within their range, which, like the range of other agents, is also modelled as a circle
centred on the jammer. The effect of the jammers on the delivery probability of the
nodes within their range and the jammer’s range itself can be changed at runtime.

Figure 4-23 Runtime View: Jammer Controls

The jammers can be controlled in the GUI using various controls (see Figure 4-23).
The location of the jammers can either be randomised or the jammers can be placed
in specific location. In the GUI they are represented by a box with their range
depicted by a circle with a semi-transparent colour representative of the RAT band
they disable (see Figure 4-24). The controls for a total of three jammers are
implemented in the GUI, but additional jammers can be added easily by replicating
the jammer agent.
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Figure 4-24 Runtime View: Jammer With Range

This way the user can easily introduce intentional external interference into a
heterogeneous MANET. Figure 4-25 shows an example of a MANET equipped with
three heterogeneous RAT denoted by the colours Red, Yellow and Green. Three
Jammers, also Red, Yellow and Green are set to reduce the delivery probability of
the RATs within their range to 0 and thus block their corresponding colour RAT.
Within the range of each Jammer the corresponding RATs disconnect and in the
region where the three jammers overlap, all three RATs are disabled.

Figure 4-25 Runtime View: Jamming in a Heterogeneous MANET
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4.4.5

Node Damage

To enable the user to model a hostile battlefield environment, the simulation tool
simulates node damage and provides the user with tools to modify node behaviour
when nodes become damaged. To model realistic behaviour when nodes are
damaged, the user can choose to modify any of the above functionality, such as
mobility, RAT Health, etc.

Figure 4-26 Runtime View: Node Damage Control

Nodes can also be disabled completely with a command found in the main GUI (see
Figure 4-26). The user can enter any node ID and thus choose to attack or destroy
any node at runtime. When entering a node ID to destroy, only a single node is
destroyed, when a node ID is entered to attack, a danger zone is formed around the
chosen node. Other nodes which are present within the chosen radius of the danger
zone (in metres) become destroyed at a selectable rate (per second), i.e. when node
20 is attacked with a radius of 300 and a rate of 0.1, a danger zone with a 300 m
radius is formed and agents within this zone become destroyed at a rate of one agent
every ten seconds (see Figure 4-27 for an example of such a danger zone).

Figure 4-27 Runtime View: Danger Zone
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Using timed events the user can also simulate realistic scheduled scenarios involving
node damage and localised danger zones. When a node is destroyed, it cannot
interact with other nodes in the network and is replaced “brokenNode” agent (see
Figure 4-28).

Figure 4-28 Runtime View: Broken Node

4.4.6

Platform and Group Capabilities

To simulate heterogeneous vehicle fleets with diverse individual and shared group
capabilities, the tool gives the user the ability to specify capability values of each
node. These simplified capabilities are represented by an array of integers, each
variable in the array representing the strength of the capability. To simulate shared
group capabilities in a fleet, nodes can be grouped together with other nodes and sum
of each type of capability is calculated as a group capability. In a topology repair
scenario, when a node is tasked to repair the network, to model the fact that it no
longer makes its capabilities available to the group and hence, its contribution is
subtracted from the shared group capabilities.

4.4.7

Shared Data Model

To model Shared Data Models of modern battlefield vehicle fleets, each node in the
network contains a data model object (see Figure 4-29) which contains list of arrays
to represent and abstract the physical hardware contained on each vehicle platform as
well as the vehicle state and situational context of the fleet (see Figure 4-30).

Figure 4-29 Design Time View: Data Model Object

The data model represents both a vehicle and fleet data model and thus gives a node
the ability to easily access performance data from all other nodes in the network as
well as bridging the gap between the attached RATs and the RCMAs. As long as
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nodes are connected in a network, they have full access to the data model data of
other nodes and therefore any implemented RCMA can utilise all data model
information available throughout the fleet to perform Resource and Capability
Management. The network overhead created by the data model is assumed to be
negligible compared to other traffic and is therefore ignored.

Figure 4-30 Design Time View: Data Model Parameters

4.4.8

Generating Output Data

The simulation tool provides straightforward facilities to record results of the
simulation, and to gather statistical data on the algorithms under test. The user can
export any performance metric or variable produced by the simulation by using
timed events to record metrics to a log file. The log files are saved in the .csv format
which can be read by readily available spread sheet software.

4.5 Simulation Tool Validation
In order to validate the simulation tool and to prove that with the same stimulus, the
tool produces the same results as existing work, an existing RCMA: C2AM, was
implemented in the tool and tested against the scenarios and the experimental setup
described in [135].
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C2AM is an application aware topology repair algorithm which accounts for current
node tasks by using a Mobility Readiness Index (MRI) representing the importance
of the node’s current task, a Mobility Potential (MP) which indicates the potential of
neighbouring nodes to move and node degree which indicates the node’s connection
number. C2AM aims to cause the least possible amount of application level impact
on the fleet due to network repair efforts by seeking to reduce combined amount of
MRI of the network repair nodes. When a network becomes segmented due to a node
failure, C2AM replaces the failed node with the node which has the lowest MRI of
the nodes within range of the failed nodes. The repair node is subsequently replaced
by the node with the lowest MRI in its range. This cycle continues until the network
is no longer segmented.
C2AM selects repair nodes according to the following criteria in descending order of
importance:
1. Lowest MRI Value
2. Highest MP Value
3. Lowest Node degree
4. Smallest distance to the failed node.
5. Highest node ID (In case of a tie between two nodes)
[135] describes two experiments: The first experiment involves a specific topology
and a specific set of initial conditions and is used to explain the operation of C2AM.
The second experiment involves multiple averaged runs of the algorithm using
randomised topologies and initial conditions.

4.5.1
4.5.1.1

Experiment 1: Specific Topology:
Experiment Design

The specific topology of the first experiment presented in the paper was recreated
and as the authors provide detailed descriptions, diagrams and a table with their
initial MRI, MP and Node Degree values, the experiment could be recreated and the
behaviour of C2AM reproduced.
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Figure 4-31 shows the initial network topology. On the left is the original topology
taken from the [135], on the right the reproduction in the developed simulation tool
(for clarity, the satellite map backdrop has been replaced by a grey background for
these experiments). The node IDs are shifted by 1, since the original example counts
the agents starting from ID = A1 and the developed tool counts nodes starting from
ID = 0:

Figure 4-31 Simulation Validation, Experiment 1: Initial Topology

Table 4-1 lists the initial conditions of the experiment:
Table 4-1 C2AM Experiment 1 Specific Topology Values
Node ID

MRI

MP

Node Degree

0

Failed

Failed

Failed

1

5

1

2

2

5

0

1

3

3

1

2

4

1

0

2

5

5

3

2

6

3

0

1

7

4

1

2

8

3

3

3

9

3

1

1

10

2

1

3

11

5

0

1

12

5

1

3

13

5

0

2

14

5

0

1
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Using these initial conditions, the original experiment destroys node 0 and examines
the subsequent node movements in the network.
4.5.1.2

Results and Discussion

When node 0 fails, node 4 is selected as the repair node (see Figure 4-32) due to it’s
low MRI (see Table 4-1).

Figure 4-32 Simulation Validation, Experiment 1: Node Failure

Because Node 4 would partition the network if it leaves it’s position, the only node
in it’s range, node 5, is selected to replace node 4. The cycle continues for nodes 8
and 10 at which point the algorithm stops and the network is reconnected (see Figure
4-33).

Figure 4-33 Simulation Validation, Experiment 1: Reconnected Network

Using the Battlefield Network Simulation Tools, the algorithm behaves in an
identical manner to the original experiment.
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4.5.2
4.5.2.1

Experiment 2: Generated Topology
Experiment Design

The second experiment presented in the paper uses randomised connected networks
with the number of agents varying from 20 to 100 in a 1000 m x 600 m environment
(see Figure 4-34 for an example topology with 60 agents). MRI is assigned using a
uniform distribution with a range of 0 to 5. To achieve a connected network, the the
random waypoint mobility model is used, which places nodes in the environment
using a uniform distribution limited by the environment dimensions. In the event that
a non-connected network is formed, the process is repeated until all nodes in the
network are connected.

Figure 4-34 Experiment 2: Randomised Connected Network

The experiment is performed in two steps, First, the communication range is set to
100 m and the number of agents is varied in five scenarios with 20, 40, 60, 80 and
100 agents. The MRI value incurred due to node movements as well as the total
distance moved by the agents is recorded for each of the scenarios and the results are
compared to the original experiment.
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Second, the number of agents is fixed to 60 and the agent communcation range is
varied in four scenarios with a 50 m, 100 m, 150 m and 200 m range and the total
MRI value and total distance are again recorded for each of the scenarios.
The scenarios are repeated a sufficent number of times to reach a 95 % confidence
interval.
4.5.2.2

Discussion

The following graphs show the comparison of the experiments performed in [135] to
the same experiment performed in the developed simulation tool:

C2AM MRI vs. Agents
14

Total MRI
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2
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60
Number of Agents
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100

Battlefield Network Simulation Tool

Figure 4-35 Number of Agents vs. Total MRI (Range = 100 m)
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C2AM Distance vs. Agents
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Figure 4-36 Number of Agents vs. Total Distance Travelled (Range = 100 m)
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Figure 4-37 Communications Range vs. Total MRI (60 Agents)
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C2AM Distance vs. Range
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Figure 4-38 Communications Range vs. Total Distance Travelled (60 Agents)

Figure 4-35, Figure 4-36, Figure 4-37 and Figure 4-38 show that the experimental
results produced by the Battlefield Network Simulation Tools closely resemble the
original experiment. The average error in MRI between the original experiment and
the developed simulation tool is 0.47 for the scenarios with the fixed range of 100 m
(shown in Figure 4-35) and 0.46 for the scenario with the fixed number of agents
(shown in Figure 4-37).
The total distance travelled by the repair nodes using the developed tool is an
average of 8 % higher than the original experiment. Although the error is small, it is
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consistent throughout the sample; since the authors of the original experiment only
specify that nodes are placed randomly. A possible reason for this variation in total
distance travelled may be minute differences in how the connected agent network is
constructed.

4.6 Conclusions
The aim of this methodology and toolset is to enable development, testing and
performance metrics gathering of communications Resource and Capability
Management Algorithms (RCMA) in a realistic battlefield context. To achieve this
aim, the Battlefield Network Simulation Tool is presented which provides a method
to create a simulation of mobile, networked agents representing vehicle platforms
equipped with a variety of heterogeneous Radio Access technologies (RATs) and
RCMAs in a realistic battlefield environment.
Due to the complex problem space discussed in the previous chapters involving a
wide variety of dynamic environments and the need for RCMA to manage diverse
and dynamic resources and capabilities with management decisions based on
application level fleet wide context information, the Battlefield Network Simulation
Tool is capable of simulating a variety of vehicle types equipped with heterogeneous
RAT equipment based on a generic templates with selectable performances and
characteristics to model systems in a manner representative of the real world. The
tool has been developed in a highly modular and flexible manner, allowing for future
expandability.
Through the provided functionalities, the toolset enables the design and development
process and thus fulfils its goal to facilitate rapid modification and iterative
improvements of novel RCMAs in order to achieve performance increases over
existing solutions.
Through the Graphical User Interface (GUI), the tool enables the user to make
changes to the simulation, measure network communications performance data, such
as latency and throughput, and provide different environmental and agent stimuli,
such as enemy nodes, danger, node failure and external interference. The tool
enables the user to gather performance data to either assess the performance directly
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in the tool or to export the gathered data to other types of software for further
analysis of the results.
The tool is validated by simulating an existing Resource and Capability Management
Algorithm with a known input stimulus and comparing the output of the tool to
known results. A specific topology and a randomised experiment presented in [135]
were recreated; using the same input stimulus, the developed tool produces results
which closely resemble the known results of the original experiment. A small
consistent error can be attributed to the realisation of the node placement algorithm
used.
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Chapter 5

Context Aware Platform Level RCM

5.1 Introduction
From a vehicle platform perspective, diverse communications traffic has to be
transmitted via state-of-the-art communications equipment, managed by state-of-theart Resource and Capability Management Algorithms (RCMA), in order to achieve
reliable battlefield communications.
This chapter presents the High Availability Wireless Communications (HAWC)
system; a hardware independent communications middleware to manage any
combination of existing and future communications resources in the form of Radio
Access Technologies (RATs) and RCMAs to best fulfil prevailing traffic
requirements.
A vehicle platform in a fleet will cooperate with several other platforms on the fleet
level. Cooperating platforms share information via the Shared Data Model (SDM)
and HAWC makes this information available to the RCMA used to manage the
attached RAT (see Figure 5-1).
Fleet Data Model
Cooperating Platform Locations
Cooperating Platform Communications Capabilities
….

Vehicle Platform

Cooperating Platform

Cooperating Platform

Platform Data Model
HAWC

Communications
Resources
Geographical data
Mission Modes

Figure 5-1 HAWC Communicates Through a Shared Data Model

The system is enabled by the recent paradigm of vehicle and fleet level SDM [87,
95, 96] that allows HAWC to gather information about available platform RAT
resources, platform state data, mission status and situational awareness data at the
fleet level in an integrated and secure manner.
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5.2 Problem Definition
As identified in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, existing approaches in battlefield networks
have some significant shortcomings:
While existing systems, such as PC operating systems perform equipment
management in a plug and play fashion, existing communications approaches lack
sufficient equipment management to facilitate the use of heterogeneous
communications resources with minimum integration cost. To effectively use stateof-the-art RAT hardware in battlefield vehicle platforms, a highly flexible Resource
and Capability Management (RCM) framework is necessary to facilitate automatic
recognition of upgraded, downgraded, damaged and replaced equipment in an effort
to use currently available resources to best fulfil current mission.
The inflexible and hard-wired nature of current communications systems impedes
systems integration and adaptability and is thus incompatible with the VSI Standards
and Guidelines paradigm required for near future battlefield systems. Any
modification to existing communications system’s resource allocation behaviour
requires a partial or complete redesign of the communications system. In order to
facilitate technology transfer from state-of-the-art research into battlefield
technology, a framework is necessary which facilitates the use of multiple
concurrent, modular RCMA which can be selected according to current context
information in order to be able to switch the communication’s system’s resource
allocation behaviour on the fly to always leverage existing resources effectively and
to meet current mission goals.
To manage platform level and fleet level resources in modern battlefield vehicle
fleets, the use of application level information, such as capability information,
situational context and mission goals in RCM decision making is crucial. Topology
optimisation without application awareness may result in the creation of mission
defeating network topologies. Although RCMA approaches exist which perform
RCM informed by application level data, in a battlefield context, no mechanism
exists to provide these RCMA access to relevant application level data. Existing
information sharing systems, such as Dynamic link Exchange Protocol (DLEP) [98]
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provide algorithms access to only a limited set of performance data which cannot be
extended by algorithms without a redesign of the DLEP system. Existing
approaches, such as generic link layers and state-of-the-art internetworking
approaches such as 802.21 also only use limited performance data without
considering context information and mission goals, which makes them unsuitable for
modern battlefield operations. A framework is necessary which allows RCMA to
access any available platform level and fleet level information from the platform and
fleet SDM to provide maximum awareness to facilitate RCM decision making while
being always best informed.

5.2.1

Aims

The aims of this contribution are:


To improve fleet communications performance and fleet level capability
using new advances in platform and fleet level data sharing



To develop a highly flexible framework which facilitates plug and play
behaviour that, given a set of requirements and predefined interfaces, “just
works” given a viable hardware and software configuration.

5.2.2

Goals

The goals of this contribution are:


To design a framework which performs equipment management to detect
new or modified equipment and hardware degradation



To design a framework which enable RCMA by providing access to all
available platform level and fleet level application data through an SDM



To design a framework which facilitates the use of multiple modular RCMA
with minimum integration cost and to enable seamless switching between
these RCMA



To design this framework in a modular and flexible manner in compliance
with the VSI Standards and Guidelines
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5.2.3

Scope

Through the nature of Commercial off-the-Shelf (COTS) and the activist customer
role that the United Kingdom (UK) Ministry of Defence (MOD) adopts, e.g. by
developing standards, such as the Generic Vehicle Architecture (GVA) Def Stan 2309 [87], it is assumed, that communications equipment designed to interface with
any future vehicular system will adhere to MOD mandated specifications, such as
the ability to provide interfaces to the vehicle and fleet SDM. It is therefore assumed
that the SDM contains accurate and current information about communications
hardware; however, the assurance of data model information is outside the scope of
this contribution.
HAWC is designed to be an application level framework. Lower level functions
which are integral to the operation of RATs are assumed to be contained within the
attached RAT Line Replaceable Units (LRUs). It is therefore assumed that lower
level functions such as routing, clustering, network discovery, network QoS
management, etc. are performed independently of the proposed framework. Similarly
it is assumed that a mutual authentication protocol is in place which allows RAT to
automatically authenticate once they are powered up in order to participate in a
network with similar RAT. Similarly it is assumed that the platform level and fleet
level SDM facilitates reliable and secure communication. HAWC treats attached
RAT LRUs and their lower layer function as a black box with performance control
and performance reporting interfaces via the SDM.

5.3 Approach
5.3.1

Modularity vs. Efficiency to Achieve Effectiveness

A hardware and software management middleware can be designed in a number of
ways depending on the goals to be achieved by the design. While the majority of
communications management techniques are designed to achieve maximum
efficiency by tailoring functions to one another as closely as possible, HAWC is
designed to achieve maximum flexibility by emphasising modularity.
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Challenges emerging from the battlefield, as well as the fast pace of COTS hardware
development dictate a highly flexible system design where future military modules
or resources can be treated as LRUs which can be hot-swapped, added, upgraded and
re-distributed on the fly, facilitating mission adaption at near zero integration cost.
This doctrine, where military vehicles must be versatile and facilitate rapid rerollment prompts a need to design for the unknown. An effort must be made to
anticipate future technological improvement by restricting the possible path of a
system as little as possible. HAWC is designed with this need in mind: In addition to
the fact, that traffic, radio hardware and allocation algorithms are treated as distinct
modules which can be interchanged, HAWC itself has been designed as a modular
system. Each part of HAWC is a self-contained unit which cooperates with other
parts of the system through defined interfaces. This ensures, that even HAWC itself
can be improved in stages and adapted based on future technology improvements,
rather than prompting the need to build a new system from the ground up.

Data Model

Data Model
Module

Module

Module

Module

Module

Module

Monolythic Solution

Radio Access Technologies

Module

Radio Access Technologies
Vehicle Systems

Vehicle Systems

Figure 5-2 Modularity vs. Efficiency

HAWC passes data between several modules (see Figure 5-2). Although a
monolithic design using a single module may be more optimised due to the lack of
interfaces and latency arising from data being passed between modules, as
previously discussed, in a practical battlefield scenario, modularity has many real
world benefits which outweigh the benefits of optimisation in this case.
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5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Heterogeneity
Heterogeneous Radio Transceivers

Although heterogeneity fundamentally introduces complexity and is therefore
commonly seen as a difficulty that needs to be overcome, as discussed in Chapter 3,
if managed appropriately, it can be a great asset. In contrast to the existing
approaches such as generic link layers which seek to obscure and hide the individual
RATs from the application layer, the proposed system exposes RCMA to the
attached RAT performance data, through the use of a SDM, to make RCM decisions
with more complete information. Given prevailing conditions, an RCMA is able to
match communications traffic with given requirements to a suitable wireless
interface in order to take advantage of each radio’s specific qualities. The interface
design and RAT parameters, along with the allocation algorithms are discussed later
in this chapter.
5.3.2.2

Black Boxing RAT Resources

To address the challenges that arise from managing diverse communications
equipment, the attached equipment is treated as a set of black boxes all of which
provide a common generic interface. This allows the controller to utilise potentially
any underlying means of communications technology, i.e. Satellite, radio, optical,
sonar, x-ray etc. to the rest of the vehicle, each communications technology appears
as a generic communications interface with the ability to communicate with a certain
nodes in the network (see Figure 5-3). Since HAWC enables RCMA behaviour at
the application level, all lower layers of the 7 layer Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) model are abstracted and performed independently of HAWC and the rest of
the vehicle platform.
HAWC does not perform network discovery, clustering, routing, QoS management,
authentication, etc. Instead HAWC surrenders these tasks to the attached RAT which
ensures that upgraded radio transceivers can fully utilise their own upgraded routing,
clustering, etc. taking full advantage of the performance of tailored routing
algorithms designed for the technology in question. HAWC evaluates the
effectiveness of the RATs and their built in network discovery, routing and
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clustering algorithms via their reflected performance metrics that are published to the
SDM (as a requirement of being SDM compliant) and manages them via the defined
generic interface according to this information.
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Figure 5-3 RATs as Black Boxes

5.3.2.3

Heterogeneous Traffic

As discussed previously, inter platform communication in a battlefield context
consists of diverse traffic types, requiring diverse QoS. It is therefore important to
transmit this data according to its requirements, for example it is of paramount
importance that mission critical data is transmitted via a high safety level connection
and is prioritised before low criticality or best effort data. This functionality is
provided by the attached RCMAs.
5.3.2.4

Black Boxing RCMAs

HAWC is designed to contain a library of multiple modular RCMAs. Similar to
RATs, RCMAs have strengths and weaknesses and thus achieve different RAT
management goals with varying performance depending on the application. As
discussed in Chapter 3, many different types of RCMAs exist which can be used in
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specific situations in order to allocate RAT resources with maximum effectiveness at
all times.
The RCMAs identified in Chapter 3 have two fundamental shared properties, they
use certain input data, such as RAT performance data, traffic requirements or context
data in order to arrive at a decision on which RATs to use given the current input
data. Therefore RCMA can be treated as a black box given these interfaces (See
Figure 5-4).
This way HAWC enables the use of state-of-the-art RCMA with minimum
integration cost by enforcing modularity through defined interfaces via the SDM.
When a more effective algorithm is available for a specific application, it can be
added to the system to replace a deprecated RCMA or to be available in addition to
the existing RCMA to provide its functionality when needed in order to take
maximum advantage of what technology is available depending on the current
operational condition.

Context Awareness
RAT Capability

RCMA

Management
Decision

RAT

Traffic Requirements

Figure 5-4 RCMA as a Black Box

5.3.3

Performance Profiles

In order to address the goal to enable RCMA by providing access to all available
platform level and fleet level application data through a SDM, HAWC is designed to
function on the application layer and harnesses application level awareness. Because
this data is harnessed across a fleet of vehicles it must be cached locally to guarantee
RCMA access to it when it is needed. For this reason HAWC is designed to provide
this data via three locally cached profiles, the RAT profile, Context Profile and
Traffic Profile. The profiles contain a limited number of parameters by default, but
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can be extended by a subscribe request from the RCMA to the SDM. These
parameters are discussed in detail in subsection 5.4.2.

5.4 Architecture Development
5.4.1
5.4.1.1

Overview
Communications Resource Allocation

In an effort to use available communications resources to best suit the current
situation HAWC uses RCMA to act as a broker between communications traffic and
RAT. HAWC uses available RCMA informed by the three profiles to match traffic
QoS requirements with the attached RATs (see Figure 5-5).

Infor

Inform

Infor

RAT

m

Matching

m

Traffic

HAWC
RCMA A
RCMA B
RCMA C

Traffic
Profiles

Context
Profiles

RAT
Profiles

Figure 5-5 HAWC as a Broker

5.4.1.2

Physical

Each cooperating platform’s HAWC system is implemented as a separate entity
sharing a virtual backbone with other vehicle systems with full access to the SDM
(see Figure 5-6). As a broker, HAWC matches communications data to be
transmitted with the available RAT.
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Figure 5-6 HAWC System Diagram

HAWC is comprised of several key components (see Figure 5-7):


The RAT Profile Handler (RPH) generates a set of profiles which reflect
the capabilities, performance and status of each attached RAT. It provides the
ability to hot-plug RATs by constantly updating the associated link profiles.



The Traffic Profile Handler (TPH) generates a set of profiles for each type
of communications traffic that is transmitted over the network and its
respective requirements.



The Context Profile Handler (CPH) handles mission, situational and
platform state data and generates a profile reflecting this data.



The RCMA Handler uses available RCMAs depending on the context
profile to match the profiles in an effort to be always best connected.
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Figure 5-7 HAWC Functional Diagram

The following sections provide a detailed description of the design of each HAWC
component

5.4.2
5.4.2.1

HAWC Profile Handlers
HAWC RAT Profile Handler (RPH)

RAT Performance Reporting
As battlefield vehicle subsystems are subject to interoperability and integration
requirements, such as those specified by the VSI Standards and Guidelines [90],
HAWC assumes all attached RATs to provide a minimum level of performance
reporting via the SDM which includes mandatory continuous evaluation of basic
performance metrics necessary to describe the RATs to RCMA; these parameters
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have been identified in Chapter 3 and are described below. Any additional
performance data provided by the attached RATs is assumed to be also available via
the SDM ready for RCMA to subscribe to, on an individually negotiated basis.
Equipment Management
The HAWC RPH is responsible for the equipment management of the available
radio hardware, thus it provides hardware independent plug-and-play functionality to
the attached RATs in order to facilitate user friendly addition of new or improved
communications hardware as well as handle the removal of damaged or deprecated
communications hardware on the fly without reconfiguration of the system. This
involves regularly polling attached RAT via the data model and allows HAWC to
detect and register hardware which is added to the platform as well as interrogate this
hardware through the SDM so that a profile can be built that describes the
performance of the communications hardware unit to the rest of the HAWC system.
If a radio is removed or damaged, the SDM will reflect this change by reporting the
RAT unreachable or reporting a high error rate. When a RAT is missing or the error
rate is over a set value, e.g. 90 %, the profile is adjusted to reflect the change in order
to discourage RCMAs from attempting to select that radio link for any subsequent
transmissions, at least until the radio is replaced or repaired. This constant
monitoring enables HAWC to mitigate damage, interference, jamming faults and
failures and offload traffic to other hardware capabilities until any deprecated
capability is restored by the user or interference subsides. Similarly when a
transceiver is replaced with a newer model with improved performance, the TPH
recognises the new resource and re-evaluates the communication performance
profile accordingly, in order to make the most use of its enhanced capability. The
RPH information flow is described by Figure 5-8.
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The RPH creates a performance profile reflecting the performance of each RAT
available to the platform. This reflects the most up do date information generated by
the RATs and available via the data model. In a real word application the QoS data
may have a certainty factor attached to it, which reflects the accuracy of the link QoS
data based on context information and other factors, such as time of last update of
the profile. Assessing QoS data certainty is beyond the scope of this thesis, HAWC
is a modular framework for this reason; each component can be changed and
upgraded as technology advances.
RAT Profile Parameters:
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Figure 5-9 Heterogeneous RATs Identified by RAT Profiles
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Applicable RAT Profile Parameters necessary for RCMA to make management
decision have been identified in Chapter 2 and 3. The following parameters are
contained in the RAT profile (see Figure 5-9 for examples):


Knowledge of the RAT Type is a vital metric for many platform level
RCMA exploiting RAT diversity [18, 27, 30, 97, 114, 115, 121-123, 126].
The RAT profile expresses RAT Type as a string containing the RAT
standard, e.g. 802.11ac.



The Throughput of a link including its minimum, maximum and average
value is a vital and basic metric to determine if a link is able to transmit data
at the required speed. Several RCMA identified use different RAT depending
on the remaining link capacity [124] or perform throughput sharing among
different types of traffic [125]. Throughput is also a commonly used metric
for Multiple Attribute Decision Making algorithms. Throughput is expressed
as an array with maximum, minimum and average throughput in Mbps.



The link Latency including its minimum, maximum, average and jitter value
is a vital metric when transmitting time critical data. Although Latency is
typically a characteristic of a network as opposed to a RAT, in some cases
the type of technology may be the limiting factor, for example satellite
communications commonly have a high latency value [53] whereas 3G
typically has a low latency. Latency is expressed as an array with maximum,
minimum, average and jitter in ms.



The Protection capability of a link is a measure of its encryption,
authentication and authorisation capabilities. Data with a high security level
must be transmitted using a RAT with a sufficient Protection Capability. In a
battlefield context, resource assignment based on protection is vital since it
may be necessary to transmit restricted information over the air, such as
mission data. Protection is expressed as a range from 0-9 with 0 as the
highest protection level and functions as a requirement for security level, i.e.
data with a security level of 5 must be transmitted with a RAT capable of
protection level 5 or better.
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Error Rate of a link may be used by RCMA or by other system to determine
the historical availability of a RAT to infer future availability. Error rate is
expressed as a percentage.



The Resilience of a link is a measure of the reliability of a communications
link. This is a particularly important metric when transmitting safety critical
data such as an armament discharge command. The RCM suite must ensure
that safety critical data is transmitted over a link with an appropriate safety
level in a timely manner. Resilience is expressed as a range from 0-9 with 0
as the highest resilience level and is matched with Traffic Safety Level
requirements.



The Range of the RAT including minimum, maximum and typical range
may be used by RCMA as indication for determining link reliability to
neighbours. RAT range is expressed in metres (m).



As previously discussed, the Power Consumption of an attached RAT
including idle, transmitting and receiving power requirements are important
metrics for RCM particularly on small vehicles with stringent resource
constraints. Power consumption of different RAT may be used to
significantly alter RAT assignment [126]. Power consumption is expressed as
an array of idle, rx and tx power consumption and measured in Watts (W).

In order to accurately describe the performance and characteristics of different
RATs, it would be necessary to include a multitude of additional information. The
above list of parameters has been identified from related work, however, it is clear
that future RCMA may use additional performance metrics, thus HAWC has been
designed in an extendable fashion. RCMA are permitted to subscribe to any
information available from the SDM and thus the RPH can be amended at any time
during the operation of the systems by an attached RAT publishing or an RCMA
subscribing to additional information.
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5.4.2.2

HAWC Traffic Profile Handler (TPH)

In order to enable RCMA to match traffic types with appropriate RATs, the traffic is
represented by requirement parameters. When traffic is to be transmitted from one of
the vehicle systems using an available RAT, the traffic profile handler accesses the
requirement parameters of the traffic via the SDM and an RCMA selects an
appropriate set of RATs to transmit the traffic. The communications traffic does not
pass through HAWC itself, it travels from its origin via the vehicle backbone to the
selected RAT and is transmitted off platform. See Figure 5-10 for the TPH
information flow diagram.
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Figure 5-10 TPH Information Flow
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Figure 5-11 Heterogeneous Traffic Identified by Traffic Profiles

As discussed previously, dynamic and diverse traffic is transmitted over battlefield
networks, the properties of which have a direct impact on the type of RAT to be
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selected for transmission of this data. The following traffic requirement parameters
are contained in the Traffic Profile (see Figure 5-11 for examples):


The Throughput requirement of certain types of data, such as large file
transfers or continuous video or audio streams enables resource assignment
and may reduce unexpected strain on the network. In some cases the
throughput required by certain traffic may be too large for a given RAT, thus
a different RAT must be chosen. Throughput is expressed as a minimum
throughput requirement in Mbps.



Especially for time critical data, the Latency requirement by a data
transmission may influence the type of RAT chosen for transmission, e.g.[97]
sends data either on a WWAN or WLAN interface depending on the time
criticality of the data.

Latency is expressed as a maximum latency

requirement in ms.


Priority. Although methods exist to infer the priority of a type of traffic
[157], in a battlefield scenario where mixed priority data is commonly
transmitted on wireless links, the data priority hierarchy is known in advance
and traffic is marked according to its priority level. It is therefore assumed
that the priority of any traffic transmitted or received by HAWC is known.
Priority is expressed as a range of 0-9, 0 being the highest priority.



The Security Level of communications traffic must be recognised by the
RCMA in order to ensure that traffic with a high security level is only
transmitted via RAT which is capable of providing the required protection
capability. Security level is expressed as a range from 0-9 with 0 as the
highest security level to be matched with RAT protection level.



Safety Level requirement is a measure of the importance successful delivery
of the data. It may range from “best-effort” for non-critical data to “safety
critical” for the most important types of data. As discussed previously, in a
battlefield context traffic may have highly diverse resilience requirements
which may impact RAT selection. Safety Level is expressed as a range from
0-9 with 0 as the highest Safety Level and is matched with RAT resilience
level.
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5.4.2.3

Context Profile Handler (CPH)

The Context profile handler provides application aware RCMAs access to mission,
situation and platform state data via the SDM. In contrast to the other two profiles,
the Context Profile contains context information from the platform and fleet SDM.
See Figure 5-12 for the SPH information flow.
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Figure 5-12 SPH Information Flow

HAWC Context Profile Parameters:
In order to fulfil the goal to make all relevant application level information available
to the RCMA, HAWC provides RCMA access to context data necessary to fulfil
modern vehicle platform communications requirements. Context information can
enable RCMA to make RAT management decisions based on additional relevant
information such as mission goals, situational awareness data and vehicle status.
Therefore the CPH Context Profile is split into three categories: mission data,
situational data and platform state data. Additional application dependent
information required by any RCMA must be requested from the SDM by the RCMA
and is subsequently also contained in one of the context profiles (see Figure 5-13).
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Figure 5-13 CPH Context profiles

Based on the RCMA analysis in Chapter 3, to provide a basic level of service,
several parameters for each of the categories are provided by HAWC by default:
Mission data includes Battle Management System Data [158]. Detailed BMS
information is restricted; therefore the exact parameters used depend on the
implementation of the BMS Data in on the SDM. Mission awareness such as the
terrain and scope of a mission, as well as the anticipated threat level within a certain
area may be critical information towards the success of the mission and may thus be
essential to making an appropriate communications policy decision autonomously.


Mission Terrain Features encountered throughout a mission may be of
critical importance in achieving reliable communications in avoiding
jamming and signal attenuation due to physical obstructions in a diverse
battlefield [27]. As discussed previously, particularly urban scenarios are
challenging for wireless communications [24]; RCMA utilising suitable RAT
may significantly improve communications effectiveness in these scenarios.
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Mission Terrain Features are expressed as a list of arrays which lists the
location, range and type of feature.


Mission Threats may influence the appropriate choice of RAT, since some
RATs such as UWB are fundamentally harder to locate than others,
depending on the threat they may be favoured. Conversely since certain
threats may be aggravated by certain types of RAT, e.g. an IED detonated by
a certain frequency range, in other cases narrowband communications should
be favoured. Mission Threats are expressed as a list of arrays which lists the
location, range and type of threat.

Situational data includes C4I data from the platform BMS. As discussed
previously, weather conditions and hostile terrain can each have a significant impact
on the communications effectiveness of vehicle platforms. The avoidance of danger
by taking into account the location of hostile forces can prevent node loss and avoid
network fragmentation. Therefore the use of situational awareness data to influence
communications RCM decision making can improve a fleet’s communications
effectiveness.


Geographic location of assets in conjunction with the radio capabilities of
those assets allows the node to infer several kinds of information, such as
network topology density and distance to next hop neighbours. Knowledge of
the location of other vehicle platforms in the fleet may cause RCMA to
favour RAT capable of multipath routing [6, 131]. Asset Locations are
expressed as a list of arrays which lists the location and type of asset.



Geographic location of enemies can significantly improve survivability by
enabling RCMA to favour less detectable RAT when in the vicinity of hostile
platforms. Hostile node locations are expressed as a list of arrays which lists
the location and type of hostile node.



Geographic location of Interference Zones, such as dense foliage,
frequency spectrum jamming or areas with adverse weather conditions allow
resource management algorithms to make decisions which aid the availability
of the network [8]. If a node is present within a certain kind of interference
zone, a capable RCMA can select a RAT with a higher resilience, e.g.
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capable of Electronic Protection Measures (EPMs) to penetrate the
interference. Interference Zones are expressed as a list of arrays which lists
the location, range and type of interference zone.
Platform State data indicates the overall status of the vehicle:
Maintaining communications capability is an important mission goal for vehicle
platforms in a battlefield context, however, in certain situations the behaviour of the
communications suite should be adjusted based on other higher priority mission
goals, such as remaining platform power, platform damage etc. Therefore vehicle
awareness data may have significant impact on the goals of the communications
suite and thus also alter the requirements for wireless communication.


Power Reserves may inform the capability management suite to use more
conservative communications policies, especially in battery powered UGV
where the communications suite consumes a significant amount of power
compared to the rest of the vehicle. Algorithms such as CAHN [126] use
radio power consumption as a metric for RAT selection. Because depleted
platform power reserves can be a mission ending condition [6], power
reserves can influence RCMA decision making in significant ways. Power
reserves are expressed as a percentage.



Platform Velocity may be an indicator for the confidence in short range
multihop RAT performance. Since neighbour tables go out of date quickly in
networks comprised of mobile nodes, a high velocity may indicate a more
dynamic network topology. RCMA such as [97] therefore use node mobility
to factor into their RAT selection. The CPH provides velocity in km/h.



Health and Usage Monitoring System (HUMS) Data provides information
about the health and damage of individual components on the vehicle which
can be made available to the RCMAs. RAT Health can be used to request
repairs or to figure into the RAT selection process. RAT Health is expressed
as a percentage.



Vehicle Mode may significantly change the way communications
capabilities are assigned. For example if a vehicle is operating in stealth
mode in order to avoid detection, wireless communications may be reduced
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to a minimum, or avoided completely. During limp mode, critical damage to
the vehicle may impose stringent limits on resource allocation. Mode is
expressed as a string; RCMA need to have policies in place to activate given
a specific vehicle mode.
5.4.2.4

RCMA Handler

Management of diverse traffic transmitted via heterogeneous mobile nodes in the
battlefield is a nontrivial problem. As discussed, many Resource and Capability
Management Algorithms exist which are able to leverage limited available RAT
resources to create effective communications capabilities in a variety of scenarios
and research into these algorithms is active and ongoing. From an RCM perspective
there is no silver bullet; no single RCMA improves QoS in all cases. Variable
mission, environmental and Context parameters have an impact on what the
optimum resource management solution is at any moment [97, 114, 115].
The RCMA Handler is a central component of the HAWC architecture; it contains
the algorithms responsible for the RCM decision making. It is designed to enable
any applicable RCMA to perform resource assignment and make the best possible
resource assignment decision at any given time by providing up-to-date, application
level information gathered by the RPH, TPH and SPH (see Figure 5-14).
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Figure 5-14 RCMA Handler Information Flow
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RCMA Activation Policy
In order to fulfil the goal to enable seamless switching between RCMA with
minimum integration cost, the RCMA Handler is designed to contain multiple
concurrent RCMAs, each with different resource and capability management
behaviour informed by the Link, Context and Traffic profiles and enabled depending
on context data. Different algorithms will be used to perform the resource
assignment in order to achieve behaviour which is appropriate to the situation.
Figure 5-15 shows a schematic of the RCMA Handler.
In order to decide at which time and under which condition the different RCMA are
enabled, each RCMA must also be accomplished by a policy entry. These policies
may be phrased as simple if statements:
IF condition = x THEN enable RCMA(1) ELSE enable RCMA(2); etc.
For example, in order to invoke CAHN when the platform power reserves drop
below a certain level, the corresponding RCMA activation policy will be:
IF platform.power.reserves =< 50 % THEN enable CAHN ELSE enable
FAILOVER.
In line with the modularity of HAWC, algorithms can be swapped and reconfigured
depending on prevailing operational requirements. The actual operation of these
algorithms and how they are triggered is entirely application dependent and is
therefore determined by the RCMA themselves.
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Figure 5-15 Context Based RCMA Switching

Communications Failure
When all RATs on the platform are damaged or the network becomes segmented and
HAWC is unable to reconnect the network solely by using different RATs, such as a
SATCOM link or a long distance link, etc. then maintaining network connection is
beyond the capabilities of HAWC and additional platform level or fleet level
resources have to be requested. In order to gain additional resources in the form of
additional, or more powerful RATs or to prompt fleet level topology management to
reconnect the vehicle platform with other platforms in the fleet it is necessary to
report the failure of HAWC to the Mission Computer (see Figure 5-14 and Figure
5-15).
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Since maintaining effective communications capability is one of several mission
goals with a given priority, the mission computer must weigh the importance of this
goal against its other goals. Depending on the criticality of other mission goals as
well as the context and type of platform, the mission computer may proceed in a
number of ways. In a manned vehicle the mission computer may alert the crew via
an advisory or alert message and advise the crew on the calculated best course of
action including various outcomes and the crew will decide how to react to the
situation. In an unmanned vehicle if the mission computer deems communications as
a high enough goal, the platform may be chosen as a network topology repair node
and re-tasked to bridge the gap between two separated network segments. Fleet level
topology and resource management of this type is discussed further in Chapter 6.

5.5 Evaluation
5.5.1

Experiment Design:

In order to evaluate HAWC against its stated goals a series of experiments have been
derived and HAWC has been subjected to the VSI Standards and Guidelines
Compliance Test.
5.5.1.1

Experiment 1: Equipment Management

A steady state, agent based simulation is developed using the Battlefield Network
Simulation Tool. Each mobile node is modelled as an agent in a 2D environment. A
complete description and discussion of the developed Battlefield Network
Simulation Suite is included in Chapter 4.
The agents represent a fleet of HAWC enabled sentry nodes; each agent is equipped
with two RATs, the primary RAT is a low power consumption, low bandwidth point
to point FM radio with a range of 1000 m and a throughput of 0.5 Mbps; the
secondary RAT a high power consumption, high bandwidth multi-hop 802.11a
transceiver with a range of 250 m and a throughput of 22 Mbps. Ten stationary
sentry nodes guard a 200 m x 200 m perimeter around their base station (see Figure
5-16) and transmit a periodic basic telemetry including a heartbeat signal to register
that they are still alive and periodic video frames to their base station which is
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capable of receiving any communications data using any RAT type. Sentry nodes
remain within range of their base station at all times.
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Figure 5-16 HAWC Evaluation, Experiment 1: Sentry Nodes
Table 5-1 HAWC Evaluation, Experiment 1: Simulation Parameters
FM Range

1000 m

802.11 Range

250 m

Mobility model

Perimeter

Total number of Nodes

11

Node Speed

0 km/h

Scenario duration

300 s

At t = 0 s node n1 operates within normal parameters and thus transmits a periodic
heartbeat on its primary, low throughput FM transceiver and periodic video frames
via its secondary, high throughput 802.11a transceiver.
Prolonged operation in a harsh environment has caused the degradation of the
802.11a transceiver of the sentry node, thus at t = 100 s, the 802.11a transceiver fails
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permanently and the node is no longer able to transmit video data back to its base
station.
At t = 200 s, a maintenance engineer replaces the 802.11a with a different RAT by
removing the faulty LRU containing the 802.11a transceiver and substituting an
available functional 802.11b unit with a range of 250 m and a throughput of 11
Mbps.
5.5.1.2

Experiment 2: Context Based RCMA Switching

In order to further evaluate HAWC against its goals, experiment 1 has been modified
and the simulation is repeated. The purpose of experiment 2 is to evaluate HAWC
against its stated goals to:


Enable RCMA by providing access to all available platform level and fleet
level application data through an SDM.



Facilitate the use of multiple modular RCMA and to enable seamless
switching between these RCMA.
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Figure 5-17 HAWC Evaluation, Experiment 2: Sentry Nodes
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The sentry nodes are now moving according to a random waypoint mobility model
within a 500 m2 environment with the base station at its centre (see Figure 5-17).
The sentry nodes are equipped with the point-to-point FM transceiver connected
directly to the base station and the 802.11a transceiver transmits data back to the
base station via multi hopping. HAWC’s RCMA handler is equipped with the
failover algorithm [113] and the synergetic RCMA CAHN [126].
The failover algorithm always favours the higher throughput 802.11a transceiver and
uses the FM Transceiver as a backup channel if the 802.11a channel fails due to node
mobility. CAHN seeks to preserve power by using the low power FM transceiver for
configuration data and only enabling the high power 802.11a transceiver when
necessary. The RCMA Activation policy switches from the failover algorithm to
CAHN when the vehicle drops below a power level of 50 % in the platform state
profile. This is triggered by a timer at t = 150 s which sets the power reserves to 49
%.
5.5.1.3

VSI Standards and Guidelines Compliance

In an effort to assess the level of integration and interoperability of the proposed
system as per an accepted methodology of assessment of battlefield vehicles, HAWC
has been subjected to the VSI Standards and Guidelines compliance study. The VSI
compliance rating has been performed using the VSI Standards and Guidelines
Metrics for Electronic Architecture Assessment [91].
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate HAWC against its stated goals to be
modular and flexible in compliance with the VSI Standards and Guidelines
Methodology of This Test
The VSI Standards and guidelines use a qualitative assessment of a vehicle systems
based on how the system under test compares with predefined statements in the VSI
Vetronics Standards and Guidelines. Statements in the document are compared to the
performance of the system and the category is scored according to which statement
matches closest with the performance of the system. The statements are designed so
that one of the statements matches each possible case.
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As an example of the test’s methodology, the first characteristic of the first metric,
adaptability, is scored according to the following table:
Table 5-2 VSI Standards and Guidelines Adaptability Scoring Matrix
Score:

5
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In this case, all components attached to HAWC, the RAT, the RCMA and the data
accessible via the SDM can be changed in the field without modifications to the
vehicle platform; therefore the performance of HAWC most closely matches the first
statement and is therefore scored with 5: all relevant changes can be made in the
field without making any modifications to parts of the platform.

5.5.2

Results and discussion

5.5.2.1

Experiment 1: Equipment Management

At t = 0 s the sentry nodes are operating within normal parameters. Figure 5-18
shows the outgoing traffic of a single sentry node transmitting a periodic heartbeat
and video frames via FM radio and 802.11a respectively.
At t = 100 s the 802.11a transceiver fails and video frames seize to be transmitted.
HAWC detects the degradation; the node continues to transmit its heartbeat via the
FM radio.
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At t = 200 s the new 802.11b transceiver is added to the system. The new transceiver
registers itself in the SDM and the RPH detects the new resource. It builds a new
Link Profile for the 802.11b RAT and enables the RCMA to use it seamlessly.
At t = 212 s the sentry node resumes periodic video frame transmission on the now
secondary 802.11b link. Both transceivers continue to be monitored by the RPH.
HAWC Equipment Management
Throughput (Mbps)
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Figure 5-18 HAWC Evaluation, Experiment 1: Equipment Management

Despite this seemingly simple result, in the context of an NEC scenario this
functionality represents a powerful capability to use any available communications
LRU in any vehicle platform to enable effective communications. When a
communications resource is degraded, it is no longer necessary to replace like for
like, but any failed communications equipment can be replaced by any other
available RAT seamlessly and with zero integration cost, which is a significant
improvement over the current state-of-the-art discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
5.5.2.2

Experiment 2: Context Based RCMA Switching

As the nodes randomly travel around the base station, while the FM transceiver
remains permanently connected to the base station, due to its range of 250 m the
connection of the 802.11a transceiver to the base station is intermittent.
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At t = 0 s the sentry nodes are operating normally and are using the failover
algorithm to transmit video frames via the 802.11a transceiver. At t = 70 s Figure
5-19 shows that when no route can be established back to base via multi hopping due
to node mobility, the failover algorithm transmits the video frames over the FM
radio instead.
At t = 150 s the vehicle power reserves drop below 50 %; application layer context
information reflects this and the RCMA activation policy causes the RCMA Handler
to switch to the CAHN RCMA. CAHN uses the FM Radio for configuration data
and uses the 802.11a transceiver only when a viable route exists and a new frame is
ready to be transmitted. When no route can be established, CAHN is unable to
transmit video frames.
HAWC Context Based RCMA Switching
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Figure 5-19 HAWC Evaluation, Experiment 2: Context Based RCMA Switching

This experiment has shown how HAWC facilitates the use of advanced RCMA by
leveraging platform level and fleet level application layer data from the SDM and
how this context data can be used to switch between different RCMA seamlessly
without the need for major reconfiguration of the communications system.
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5.5.2.3

VSI Standards and Guidelines Compliance

The results of the test are as follows:
Reconfigurability
Adaptability. As demonstrated in the above example, HAWC performs equipment
management which constantly monitors the status of existing RAT resources and
scans for newly available resources. HAWC offers the capability to change
components such as radio units easily in the field, system algorithms etc. can be
reconfigured on the fly with available tools and skills.
Matching VSI statement: All relevant changes can be made in the field (i.e. with
available tools and skills and in an acceptable time) without making any
modifications to parts of the system.
Score: 5.
Interchangeability. All elements of the system can be moved between platforms
with minor modification at zero integration cost. HAWC and its attached systems are
identical for all platforms and thus ensure complete interchangeability. More
specifically, the attached RAT LRUs and the RCMA used within HAWC can be hot
swapped with near zero cost.
Matching VSI statement: All relevant system elements can be moved between all
relevant platform types in the field (i.e. with available tools and skills and in an
acceptable time) without making any modifications to the system/ platform.
Score: 5.
Enhanceability
Capacity. The relevant capacity aspects of the system are limited by the hardware it
is attached to and the information available through the SDM. HAWC itself does not
impose a capacity limit on the RATs, RCMA or traffic. For all relevant aspects, the
system has more capacity than is needed.
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Matching VSI statement: For all relevant aspects (interface bandwidth, processing,
protocol /message structure capacity, power supply, physical space, etc.) of the
system, the architecture has more spare capacity than is needed, as suggested by
experience and predictions of future need.
Score: 5.
Modularity. HAWC is highly modular in terms of hardware and software. Every
relevant part of the system, such as the RCMA, the attached RAT and the
communications controller itself are can be changed and substituted by alternatives.
Matching VSI statement: The architecture is highly modular.
Score: 5.
Enablers. Skills necessary to enhance the communications resources of the systems
are available in depth. To upgrade RATs attached to the HAWC, the user can simply
connect and disconnect RAT LRUs. While radios can be replaced in a relatively
simple fashion, integration of new algorithms in the field requires some level of
specialised knowledge.
Matching VSI statement: Some important relevant skills, etc. are available in depth.
Score: 3.
Integration
Internal Platform Data Provision. Internally, the system is designed to build upon
the platform SDM which is assumed to provide intra vehicle communication in a
timely and secure manner. The design of HAWC does not harm this functionality,
therefore, all data is accessible from the rest of the platform in a timely and secure
manner through the SDM.
Matching VSI statement: All relevant information is available in a timely and secure
manner
Score: 5.
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External Platform Data Provision. HAWC interfaces with the fleet level SDM
which is assumed to provide inter vehicle communication in a timely and secure
manner. However, due to damage or interference, an appropriate radio may not
always be available, hence, it can be said that the majority of data can be transmitted
and received in a timely and secure manner.
Matching VSI statement: The vast majority of the data is transmitted and received in
a timely and secure manner.
Score: 4.
System Control. As provisioned by the platform SDM, information is accessible by
simple publish and subscribe mechanisms. It is assumed that the SDM provides
reliable access to intra vehicle resources, therefore within the platform all relevant
resources can be controlled by users or subsystems in a secure manner.
Matching statement: All relevant resources can be controlled by users/subsystems in
a secure and safe manner and with an acceptable quality of service under all relevant
conditions.
Score: 5.
Integrated Logistics Support
Built In Test (BIT). The radios attached to HAWC are required to perform Built in
Test and publish the results to the SDM. HAWC itself does not perform BIT,
however, relevant RAT BIT data is published to the SDM and the architecture
supports routing of BIT data.
Matching VSI statement: A minority of main LRUs generate BIT and the
architecture supports the routing of the BIT data.
Score: 3.
ILS Data Transfer. Metric is not applicable, since the transfer of data is contingent
on the RAT attached to HAWC.
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Matching VSI statement: Note that if parts of an architecture, or logical
architectures, are assessed individually then this metric will not always be
applicable. When it is not applicable no mark (0) should be assigned.
Score: 0.
System Scalability
Vertical scalability. Significant gains in performance of existing hardware can be
achieved with simple replacement of modular algorithms. HAWC can be upgraded
to run on more powerful hardware if required.
Matching VSI statement: Significant increased performance is possible through
exploiting existing spare capacity or through “form and fit” module replacement.
Score: 5.
Horizontal scalability. The system is able to scale significantly by adding or
removing resources, such as RATs and RCMA. If more RATs are added to the
system, significant gains in capacity can be achieved and synergy can be created by
using appropriate RCMA; the utility of the available resources can be improved by
adding upgraded RCMA to the HAWC. RAT can be removed to scale the system
back, e.g. for unmanned vehicles to save mass and reduce power consumption.
Matching VSI statement: Significant increases in performance across a number of
areas are possible by the addition of different system elements. Adding system
elements requires minimal user intervention.
Score: 5.
Openness
Standards & Technology Selection. The majority of recommended VSI standards
and guidelines are to be followed in the implementation of the system. Otherwise
communication occurs via the SDM.
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Matching VSI statement: The majority of standards and technologies used are
combined from the VSI recommended lists or open standards AND any non-open
standards used are fully justified
Score: 3.
Documentation. Detailed end user documentation does not exist for the system.
Matching VSI statement: High quality documentation does not exist for any of the
relevant aspects of the architecture.
Score 1.
ICDs. An interface control document does not exist.
Matching VSI statement: There is no populated ICD
Score: 1.
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Figure 5-20 VSI Compliance Key Metrics
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HAWC scores highly in the areas of Reconfigurability and System Scalability.
Enhanceability and Integration score 4.3 and 4.7 respectively due to the skillset
needed to alter system algorithms in the field the fact that the reliability of the
attached radios cannot always be guaranteed by HAWC itself. Integrated logistics
support and openness score at 1.5 and 1.7 respectively due to ILS being solely a
factor of the attached radios and the lack of detailed user documentation required for
deployment in the field (see Figure 5-20).
See Figure 5-21 for a breakdown of the individual characteristics that comprise the
key metrics:
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Figure 5-21 VSI Compliance Characteristics
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5.6 Conclusions
Battlefield communications networks transport a variety of traffic types with diverse
requirements using diverse equipment on heterogeneous vehicle platforms subject to
a harsh and unpredictable environment. In this context it becomes necessary to
employ a system which manages a vehicle’s communications resources while
considering current mission goals, situational awareness data and vehicle platform
data.
This chapter presents the High Availability Wireless Communications (HAWC)
system, a context aware, application layer communications framework designed to
enhance communications effectiveness between battlefield vehicles on the platform
level. HAWC uses relevant context information from a common Shared Data Model
(SDM) to use available platform resources most effectively at all times. By gathering
information from the platform level and fleet level SDM, HAWC is highly integrated
with other systems within the vehicle platform and other vehicles in the fleet. This
way HAWC is simultaneously enabled by shared information via the SDM while
also facilitating information sharing of itself and other systems via the SDM.
In accordance with technology integration goals, HAWC is built as a modular
architecture and is therefore comprised of several components: The Traffic Profile
Handler generates profiles reflecting the requirements of communication traffic; the
Radio Access Technology (RAT) Profile Handler generates profiles to reflect the
communication resources and capabilities and performs RAT management including
plug-and-play upgradability and replacement; the Context Profile Handler generates
profiles which reflect context awareness data, such as mission data, context data and
platform state data. These profiles are exposed to the Resource and Capability
Management Algorithms (RCMAs) within the RCMA Handler. HAWC does not
interfere with attached RAT’s discovery, routing and clustering operations and
assesses the effectiveness of these functionalities only by their reflected performance
in the SDM.
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Compared to existing approaches, HAWC possesses several key features and
functionalities which improve upon the limitations of the state-of-the-art discussed in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.
While existing approaches lack sufficient context awareness and thus limit the
performance of novel RCMA to mitigate an increasingly heterogeneous, more
demanding and complex environment, HAWC enables RCM on the application layer
informed by mission awareness, situational awareness and platform state awareness.
By subscribing to application layer performance metrics from the platform and fleet
SDM, HAWC provides essential facilities to novel RCMAs which require high level
data in order to manage resources effectively.
The inflexible and hard-wired nature of existing approaches results in excessive
integration costs of novel RCMA in vehicle platforms and impedes systems
integration and adaptability required for near future battlefield systems. In contrast,
HAWC is designed to be a highly flexible architecture to allow the use of any
underlying communications resources managed by state-of-the-art RCMAs to best
fulfil current and future communications requirements in a “just works” fashion
given any viable combination of the attached vehicle hardware and software. To this
end HAWC is designed with modularity and flexibility as its core principles. While
the monolithic design of existing approaches may be more efficient than HAWC’s
modular and flexible design, technology integration goals dictate, that flexibility is
prioritised before efficiency in a battlefield context.
HAWC performs equipment management by monitoring the SDM for upgraded
equipment and hardware degradation. In contrast to existing approaches, this enables
transparent upgrading and hardware adaption, maximising effectiveness of limited
resources by enabling the use of any available equipment in the field to provide
communications capability to vehicle platforms. Failed communications Line
Replaceable Units (LRUs) can be replaced rapidly without the requirement to
replace like-for-like, since HAWC recognises newly attached hardware and classes it
as a black box with generic interfaces. Likewise, as mission parameters change,
vehicles can be rapidly upgraded with more powerful communications hardware
with zero integration cost.
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In contrast with existing approaches, HAWC facilitates the use of multiple RCMA in
the same system with zero integration cost and enables seamless switching between
these RCMA. Based on user input or context information, an appropriate RCMA can
be selected from a library of available algorithm to refocus the communications
performance of a vehicle to fulfil current mission goals.
These functionalities have been demonstrated using simulated scenarios of a group
of unmanned sentry nodes guarding a base station. Experimental evaluation of
HAWC has shown that HAWC fulfils its goals. HAWC has also been subjected to a
VSI Standards and Guidelines assessment. In coherence with its goals, HAWC
scores highly in the fields of Reconfigurability, Enhanceability, Integration and
System Scalability. Integrated Logistics Support and Openness are lacking due to the
system not being ready for deployment.
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Chapter 6

Context Aware Fleet Level RCM

As discussed in 3.3.1, to facilitate new defence paradigms of interoperability, shared
situational awareness and network enabled capabilities, maintaining fleet
communication is a primary mission goal and as such a full complement of fleet
capabilities should be applied to its preservation. To this end Chapter 3 has also
discussed a variety of different Topology Management Algorithms which are used in
the case of a communications failure such as the failures described in section 5.4.2.4.
If such a failure occurs to all Radio Access Technologies (RATs) on a node, or the
node is destroyed entirely, it can no longer participate in the network topology unless
its communication capabilities are restored. In a dense network with multiple routes
available, traffic can be rerouted in an attempt to circumnavigate the deprecated
node, however, this might not be always possible in a low node density situation, or
in certain network topologies dictated by mission goals, e.g. a convoy of vehicles.
This chapter explores the exploitation of node mobility as a method to heal a
network topology and reintegrate disjointed node clusters.

6.1 Mission Aware Topology Healing
As discussed in Chapter 3, at the fleet level a common approach to handle the
dynamic network topology of Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANET) and the resulting
unreliability is to exploit and directly influence node mobility and to change the
topology of the network itself to better fulfil certain goals. In addition to improving
overall network integrity and Quality of Service (QoS), this methodology can also be
used to mitigate a communication failure event, typical of a military scenario.
This chapter presents the Mission Aware Topology Healing (MATH) approach and
supporting algorithms which have been designed to address the shortcomings of
existing Topology Management Algorithms (TMA) through the use of shared
application level data. The algorithms act to actively protect mobile nodes in the
event of an attack by enabling them to escape from and avoid Danger Zones (DZs).
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6.1.1

Problem Definition

Battlefield networks face a harsh environment; environmentally induced faults,
intentional interference and node destruction by hostile agents are only a few
examples of non-random factors that threaten communication and node health as a
result of an underlying cause.
Many algorithms exist that attempt to repair segmented network topologies by
replacing failed nodes with dedicated relays or neighbouring nodes, or by changing
the overall network topology to absorb the load of the failed node. However, in a
battlefield context, TMA which are not sufficiently situationally aware may cause
nodes to travel into hostile areas and thus put themselves in danger. Current TMA
approaches do not recognise possible underlying causes for this danger and thus may
cause further damage as a direct result of their topology management efforts [148].
Chapter 3 also discusses many existing TMA which assume that nodes are under
complete control of the TMA and which assume that node movements can be
manipulated without any constraints during network topology healing operations;
however, in a battlefield setting, with limited number of unmanned nodes each
vehicle usually has a task to perform besides healing the network topology. Some
approaches, such as C2AM [135] are application aware and recognise that not all
nodes are equally ready to be used for topology repair by employing a mobility
readiness and mobility cost index in order to select the most ready node with the
least important task. However, C2AM fails to recognise group relationships and is
thus unaware of potentially mission critical capabilities which emerge out of group
cooperation.
Therefore given that some nodes may be key to realising mission critical capabilities
in a group, it is important that a TMA is aware of neighbour relationships which give
rise to group capabilities and recognises the impact of the removal of a node from its
group. Topology repair without recognising group capabilities may result in the
creation of mission defeating network topologies.
In order to address these shortcomings, this chapter presents two additional
algorithms working in conjunction with each other in order to achieve the
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reconnection of a disjointed network while preserving group capabilities within the
network. Group Capability Integrity Management (GCIM) is an application aware
node selection algorithm which preserves mission critical group capabilities during
network repair by selecting topology repair nodes which have the least impact on
mission critical group capabilities. Coordinated Node Selection (CNS) is a data
model aware algorithm which enables disjointed node segments to anticipate the
node selection decisions made by other segments. This way CNS minimises the total
number of nodes required for topology repair and thus also minimises the amount of
group capability lost, during network repair efforts. The novel algorithms are
verified by modelling and simulation and significant performance gain is
demonstrated when compared to traditional TMA without application awareness.
6.1.1.1


Aim
To preserve fleet communications capability by protecting fleet resources
during catastrophic node failure events caused by hostile forces.



To protect and maintain communications capability by using fleet resources.



To preserve capabilities created from group interaction during topology
repair.


6.1.1.2

To avoid mission defeating capability loss.
Goals



To maintain fleet level communications capability using node mobility.



To use situational awareness data to evaluate danger zones and to avoid
damage.



To use situational awareness data to repair the network topology whilst
avoiding danger.



To minimise the number of nodes necessary for topology repair.



To reduce the amount of group capability lost due to node re-tasking by
performing group capability based repair node selection.
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6.1.1.3

Scope

The following assumptions are made:


Situational awareness data is available from the data model.



Node failure is non-random and implies an area of threat surrounding the
failed node.



Danger zone location and size is known, its detection and discovery are
outside the scope of this work.



Battlefield MANETs are heterogeneous; some nodes have a higher mobility
readiness or mobility cost. These variables are predetermined.



Nodes are relocated in order to improve network topology in the event of a
communication failure.



Heterogeneous mission critical and non-mission critical capabilities exist
within the fleet producing NEC when matched up appropriately.



Capability information and group affiliation is known in advance and
available from the fleet Shared Data Model (SDM).



Removal of a node from a group results in a loss of group capability, no node
benefits the group through absence.



Last known node locations and capability values are available from cached
data model data.



Classifying the capabilities of nodes is beyond the scope of this work, it is
assumed that each node is classed with a capability value based on its
capabilities.

6.1.2
6.1.2.1

Approach
Fleet Level Communication Capability

While individual platform survivability is improved through situational awareness
gained by a functioning communications network, the network topology’s integrity
is preserved by having a sufficient number of mobile nodes in locations appropriate
to the terrain. An effective way to prevent bottlenecks and network separation is to
protect the network’s nodes from damage and destruction. To achieve this goal,
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shared intelligence between mobile nodes on a systems-of-systems level, such as
mission information, must be harnessed and any node mobility must be both
informed and constrained based on this information.
In a battlefield context, when an asset which has been assigned a mission critical task
is lost or incapacitated, SDM mission data should reflect this and thus the network’s
TMA should cause the replacement of the failed node with another in the network to
ensure that the failed node’s tasks are taken over by the replacement node. When the
lost asset was not assigned a mission critical task, but is vital to the network
topology, mission data should also account for the loss of the node and the TMA
should attempt to redirect other nodes to heal the network in an effort to restore the
topology in accordance with prevailing QoS requirements.
6.1.2.2

Damage Zone Detection and Avoidance

There are many reasons why a node is lost from a network, such as the node moving
out of range of its neighbours, low QoS through unintentional interference by
environmental factors, such as weather, intentional interference, such as jamming, as
well as damage due to the terrain or hostile forces. The fact that an asset providing
communications capability has been damaged can provide information about the
location it was operating in i.e. further assets are likely to be damaged if deployed
there.
Additionally, modern vehicle mounted Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition
and Reconnaissance (ISTAR) systems, such as the Raytheon Boomerang system
[159] exists which is able to detect the location and area of an attack and make this
information available to other members of the network via the common data model.
For the purposes of automatic danger avoidance, this information can be captured
and utilised in the form of a terrain danger zone which nodes are discouraged to
trespass on in their efforts to recover a partitioned network topology.
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6.1.3

Algorithm Development

6.1.3.1

MATH Algorithm Design

Figure 6-1 A Node Is Destroyed and a Danger Zone is Established

When a Danger Zone is detected based on updated situational awareness data from
the data model (see Figure 6-1), each MATH enabled node in the fleet first checks its
current location is within the detected DZ, whose location and dimensions are also
available from the data model. If the node is located within the danger zone, it
attempts to evacuate the DZ by travelling towards its closest edge. When the node is
no longer within the DZ and the network topology remains segmented, it elects a
Repair Node (RN) from its neighbours (see Figure 6-2). Many repair node selection
algorithms exist to choose a suitable repair node [133-140]; in this context the choice
of repair node has no impact on the performance of MATH in avoiding danger
zones.
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Figure 6-2 Danger Zone Avoidance Flowchart

The RN continues to travel towards the disconnected segment while the topology
remains segmented. Figure 6-4 shows that if the RN travels within an unsafe
distance from the DZ (determined by situation data), it adjusts course away from the
DZ and then resumes travel towards the disconnected segment. See Figure 6-3 for a
legend.
Node

Repair
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Connectivity

Sink

Danger Zone

Destroyed

Node Movement

Figure 6-3 Legend
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Figure 6-4 MATH Repair Node Selection and DZ Escape

Due to the fact that repair nodes now have to traverse the perimeter of the danger
zone as opposed to simply replacing the failed node they have to travel much larger
distances, therefore following this behaviour alone may lead to the RN themselves
becoming disconnected from their network segment (see Figure 6-5)

Figure 6-5 Repair Node Disconnection

6.1.3.2

Repair Node Chaining

To prevent RN disconnection during topology repair, a process of chaining RN
together to retain network connection to its segment is employed.
Consider the flowchart Figure 6-6 from a vehicle platform perspective, if a node is
chosen as a repair node (RN1) and is travelling towards the disconnected segment, if
RN1 loses network connection at any time during the topology repair process, it
stops and waits while it remains disconnected from its segment before resuming the
repair process.
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Figure 6-6 Repair Node Chaining Flowchart

If the node is not itself chosen as RN1, it continues to monitor the network
connection to RN1. If RN1 loses connection to the network, another election process
is started within the remainder of the segment to elect another Repair Node (RN2)
which travels towards the last known location of RN1.
When RN2 reconnects to RN1, RN1 continues with its topology repair process until
it disconnects from the network again, at which point the process is repeated, or until
both network segments are reconnected at which point the fleet continues according
to its mission goals (See Figure 6-7). The algorithm will continue to elect additional
available nodes as RN chain links as long as the topology remains segmented and
nodes eligible for topology repair remain in the segments.
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Figure 6-7 Topology Repair and Secondary Repair Node Selection

6.1.3.3

MATH Behaviour Flowchart

Thus MATH is comprised of the combined behaviour of Danger Zone Avoidance
and Repair Node Chaining. See Figure 6-8 for a flowchart of the behaviour of
MATH.
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Figure 6-8 Combined MATH Flowchart
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6.1.4
6.1.4.1

Experimental Modelling
Experiment Design

In order to evaluate the performance of MATH and to compare that performance
with the existing approach: C2AM [135], an agent based simulation is developed
using the Battlefield Network Simulation Tools. C2AM is chosen as a comparison to
MATH due to its similar goals and application awareness.
The agents have mobility behaviour defined by a convoy model and the mission goal
to proceed east at an average speed of 20 km/h (see Figure 6-9). The convoy is
modelled to contain 30 manned vehicles, such as main battle tanks, light protected
patrol vehicles and logistics vehicles, as well as 10 unmanned, autonomous, light
UGV to perform network repair (see Figure 6-10).

Figure 6-9 Convoy

The agents possess multihop communications capability and the ability to detect
whether the network is intact or segmented. Each node is able to communicate with
other nodes using a radio transceiver modelled on an 802.11 transceiver with a
typical range of 250 m. This communication range was chosen both to represent
MANET class communications as well as a fall-back case of a heavily saturated /
jammed spectrum of longer range wireless battlefield technologies, such as Bowman.
The data rate of any of wireless communication links is assumed to be of sufficient
capacity to not present a bottleneck.
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Figure 6-10 Simulation Tool, Runtime View: Vehicle Convoy

Node damage (see Figure 6-11) is modelled by disabling the damaged agent’s
mobility and communications capability. A complete description and discussion of
the developed Battlefield Network Simulation Suite is included in Chapter 4.
The results of these experiments determines whether the MATH algorithms are
superior to existing approaches in escaping from and avoiding terrain danger zones
while performing network topology repair.

Figure 6-11 One Node Is Destroyed

Figure 6-12 Destroyed Node and DZ
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Figure 6-13 Nodes Within the DZ are Destroyed

The convoy is placed on a road moving east (see Figure 6-9). At t = 10 s, one of the
nodes in the centre of the convoy is attacked (see Figure 6-11) and a DZ is
established with its epicentre at the destroyed node’s location (see Figure 6-12). To
simulate hostile forces as the source of the localised danger, any nodes present
within the danger zone are destroyed at a rate of 0.1 nodes per second (see Figure
6-13). The diameter of the danger zone is varied throughout multiple iterations of the
simulation from 0 m (attack on a single node) to 600 m (see Table 6-1 for full
simulation parameters).
Table 6-1 MATH Evaluation: Simulation Parameters
Transmission Range

250 m

Mobility model

Base – FB Convoy

Total number of Nodes

40

Number of Manned Nodes

30

Number of UGV

10

Node Speed

20 km/h

Length of convoy

1200 m

Distance between vehicles

30 m +- 10m

Danger Zone diameter

0-600 m

Danger Zone Lethality rate

0.1 nodes/s

Time to attack

10 s

Scenario duration

300 s

For the purposes of the simulation, both algorithms use the repair node selection
process of C2AM which elects a suitable RN by rating nodes in the network
according to a Mobility Readiness Index (MRI). The MRI is predetermined; in order
to simulate the fact that UGV are more expendable for network repair purposes,
UGVs are assigned an MRI value from 0-9; manned Vehicles are assigned an MRI
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Value from 10 to 19 where 0 represents the node which is most ready to be
relocated. When a node fails, the most suitable repair node is selected from the failed
node’s neighbours within a two-hop distance.

6.1.5
6.1.5.1

Results and Discussion
Results: Scenario 1, Convoy attack, Non-Mission-Aware

When C2AM detects the segmentation of the network, it attempts to replace the
destroyed node by selecting an appropriate node in a two hop radius taking into
account the node’s mobility readiness and mobility cost (see Figure 6-14).

Figure 6-14 C2AM: Selected Node Travels Towards the Failed Node

Since C2AM does not assume agency behind the failed node’s destruction, the RN is
sent directly into the danger and destroyed, at which point C2AM will elect the next
available RN until no more nodes are available (see: Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16).

Figure 6-15 C2AM: Nodes are Drawn Into the DZ One by One and Destroyed.
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Figure 6-16 Runtime View: C2AM: Nodes Are Drawn Into the DZ

6.1.5.2

Results: Scenario 2, Convoy attack, Mission Aware Topology Healing

In contrast to the above example, MATH is aware of the location and diameter of the
DZ and commands nodes within the zone to attempt to escape (see Figure 6-17 and
Figure 6-18). While some nodes are destroyed, many manage to escape the danger
zone; this divides the network into two segments.

Figure 6-17 MATH: Nodes Within the DZ Attempt to Escape

Figure 6-18 Runtime View: MATH: Some Nodes Escape
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Upon segmentation of the network, since the network is now divided into two
partitions which can no longer communicate, each partition starts their own RN
election process, hence an RN is selected from each partition independently (see:
Figure 6-17).
To recover and repair the topology, each RN is instructed to travel the circumference
of the danger zone (see Figure 6-19). Through situation data available from the data
model, both partitions are aware of the DZ’s location and size and can therefore
dispatch the RNs to the location of the other partition while maintaining a safe
perimeter around the DZ.

Figure 6-19 MATH: The Selected Discovery Nodes Search for Other Partition

In this theoretical example, the RN may travel either northwards or southwards
around the DZ and may therefore miss each other entirely. In that case, the nodes
will form a chain around the DZ and eventually reconnect, however, in a real world
situation, the two disconnected segments will never be precisely equidistant,
therefore it is assumed that the RN select the same direction each time.

Figure 6-20 MATH: Connection Re-established
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Figure 6-21 Runtime View: MATH: Nodes Re-establish connection

When the two RNs meet (see: Figure 6-20 and Figure 6-21), the connection between
source and sink is re-established and the nodes halt position until mission data
indicates new mobility instructions, or another danger zone is discovered. If the DZ
is too large to circumnavigate with two nodes, each RN will lose connection to its
network segment which will in turn start a new election process and effectively form
a chain of nodes around the DZ (see Figure 6-22).

Figure 6-22 MATH: Repair Nodes Form a Chain Around a Large DZ

The two data models are merged, each node is updated with the revised waypoints to
avoid the DZ the convoy’s mission is resumed. Unless the threat is removed and the
data model mission data updated once more, the convoy now uses the new mission
waypoints to circumnavigate the DZ (see: Figure 6-23).
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Figure 6-23 MATH: Waypoints are Updated and the Convoy Avoids the DZ

6.1.5.3

Results and Discussion

The simulation is carried out in 7 iterations varying the DZ diameter from 0 m to 600
m in 100 m increments. Each scenario is simulated a sufficient number of times to
reduce the standard deviation of the samples sufficiently achieve a 95 % confidence
interval.
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Figure 6-24 C2AM vs. MATH Results: Number of Nodes Lost vs. DZ Diameter

When a DZ is established and the network is segmented, while MATH seeks to
escape from the danger zone (see: Figure 6-17), the C2AM has no knowledge of the
location and size of the DZ and hence cannot escape, causing higher immediate node
losses (see: Figure 6-15). During repair, while MATH avoids the DZ; C2AM, in an
effort to replace the failed node consecutively sends all availble nodes within a two170

hop radius directly into the danger zone (see: Figure 6-15), causing much higher
node loss overall. Both algorithms incur higher node losses which increase
approximately linearly with the danger zone diameter from an average of 5 nodes at
100 m DZ diameter to 25 nodes at a 600 m diameter for C2AM and an average of
2.4 nodes at 100 m DZ diameter to 16 nodes at a 600 m diameter for MATH. C2AM
loses on average 1.8 times as many nodes as MATH (see: Figure 6-24).
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Figure 6-25 C2AM vs. MATH Results: Time to Reconnect vs. DZ Diameter

With a danger zone diameter of up to 200 m, both algorithms have a 0 s reconnection
time, since neither of the algorithms lose connection due to each node’s transmission
radius of 250 m. When the DZ diameter is increased to 300 m and larger, an
algorithm unaware of the danger zone, such as C2AM fails to reconnect the
partitioned networks permanently, while MATH achieves reconnection in most
cases. MATH’s time to permanently reconnect increases exponentially with an
increasing danger zone (see: Figure 6-25). This exponential increase can be
explained by two factors. While a larger danger zone means that nodes have to travel
longer distances, also more nodes are needed to form a chain and an increasing
proportion of the simulation fails to reconnect due to a lack of nodes available for
network repair. This is also the reason for the larger confidence interval at 500 m and
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600 m. The increasing amount of simulation scenarios where MATH fails to
reconnect both parts of the network increases the average time to reconnect from 89
s to 241 s and confidence interval of the sample from 5 s to 29 s.
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Figure 6-26 C2AM vs. MATH Results: Total Uptime vs. DZ Diameter

The total uptime represents the total amount of time that the network is connected,
i.e. while the last vehicle in the convoy is able to transmit data to the first. Similarly
to the Time to reconnect (see Figure 6-25) neither of the algorithm’s uptime is
affected by a danger zone of 200 m or less. At a DZ diameter of 300 m, even though
C2AM never manages to permanently reconnect the partitioned networks, nodes sent
into the danger zone briefly re-establish connection before they are eventually
destroyed, increasing the overall uptime marginally (see: Figure 6-26). At a DZ
diameter of 400 m and larger, C2AM’s uptime is equal to the time when the
networks first become partitioned at the start of the simulation at an average of 31 s.
MATH’s total uptime (see: Figure 6-26) is directly and inversely proportional to its
time to permanently reconnect (see Figure 6-25) and decreases with an increasing
DZ diameter from an average uptime of 213 s at 300 m DZ diameter to 72 s at a 600
m diameter.
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MATH fulfils its goals:


To maintain fleet level communications capability using node mobility



To use situational awareness data to evaluate danger zones and to avoid
damage



To use situational awareness data to repair the network topology whilst
avoiding danger

MATH is compared to C2AM [135] which has been chosen due to its enhanced
application awareness making it a realistic RCMA candidate in a battlefield scenario.
However, due to existing topology management approaches’ shared behaviour, in
this context C2AM is representative of the majority of current topology management
approaches discussed in Chapter 3, such as Grandi et al. [145] which use swarm
movement; PCR [136], PADRA [137] and NORAS [138] which use relay node
placement; RIM [142] and DARA [143] which use cascaded movement to despatch
repair nodes towards a failed node thus risking massive subsequent damage as a
direct result of their repair effort. Even the algorithms [146] and [147] which are
designed to recover large scale failure by non-random causes do not presume hostile
agents posing future risk in the area beyond placing additional redundant relay nodes
in the area. Therefore MATH would likely be similarly superior in the aspect of
preventing subsequent node damage due to hostile forces compared to these
algorithms.

6.2 Preserving Group Capability Integrity
As discussed in Chapter 2, the future battlefield contains a diverse range of nodes
possessing diverse abilities. There are many factors and capabilities that differentiate
types of vehicle platforms, such as manned vs. unmanned, size, armed and unarmed,
etc. Not only are these types of platforms different from each other and need to be
treated accordingly, they are also grouped depending on their interoperability in
order to maximise their effectiveness. To perform a given mission it is often
necessary for multiple nodes to cooperate, providing specific capabilities and
services to each other.
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The paradigm of Network Enabled Capability (NEC) encapsulates this notion.
Through strong interaction between mobile nodes, new capabilities emerge that are
beyond the capability of any individual node, e.g. a main battle tank can achieve
high accuracy through detailed targeting data supplied by a UAV, dismounted
soldiers have a higher survivability when assisted by a UGV for building search. In
NEC warfare, the creation of synergetic capabilities within these groups of
appropriately selected nodes is one of the ways in which new functionality can be
created from existing hardware and can be a significant asset.

6.2.1
6.2.1.1

Approach
Group Capability Integrity Management (GCIM):

GCIM is an application aware node selection algorithm which performs topology
management while recognising local vehicle platform group capability relationships.
Group Capabilities may have various requirements and constraints on node
behaviour. In order for group capabilities to be leveraged, nodes are required to
operate at specific locations or within certain distances to each other, i.e. a targeting
UAV needs to be on location in order to record relevant targeting data, an
autonomous pack mule carrying ammunition needs to stay close to a group of
dismounted soldiers in the event of an attack. All this mission data, i.e. mission
goals, waypoints, radius of permitted deviation from waypoint, Radius of permitted
distance to a neighbour, etc. is available to each node via the shared fleet SDM.
Treating all connections between nodes equally and optimising overall network QoS
will at best result in suboptimal organisation of important network segments and at
worst result in weakened performance of important segments. Moreover, depending
on the type of mission, some capabilities may be considered critical, while others are
expendable. Maximising overall group capability as opposed to mission critical
capabilities can therefore be just as detrimental to mission survivability as
maximising overall network QoS. GCIM recognises these problems and hence
optimises essential capabilities while sacrificing expendable ones.
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6.2.1.2

Coordinated Node Selection (CNS):

When network partitioning results in two partitions of unequal size, it is possible for
the larger partition to envelop the smaller one. In this situation, if each partition only
sends a single node for network repair, in some cases the repairing nodes can miss
each other, thus increasing the time to reconnect and wasting resources travelling in
the wrong direction (see Figure 6-27).

Figure 6-27 Partitions of Unequal Size Result in Wasted Resources

Disconnected network segments have no way to communicate and therefore no way
to coordinate repair efforts directly, however, if each network segment retains a
cache of the fleet data model, each disconnected segment is able to interpolate the
node selection decision of the other segment and thus the location of a node sent
from the other segment as a means of topology repair. CNS makes use of this cached
data and is therefore able to indirectly coordinate network repair efforts between two
disconnected network segments. This way, the two selected nodes can be instructed
to travel directly towards each other to achieve a minimum reconnection time with
least movement cost and the least number of nodes necessary to repair the network.

6.2.2
6.2.2.1

Algorithm Development
Group Capability Integrity Management (GCIM)

In order to enable GCIM to preserve mission critical group capabilities, each node in
the network is affiliated with a group based on its types of NEC. The NECs it
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contributes to its group are divided into two categories: Mission Critical Capabilities
(MCC) and Secondary Capabilities (SC) depending on the NEC’s relevance to the
current mission goals. Nodes retain their group affiliations as long as they are not
actively engaged in network topology repair.
Consider the flowchart in Figure 6-28 from a node perspective. When the network is
separated and topology repair is started, each node in a group starts the group
capability based repair node selection algorithm. Each node accesses the data model
and reads its group members’ MCC values. If a node discovers it contributes the
lowest MCC value to the group, it assumes the RN function. Since the node cannot
simultaneously provide its capabilities to its group and perform topology repair, it
unregisters its group affiliation before it begins topology repair. All nodes which do
not possess the lowest MCC value continue according to their mission parameters.

Is Topology
Segmented?
Yes
Access Fleet Data
Model

Read Group
Member’s MCC

I Am Repair Node

Yes

No
I Am Not Repair
Node

No

Is my MCC
lowest?

Unregister Group
Affiliation

Resume Mission

Yes

Topology
Restored?

Travel Towards
Other Cluster
No

Figure 6-28 Group Capability Based Repair Node Selection Flowchart

This way the node which is most expendable in terms of its mission critical
capabilities will be chosen to repair the network topology. Similarly to the MATH
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algorithm, in practice this algorithm is combined with the repair node chaining
algorithm to avoid the disconnection of chosen repair nodes from their group.
6.2.2.2

Coordinated Node Selection (CNS)

To perform coordinated node selection between two disjointed node clusters, each
node possesses a cached snapshot of every node’s MCC value and last known
location in the network. When an RN is selected, the RN analyses its cached MCC
values of the nodes in the disconnected group and registers the last known location
of the node with the lowest MCC value in the other group. The RN then travels
towards this location until it connects with the other group.

Am I Repair
Node?

Yes
Access Other
Group Data
Model Cache

Travel Towards
Location of Lowest
MCC Group
Member

No

No
Disconnected
Group Found?
Yes

Resume Mission

Figure 6-29 CNS Standalone Functionality Flowchart

This way each disconnected network segment will dispatch RN towards the other
segment’s RN and ensure that both segment’s RN meet in between the two
segments.
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6.2.2.3

GCIM Behaviour Flowchart

Thus GCIM is comprised of the combined behaviour of Group Capability Based
Node Selection, Repair Node Chaining and the Coordinated Node Selection
algorithm. See Figure 6-30 for a detailed flowchart of GCIM.
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Resume Mission
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Access Other
Group Data
Model Cache

No
My Network
Connected?
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Location of Lowest
MCM Group
Member

Figure 6-30 GCIM Combined Functionality Flowchart
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6.2.3

Experimental Modelling

To measure the relative performance of GCIM and demonstrate its advantages over
existing approaches, it is compared to the C2AM algorithm which recognises
variable requirements among different nodes but does not take into account the NEC
factors involved in battlefield networks.
6.2.3.1

Experiment Design

A steady state, agent based simulation is developed. Each mobile node is modelled
as an agent in a 2D environment. For MANET communications, nodes use an 802.11
transceiver with a range of 250 m. For long range communications, selected nodes
are equipped with a point to point transceiver with a range of 1000 m. The data rate
of any of the wireless communication links is assumed to be of sufficient capacity to
not present a bottleneck.
To model the capability value each node adds to the overall capabilities of a group in
a scalable way, every node is assigned five capabilities, each of which is represented
by a unique capability value between 1 and 10. When a communication failure
occurs and a node is re-tasked to leave its group for topology repair, this capability
value is used to represent group capability loss incurred due to the absence of the
node from its group.
The scenario involves of two groups, a Convoy Mission comprised of 20 platforms
and a Scout Mission comprised of 10 platforms, see Figure 6-32 and Figure 6-33. A
single node within each of the two clusters is equipped with a long range P2P
transceiver enabling communication between them. Nodes travel at an average speed
of 20 km/h. See Table 6-2 for detailed simulation parameters. See Figure 6-31 for a
legend.
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Figure 6-31 Legend

Scout Mission

Convoy

Figure 6-32 GCIM / CNS Simulation Scenario

Figure 6-33 Simulation Tool, Runtime View: Convoy and Scout Connected
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Table 6-2 GCIM / CNS Simulation Parameters
MANET Range

250 m

P2P Range

1000 m

Mobility model

Convoy / Scout Mission

Total number of Nodes

30

Node Speed

20 km/h

Number of MCC

1

Number of SC

4

Time to failure

10 s

Scenario duration

300 s

At t=10s the long range communication link of the Scout Mission fails, prompting
the network repair process. Repair nodes are being selected from each partition
based on the algorithm used, if a single node per partition cannot achieve
reconnection with the other partition, the platform chaining algorithm causes
additional RN to form a chain to relay the information between the two partitions
(see Figure 6-34).

Scout Mission

Convoy

Figure 6-34 Network Repair

A total of four scenarios are simulated. The first scenario simulates the behaviour of
the existing algorithm C2AM, which is unaware of group capability relationships
and dispatches repair nodes in an effort to replace any failed nodes. During the
second scenario, CNS is enabled which allows the two group to coordinate their
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topology repair. During the third scenario CNS is disabled and GCIM is enabled, so
that each group chooses the repair node with the lowest MCC. During the fourth
scenario both GCIM and CNS are enabled.
For each of the scenarios the simulation measures total downtime incurred by the
network during link failure, number of nodes used for network repair and total MCC
loss due to node re-tasking. During all four scenarios, the first of five capabilities is
chosen as the MCC, while the four other capabilities are declared SCs. Since
dispatch of a node for network repair always results in a loss in capability, each time
a node is chosen to repair the network, the loss in capability caused by this node is
counted towards the total fleet capability loss. Experiments are repeated a sufficient
number of times to reach a 95 % confidence interval.

6.2.4

Results and Discussion

Network Downtime
Between the failure of the long range communications link and reconnection of the
two segments, the network experiences downtime. The three factors influencing the
amount of downtime are node’s MANET communication range, the distance of the
separated clusters and whether nodes repair the topology using the shortest path
during network repair. CNS has a significant impact on the latter variable, ensuring
that nodes meet in the middle of the two partitions and therefore always travel the
shortest path given the choice of repair node. When compared to an algorithm
unaware of the other partition’s location, CNS, on average, reduces the network’s
downtime by 17.2 % (see Figure 6-35). The choice of mission critical capability has
no effect on downtime.
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Figure 6-35 C2AM vs. CNS vs. GCIM Results: Downtime

Repair Nodes Used
During topology repair, since at least one chain of nodes must bridge the complete
distance between the partitions, when C2AM selects repair nodes from the far side of
the convoy, significantly more nodes are used as a result of the repair nodes not
meeting in the centre of the two partitions (see Figure 6-36). CNS, due to being able
to reconnect the segments using the shortest topology repair path also uses the least
amount of RN (see Figure 6-34). This way CNS reduces the average number of
nodes used for network repair by 23.5 %. GCIM has no effect on the amount of
nodes used for topology repair, since it has no effect on node behaviour after they are
chosen and only affects which nodes are chosen. GCIM assigns the same number of
repair nodes regardless of their capability (see Figure 6-37).
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Figure 6-36 Resources wasted without CNS

Number of Nodes Retasked
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Figure 6-37 C2AM vs. CNS / GCIM Results: Number of Nodes Used

Capability Degradation
Capability degradation is the result of nodes being retasked for topology repair and
leaving their respective groups as a result. Every time a node is sent to repair the
network, its group loses a certain amount of capability value depending on the group
capabilities of the node. By selecting the node which results in the least amount of
loss of a certain capability, capability degradation can be minimised. Additionally,
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the longer the distance that needs to be bridged, the more nodes are required for
repair, resulting in higher capability degradation.
Because CNS reduces the number of nodes used for topology repair, it has a similar
effect on capability loss due to node re-tasking. Thus CNS alone achieves an average
capability loss reduction of 23.8 % of all capabilities. While C2AM determines node
selection based on the importance of a node’s mobility readiness and movement cost,
GCIM evaluates the overall capability loss of each node in the group and selects a
node for network repair which results in the least degradation of a selected mission
critical capability. Compared to C2AM, GCIM alone results in an average 52.1 %
reduction in capability degradation. When enabled together, CNS and GCIM reduce
the Mission Critical Capability loss compared to the C2AM algorithm by 75.6 % and
SC loss by 23.8 % (see Figure 6-38).
Capability Degradation
0%

C2AM

CNS

GCIM

CNS + GCIM

-1%

Degradation (%)

-2%
-3%
-4%
-5%
-6%
-7%
-8%
-9%
-10%
MCC

SC 1

SC 2

SC 3

SC 4

Figure 6-38 C2AM vs. CNS / GCIM Results: Capability Degradation

As is evident form the cumulative capability degradation (see Figure 6-39), CNS
reduces the overall capability degradation by a larger amount then GCIM (CNS: 21
% reduction vs. GCIM: 11 % reduction, however, GCIM is able to reduce the
capability degradation by a larger amount than CNS (CNS: 23.8 % vs. GCIM 52.1
%). Together GCIM and CNS achieve a cumulative capability degradation reduction
of 34 %.
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Figure 6-39 C2AM vs. CNS+GCIM Results: Cumulative Capability Degradation

Overall CNS and GCIM achieve significantly lower capability degradation than
C2AM. CNS achieves its goal to minimise the number of nodes necessary for
topology repair. And GCIM achieves its goal to reduce the amount of group
capability lost due to node re-tasking by performing group capability based repair
node selection. C2AM fails to achieve these goals.

6.3 Conclusions
6.3.1

Mission Aware Topology Healing

Mission Aware Topology Healing (MATH) fills one of the key gaps identified by
[148], which notes that Relay placement in a certain region susceptible to threats or
damage is an unsolved problem.
Exploiting node mobility by replacing failed nodes is an effective solution to
reintegrate clusters of mobile nodes in a topology disjointed by random failure,
however, in a battlefield environment, Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs) face
non-random threats, such as jamming and targeted destruction of nodes in the
network. Unaware and unable to detect these non-random threats, existing
approaches result in a massive subsequent loss of assets.
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To address these shortcomings, MATH is proposed. It is a mission aware TMA
which harnesses mission data available on a fleet data model. MATH recognises,
escapes from and avoids the Danger Zone (DZ) and relocates available nodes in the
network to repair a network partitioned by a localised attack by using a platform
chaining algorithm to bridge long distances and effectively route around the
perimeter of any DZ.
The proposed algorithm is verified using simulation and reduces the average
reconnection time by more than half (52.3 %) on average compared to C2AM which
relocates repair nodes without mission awareness and danger zone awareness. As is
common with many conventional Topology management Algorithms (TMA), C2AM
attempts to replace failed nodes with another node available for network repair,
MATH reduces the amount of node loss by 40 % on average and almost triples (2.8
x) the total measured uptime compared to C2AM. When the diameter of the DZ is
larger than the wireless range of the nodes, C2AM fails to reconnect the network
permanently while MATH is able to reconnect the partitioned network if a sufficient
number of nodes are available for network repair.
MATH’s use of shared data model situational information to avoid danger zones is a
significant improvement over the majority of existing algorithms such as C2AM
which do not consider the possibility of danger zones and thus incapable of reacting
to them, causing massive node loss as a direct result of their topology repair efforts.
As described in Chapter 3, the implications in the battlefield context are evident.
MATH’s significant reduction in node loss translates directly to improved
communications capability and results in improved Network Enabled Capability
(NEC) and Shared group capability through a higher node density.

6.3.2

Group Capability Integrity Management and Coordinated Node
Selection

Coordinated Node Selection (CNS) has been designed to solve the problem of
preserving the maximum amount of overall shared group capability in a group of
battlefield vehicle platforms. It achieves this by coordinating repair efforts of two
asymmetrically sized node segments by using cached data model data. As
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demonstrated in the above experiments, by using the platform chaining algorithm,
CNS is also able to mitigate the failure of a long distance Radio Access Technology
(RAT) by bridging the gap between the two network segments with a chain of
several nodes equipped with short range multihop RATs while using the smallest
amount of repair nodes and thus preserving the largest amount of overall group
capability.
Group Capability Integrity Management (GCIM) has been designed to combat the
prevailing assumption of fleet homogeneity and the resulting greediness of existing
topology management approaches without application awareness which may
translate directly into mission defeating topologies. Specifically the fact that certain
capabilities may be broken when removed from a group of other platforms is
commonly ignored in the existing research.
Strong interaction among heterogeneous networked vehicle platforms gives rise to
group capabilities, some of which may be mission critical. When battlefield
networks become segmented, exploiting node mobility is an effective way to
reconnect disjointed network segments, but a TMA must be aware of the effect that
node relocation can have on the mission capabilities of a group.
When attempting to repair a network topology by relocating nodes, a TMA cannot
assume that all mobile nodes are equally available to be relocated. Existing topology
repair approaches such as C2AM recognise vehicle platform heterogeneity and
differences in mobility readiness and mobility cost between nodes, but fail to
recognise group capabilities which emerge as a result of cooperation between
networked vehicle platforms and thus may create a mission defeating topology in an
effort to repair a segmented topology
To address these shortcomings of existing approaches, CNS and GCIM are
proposed. GCIM preserves mission critical group capabilities by performing
application aware node selection which focuses on preserving mission critical
capabilities within a group of nodes by using repair nodes which least impact
mission critical group capabilities.
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CNS preserves mission critical and secondary group capabilities by ensuring that the
least amount of nodes necessary is used for network repair. It achieves this by using
cached node location information from a common data model to predict the repair
node selection made by disconnected segments and dispatching a repair node in the
appropriate direction to ensure that repair nodes meet in the centre of the
disconnected segments, thus reducing reconnection time, movement cost and number
of nodes used for repair.
Experiments have been performed to measure the performance of the proposed
algorithms compared to an existing application aware repair node selection
algorithm, C2AM [135], which performs node selection on current node task and
movement cost. Compared to C2AM which dispatches repair nodes to a random part
of the disconnected network partition, CNS reduced communication downtime by an
average 17.2 % and the number of nodes used for network repair by 23.5 %.
Subsequently, by using fewer nodes, CNS reduced the fleet’s capability degradation
by 23.8 %. By selecting repair nodes which least impact the group capability, GCIM
reduced Mission Critical Capability degradation by an average 52.1 %. Compared to
the C2AM algorithm, the combination of GCIM and CNS reduce Mission Critical
Capability degradation by 75.6 % and Secondary Capability Degradation by 23.8 %.
GCIM and CNS demonstrate a significant improvement over existing approaches by
recognising that nodes in a network have mission goals and tasks beyond topology
repair. Compared to existing approaches, GCIM and CNS significantly reduce the
network’s group capability degradation and thus avoid the creation of a mission
defeating network topology.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

The main objective of this thesis has been to improve battlefield communications
capability through improved management of existing platform and fleet level
resources.
At the platform level, the main objective has been achieved through development of
the novel High Availability Wireless Communications (HAWC) Framework which
yields significantly improved functionality compared to existing approaches in
several key areas:
HAWC takes advantage of available technology and enables seamless Line
Replaceable Unit (LRU) plug-and-play by performing equipment management to
detect new or modified equipment and hardware degradation and detecting
performance changes via the Shared Data Model (SDM). In this manner HAWC
enables the use of any SDM compliant Radio Access Technology (RAT) through a
process of black boxing RATs and the use of defined interfaces.
HAWC also provides access to all available platform level and fleet level application
data through the SDM by providing the attached Resource and Capability
Management Algorithms (RCMA) with a set of performance profiles, namely the
Traffic profile, RAT profile and Context Profile. This way HAWC enables the use of
any current and future RCMA informed by relevant application level data from the
SDM.
HAWC facilitates the use of multiple modular RCMA with minimum integration
cost and enables seamless switching between these RCMA by black boxing the
RCMA and using defined interfaces to pass contextual information to the RCMA. A
policy document which defines the use cases of the different RCMA allows for
seamless switching between RCMA based on context information.
HAWC is highly modular and flexible in compliance with the Vehicle Systems
Integration (VSI) Standards and Guidelines and facilitates future modifications and
upgrades through its modular design. In coherence with VSI requirements, HAWC
has been assessed using the VSI Standards and Guidelines.
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At the fleet level, the main objective of this thesis has been achieved by developing a
set of novel topology management algorithms that are executed on the vehicle
platform mission computer. The novel algorithms outperform existing approaches in
the restoration of fleet communications capability in case of damage and degradation
through the use of context awareness:
Mission Aware Topology Healing (MATH) is a novel distributed topology repair
algorithm that uses node mobility informed by situational awareness data in order to
repair a segmented network topology while evacuating and avoiding Danger Zones
(DZ). MATH has been simulated in a convoy attack scenario and compared to the
C2AM algorithm [135]. C2AM is chosen as a comparison to MATH due to its
similar goals and application awareness to the proposed novel algorithms. In this
scenario MATH reduces the average reconnection time of two separated network
segments by 52.3 % and reduces the number of nodes lost by 40 %. This allows
MATH to achieve a 180 % higher total uptime of the network. MATH achieves this
improvement compared to C2AM by breaking a behavioural pattern common to the
majority of state-of-the-art Topology Management Algorithms (TMA) and not
converging on the failed node, but travelling the perimeter of any danger zones.
Coordinated Node Selection (CNS) is a novel distributed topology repair algorithm
which uses cached data from the shared data model in order to minimise overall
group capability loss by coordinating repair node mobility to achieve the shortest
repair path and minimise nodes used for repair. CNS has been simulated in a
communications failure scenario between two asymmetrically sized network
partitions and compared to C2AM, CNS reduces network downtime by an average
17 % and the number of nodes used for network repair by 23.5 %. Subsequently by
reducing the amount of nodes used, CNS reduces the fleet’s overall capability
degradation by 23.8 %.
Group Capability Integrity Management (GCIM) is a novel distributed topology
repair algorithm designed to reduce fleet capability degradation of mission critical
capabilities. GCIM achieves this by selecting topology repair nodes based on their
contribution to shared mission critical capabilities. Using this process of selecting
the node with the lowest contribution to a shared group capability allows GCIM to
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reduce the degradation of a shared mission critical capability by a further 52.1 %
compared to C2AM. Thus GCIM working in conjunction with CNS receives an
average reduction of all capability loss by 34 %, a reduction of non- critical
capability loss of 23.8 % and a reduction of Mission critical capabilities by 75.6 %.
To enable the design, implementation, performance analysis and comparative
evaluation of the proposed algorithms, the novel Battlefield Network Simulation
Tool has been developed which allows a user to implement algorithms both at the
node level and at the fleet level and collect performance results.
Compared to existing tools, the Battlefield Network Simulation Tool enables the
development and modelling of a fleet of heterogeneous battlefield vehicles equipped
with heterogeneous communications resources in a realistic battlefield context
subject to diverse, dynamic and hostile environments in a straightforward manner.
The tool has been validated by simulating multiple experiments using a known
stimulus from [135] and comparing the output of the simulation tool the results of
this work. Using the same input stimulus, the novel tool is found to produce results
comparable to the existing tools used in [135] reliably.
The simulation tool has greatly benefited the design, implementation and testing of
the proposed communications management framework and the proposed algorithms
and has been of great utility during fault finding and iterative improvement of these
algorithms.
Overall, the approaches presented in this thesis improve the current state-of-the-art in
battlefield communications through improved management of communications
capability of battlefield vehicle fleets.
Under the new paradigms of modern battlefield vehicle fleets, the focus of capability
shifts from the individual platform to the capability of a cooperating fleet, the work
presented here provides a necessary corresponding shift in focus for communications
capability. The presented approaches enable this change by achieving significantly
improved platform level capabilities which enable fleet level, context aware decision
making to support the improved operation of battlefield communications resources
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through intelligent and reactive systems that exist across multiple platforms in the
fleet in a well-defined manner.

7.1 Further Work
Several avenues exist to extend this work:
Software Defined Radio (SDR) is a powerful new technology, which can be
configured based on available High Availability Wireless Communications (HAWC)
profile data to fill gaps in the vehicle’s communications capability. Through its
Shared Data Model (SDM) integration, HAWC has access to a wealth of information
and with modular Resource and Capability Management (RCMA) integration; SDR
can be specifically addressed in order for HAWC to become a decision maker for
any attached SDR.
Using available information from the SDM, a runtime learning algorithm could be
developed to select radio resources at runtime based on history. Context data could
be used to build a history profile which correlates situational, vehicle and mission
data with historically successful Resource and Capability Management (RCM)
strategies to improve RCM robustness and eliminate historically unsuccessful
techniques.
Battlefield platforms are equipped with heterogeneous Radio Access Technologies
which create multiple superimposed network topologies. From these overlapping
topology maps, it may be possible to interpolate certain context data, such as danger
zones (DZ) and interference zones, etc. An algorithm could be developed which is
able to map and analyse the overlapping topologies and thus error check, amend and
enhance mission data based on interpolated information.
An algorithm could be developed to perform context based traffic scheduling. Using
data available from the HAWC profiles, especially DZ and interference zone
location, a platform on an unavoidable trajectory into such a zone may reschedule
transmissions in order to ensure delivery of high profile traffic before reaching the
zone.
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In reality, a DZ is not uniformly risky for nodes. Treating DZs as a graduated risk
zone emanating from the epicentre with risk decreasing with distance from the centre
and an appropriate behavioural change by Mission Aware Topology Healing
(MATH) should be investigated.
Missions are often carried out by a number of heterogeneous nodes which possess a
specific set of capabilities necessary for specific missions, therefore it is more
important that those nodes remain connected than the whole network remaining
connected. An algorithm could be developed to recognise this and favour
reconnection with important neighbours.
In addition to repairing the network in the event of a failure, Group Capability
Integrity Management (GCIM) could be used to exchange nodes between clusters in
an effort to maximise overall maximum capability. More research is needed on the
feasibility and overhead of this approach.
Coordinated Node Selection (CNS) enables each separated partition to anticipate the
decisions of the other cluster, thus it could also be applied to the repair node
selection, prompting only a single repair node in the event of a communications
failure, to preserve more group capabilities.
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